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OFFICE OF THE ASS ITANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
wA$ WON. 0. C. "o301

1 INS1ALLAONSAND L00,S A December 7, 1976

MEMORA11DUM FOR DEPUTY SECRE• RY OF DEFENSE CLFENTS

SUBJECT: Profit '76 Summa Report

Your memorandum of May 1 1975 directed a full scale study effort which
was to have as its goal aprovements in our profit policy designed to
strengthen our competit e industrial base. The study, known as Profit '76,
is complete, and a new rofit policy became effective on October 1, 1976.

Transmitted herewith i. a Summary Report of the Profit '76 Study Team.
As you know, the end product of Prefit '76 was the work of a number of
task groups, some of -hom were part of the Study Team, and some of wliow
were contributors from outside the Department of Defense (DoD). This
report summarizes those efforts most pertinent to the new policy. You
will note that your own testimony before Senator Proxmire's Joint Committee
on Defense Production is included in the prefatory materials as an executiveSsnun amry of the erotits effort.

As study Director, I take great pride in the results we have achieved.
They would not have been possible without the fine cooperation and support

I have received from the Services, the Defense Supply Agency, the Logistics
Management Institute, industry, industry associations and from you and
many nei-bers of your staff. It has been a great pleasure and very rewarding
professionally to serve on this effort. I am convinced that our new policy
represents a significant step forward toward increased productivity and
lower co-ts for the vital military hardware aieeded for national security.

!I
JAMES W. STANSBERRY
Director, Profit '"M U Y• I
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FOREWORD

Defense contraccors which make up our industrial base art absolutely
7 1 vital to our national security. Department of Defense (DoD) Managers
__ have suspected that the years recently past have seen an erosion of

the industrial base due in part to a low level of capital investment.
Stepping kip to this problem, Deputy Secretary of Defense William P.
'Cltments, in May 1975. launched a study to determine the level of
investment and profitability of defense contractors relative to their
commercial counterparts, and to develop needed changes ini DoD profit
policy.

) Directed by Brigadiet General James W. Stansberry under the supervision
of Assistant Secretary of Defense Frank A. Shrontz and Deputy Assistnnt
Secretary of Defense Dale R. Babione, the Study Team first set out to

) obtain widespread support and participation on the part of both govern-
nment and industry. The Military Services became actively involved
through tho Joint Logistic Commanders, while a high-level steering

) committee cons'sting of the Assistant Secretaries of Defense for both
Comptroller and Installations and Logistics, as well as the Assistant
Secretaries of the Military Departments, exercised guidance and surveil-
lance throughout each phase of the study.

/

The study team gathered cost and investment data from companies holding
defense contracts valued at some $16 billion, and additional data from
more than 200 other companies. ream members virtually blanketed rhe
country, visiting major DoD contractors, ane scores of government

contracting officers.

The study effort now completed respresents one of the most comprehensive
efforts of its kind. The work product of the study was in reality a
series of separate but carefully integrated studies. Those most per-
tinent constitute the chapters ot this Sunmmary Report. Others of

S significant importance but not incl1uded In this Summary Report due to

volume are listed in the Appendix.

) The study team wishes to express sincere appreciation to the industry
associations and the particIpatiug companies without whose cooperation

the necessary data would not have been obtained, and to the many
individuals In and out of government who gave of their time, experience,
and wisdom.

)
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Senator ProxmireI AM PLEASED TO APPEAR BEFORE THIS

COMM4ITTEE TO DISCUSS THE NE4W DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

PROFIT POLICY, THis POLICY CAME ABOUT AS A RESULT OF

A ONE YEAR STUDY ON THE GENERAL SUBJECT OF DEFEN•E

CONTRACTOR EARNINGS. THE STUDY. KNOWN AS PROFIT ' 76,

WAS CHARTERED BY ME AND WAS LED BY BRIGADIER GENERAL

JAMES W. STANSBERRY WHO IS WITH ME THIS MORNING.

WE HAVE BEEN MINDFUL FOR SOME TIME OF THE NEED TO

IMPROVE OUR PROFIT POLICY, MANY INFORMED OBSERVERS,

INCLUDING MEMBERS OF THIS COMMiITTEE., HAVE POINTED OUT

WHA'l THEY BELIEVED TO BE SHORTCOMINGS. THE PROBLEMS

) MOST CONSISTENTLY IDENTIFIED WERE OVEREMPHASIS IN OUR

WEIGHTED GUIDELINES ON ESTIMATED CONTRACT COST AS A

PROFIT FACTOR AND THE ABSENCE OF CONTRACTOR INVESTMENT

) AS A MEANINGFUL PROFIT DETERMINANT. WE AGREED THAT

THESE PROBLEMS MIGHT CONTRIBUTE TO HIGH COST AND LESS

) THAN OPTIMUM INVESTMENT LEVELS BY DEFENSE CONTRACTORS.

) THus, TtIE OVERALL. GOAL Or OUR PROFIT STUDY WAS TO

DEVELOP REVISIONS IN POLICY THAT WOULD HELP ACHIEVE

) PIOPER INVESTMENT LEVELS AND ASSOCIATED REDUCTIONS IN

COST.

)
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IN ORDER TO COME TO GRIPS WITH THESE ISSUES, WE

NEFEDED RELIABLE DATA ON ACTUAL DEFENSE CONTRACTOR

INVESTMENT LEVELS AND EARNINGS. WE ALSO NEEDED TO

SDETERMINE HOW THESE CONSIDERATIONS WERE RELATED TO

BACH OTHER AND TO COMPARABLE COMMERC IAL ENDEAVORS,

S•DEFE•SE CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT DATA WAS

COLLECTED AT THE PROFIT CENTER LEVEL OVER A RECENT

FIVE YFAR PERIOD AND COMPARED TO FeDERAL TRADE

COMMISSION DATA ON COMMERCIAL DURABLE GOODS MANUFAC-

TURERS, WE ALSO SOUGHT INFORMED JUDGMENT ON PROFIT

'$SSUES ACROSS A WIDE SPECTRUM OF GOVERNMENT AND

IDIPUSTRY, WE MET WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE

ACCOUNTING PROFESSION, THE ACADEMIC COMMUNITY, THE
GENERAL ACCOUNTINO OFFICE, THE COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS

BOARD,; THE OFF ICE OF FEDERAL PROCUREMENT POLICY AND
I-[ MANY OTHERS', THIROUGHOUT THE COURSE OF THE STUDY WE

TOOK GREAT CARE TO MAINTAIN A COMPLETELY VI$IBLE AND

OPEN APPROACH., CULMINATING IN A SPECIAL ADVISORY GROUP

REVIEW OF OUR FINDINPS.

I WOULD NOW LIKE TO BRIEFLY HIGHLIGHT WHAT WE

HAVE LEA;NED. DEFENSLE CONTRACTOR PROFITSp iHEN

MEASURED ON TH4E BASIS OF .SALES. ARE ON THE AVERAGE

LOWER THAN THOSE GENERATED IN COMMERCIAL ENDEAVORS;

IIOW•VER,- W1H.EN MEASURED ON AN INVESTMENT BASIS THEY

vi I
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ARE SOMEWHAT HIGHER. THis RELATIONSHIP IS TRACEABLE

TO A MAR•EDLY LOW LEVEL OF INVESTMENT BY DEFENSE CON-

TRACTORS. IN TERMS OF PRODUCTION FACILITIES,. FOR

EXAMPLE,, COMMERCIAL FIRMS, ON THE AVERAGEj INVEST

MORE THAN TWICE IHE AMOUNT THAT DEFENSE CONTRACTORS

DO ON THE BASIS OF SALES DOLLARS. WHILE THERE AREI MANY REASONS FOR THIS LACK OF INVESTMENT, SOME ARE

TRACEABLE TO OUR PROCUREMENT APPROACH. IN THE PAST WE

HAVE NOT RELATED PROFIT TO INVESTMENT IN A SATISFACTORY

WAYj NOR HAVE WE ALLOWED THE COST OF THE CAPITAL

REQUIRED FOR INVESTMENT TO BE REIMBURSED AS A COST ON

DEFENSE CONTRACTS4

WE HAVE NOW SET FORTH TWO IMPORTANT CHANGES

ADDRESSING THIS MATTER, THE FIRST PROVIDES THAT THE

AI, AMOUNT OF 1"ACILITIES INVESTMENT WILL BE RECOGNIZED IN

TIUE CONTRACTING OFFICERS PRENEGOTIATION PROFIT OBJEC-

TIVE, THE RELATIVE WEIGHT OF THIS FACTOR IN THE
PROFIT OBJECTIVE CALCULATION IS MODEST. INIHE FUTURE

! IT WILL LIKELY BE INCREASED AFTER INDUSTRY H4AS HAD

SOME OPPORTUNITY TO ADJUST !TS INVESTMENT PAT 'iiRN14

UHE SECOND CHANGE PROVIDES THAT THE IMPUTED COST OFr

CAPIT iL ',R FACILITY INVESTMENT (MEASURED IN ACCORDANCE

WITH COST ACCOUNTING STANDARD 414), THAT IS, TlHE RISK

FREE ELEMENT OF THE TOTAL COST OF CAPITAL WILL BE

ix



CONSIDERED AN ALLOWABLE COST ON NEGOTIATED DEPARTMENT

OF DEFENSE CONTRACTS. PROCEDURES HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED

80 THAT ON THE AVERAGE IN OUR NECOTIATED CONTRACTS, THE

PRENEGOTIATION PROFI| OBJECTIVE TAKES INTO ACCOUNT AND

OfstS..,TTS THE COST !NCRfASE ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE IMPUTED

COST OF FACIL.ITY CAPITAL. THiS OFFSET PROVISION IS ]
IN LINE WITH THE VIEW EXPRESSED IN SENATOR PROXMIRE t S

LETTER TO SECRETARY RUMSFELD OF MAY 27, 1976 ON THIS
SUBJECT.

WE HAVE TAKEN SPECIAL CARE IN ASSURING SUCCESS-

FUL IMPLEMENTATION OF OUR REVISED POLICY, GENERAL

STANSBERRY AND HIS TEAM HAVE BRIEFED EACH OF THE

SERVICE COMMANDERS CHARGED WITH AC(t rSITIN, ANDn n-

TAILED TRAINING HAS BEEN PROVIDED TO OVER 3,000
GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY PERSONNEL,

WE BELIEVE THAT OUR PO'LICY CHANGES ARE AN -

IMPORTANT STEP FORWARD IN ACHIEVING OUR GOAL OF

ENCOURAGING CONTRACTOR INVESTMENT IN COST REDUCING

FACILITIES. OUR NEW POLICY. COMBINED WITH OTHER

PROCUREMENT INIfIATIVES UNDERWAY SHOULD ACT TO

STRENGTHFEN THE COMPETITIVE INDUSTRIAL BASE AND

REDUCE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE ACqUISITION COSTS.

A
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The chapter which follows c*oUtains the Profit ' 7 6 study plan

whichk was-promulgated in mid 1975 as the basic approach to be---

.. followed i his effort. hiie som vadations from the -plan

were implemented during Che course of the study, it proved to be

a sound approach.
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PROFIT '76

"STUDY PLAN

A. PURPOSE

The purpose of the Profit Policy Study is to determine

defense contractors' profit on both defense and non-defense

business and to examine the relation of earnings to capital

investment in assets designed to increase productivity and

lower costs. The study will recommend to the Secretary of

) Defense any changes in Department of Defense profit policy

required to strengthen our competitive industrial base and j
) reduce the cost of systems and hardware essential to our

national security. If it is determined that a change in

) DoD profit policy is in the national interest, a new profit

j policy will be promulgated along with the directives neces-

sar-y for impeientation..-

) B. GEN~ERAL APPROACH

The principal approach to be used will consist of

) collec-ing and analyzing data, on earnings, at the profit

center level, from a wide and diverse segment of defense

) industry and comparing that data with overall commercial

earning information. This central study effort will be

) augmented by several corollary tasks as follows:

I. Examinin-g the strena-th and stability

of the defense industrial base.

2. Soliciting the informed opinions of

government and industry personnel ai

to the overall effectiveness of DoD

profit policy, and changes needed.

1-2



3. Performing a detailed "literature >1
search" to insure that past studies

are reviewed and analyzed. '4
4. visiting a number of major profit

centers (including some commercial

companies) and Defense installations

to validate data, observe first hand

the opportunities for cost reduction

investmnent, discuss required changes k I
-n profit policy, and generally pro-

vide zr full participation in the

study by those likely to be affected

by t.,he outcome. -

5. Analyzing in ;n current DoD profit

policy, bot- .. promulgated in the

ASPR ann ,., pi !ticed at the negotia-

ting tab-. ¾.

Since thero - icant time lags in the capital in-

vestment process, it way be an extended period of time before

we realize the full impact of any profit policy changes emana-

ting from this study. To assure that the desired results are

being achieved, a yearly review wrill be made to track the

initial effect of any profit policy changes and an overall

judgment should be possible in approximately three years.
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C. BACKGflOumD INFORMATION

American defense industries are presently the center of
controversy. Defense indlusty spokesmen constantly voice
their opinions on the low profitability of defense work.

Much of the blame for this is placed upon Government and

Department of Defense procurement policies. Many men(bers

of Congress and the press appear to focus on the high cost

of weapon systems and take the position that defense indus-

"try profits are too high and that procurement policies must

be tightened. Therefore, Department of Defense procurement

authorities are caught in the middle and there are no recent

impartial studies or facts evident to indicate which view is

S) correct. In addition, Defense authorities know that the

"defense industry" is not a homogeneous industry but is

wideiy diverse in products; technology, size and financial

strength, percentage of assets devoted to defense prcdulction
and dependency upon a sub-contracting base. There also exists

the uneasy feeling that the defense industry's production base

S) is shrinking as contractors are attracted to more profitable

work in the commercial sector.

teDuring the past few years the Logistics Management Insti-

tute, Industry Advisory Council, and the General Accounting

Office have conducted studies relating to profits in the de-

fense industry. Each of these stndies addressed the adequacy

of profits on defense contracts and their relation to capital
investment. The focus of interest in this study is centered

on those procurement policies followed by Defense which gcovern

or impact the profitability, capital. investment policies, and

overall financial condition of defense contractors.

1-4



D. SCOPE Ot STUDY

The scope of the DOD profit policy study will encore- '

pass the following tasks. First, the DoD will conduct a

study of the financial reports of publicly held defense

contractors and of non-defense companies which are in sim-

ilar lines of business. The results will serve as a base-

line to which tne profit data gathered from defense con-

tractors can be compared. Subsequently, a survey of the

returns on capital and sales earned by defense contractors

on the defense portion of their business will be conducted. k

These data will be gathered and verified for each contractor

(at the profit center level) by the CPA firm normally re-

tained by the contractor. This individual company data will

be summarized and analyzed confidentially by a consortium

of CPA firms. Tho final results of this summary and analysis

will be provided to the DoD.

The plan for data gathering and analysis will be pre-

sented to senior officials in the executive branch of the

Government with a view toward soliciting comments on method-

ology and approach. This is planned to include the following

principals or their delegates: the Deputy Secretary of

Defense, the Secretaries of the Military Departments, the

Joint Logistic Commanders, the Compt.^ol1er General of the

United States, the Director of the Off ice of Management and

Budget, and the Administrator of Federal Procurement Policy.

1-5



-The Logistics Management Institute (LMI) will conduct

a study of the Defense Ind\tstrial Base. This study will be

designed to provide an assessment of the overall financial

) strength and stability of the defense industry. In addition,

LMI will provide an interim report on its current study of

Contractor Financial Capability which deals with contract

financing,

The DoD will formulate a questionnaire on which it will

) ask presidents and chief financial officers of defense com-

panies to respond to questions about the adequacy of current

defense profit opportunity, th^ rates of return necessary to

stimulate cost reducing capital investment, and other finan-

)cial and non-financial policies which can increase the pro-

ductivity of defense industry. The Joint Logistics Commanders

) (JLC) have been asked to assist in developing a similar ques-

tionnaire which will be sent to the military departments to

� obtain their comments and suggestions. The questionnaires

will be followed up by field team visits to DoD and contractor

locations. A number of primary commercial companies will also

be visited to obtain their views on the role of profit rela-

) tive to stability of business base, risk and capital invest-

ment.

Finally, the conclusions derived from the analysis of

the data gathered by the above studies will be used as the

basis for a new DoD profit policy. The new policy will aim

to adjust the overall level of defense profits in such a

manner that the profit opportunity offered to defense con-

tractors is not excessive but still adequate to attract

their capital and their best managerial and technical capa-

bility to defense work. Further, the new profit policy will

1-6



be structured in such a way that contractors will be able

to earn sufficient returns on c-pital committed to a con-

tract, and additional cost reducing investment will be

rewarded with adequate profit.

The Defense Profit study will culminate with the

coordination and promulgation of the new profit policy.

It is planned that the new policy will be implemented by

July 1976.

k

i

I AFM
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PROFIT '7G

U~AY FUNCTIONS OFr TU1E STUDY1 GRlOUP
_ _ ... I_ =-

Director
Provide overall policy guidance to study group.
Maintain liaison with senior government/industry officials.
Makl final recommendations to DepSecDef on profit policy.
0ther responsibilities as sBet forth in study charter.

j De~uty Director
Assist Director in performance of his functions and act

for him in his absence.
Maintain day-to-day supervision of all study group ct•ivities.

SResearh, Planning
Provide overall planning advice.
Develop industry questionnaires.
Identify data elements.
Perform field visits.

Executive Secretary
) Administration.

j Central depository for information.
Preparation of final report.) Preparation of necessary briefings.
Assist Deputy Director in disclharge of his functions.
In conjunction with LMI, s~luimarize main past profit studies.

) ifinancial Data Collection and Analysis
Liaison with CPA firms.
Develop data collection formats.
Perform field visits.
Establish CPA consortium.
Arrange necessary contractual support.

Profit Policy Formulation
Review Existing Profit Policies.

) Analyze CPA consortium data and questionnaires.
Develop required profit policy changes.
Perform field visits.

Field Surveys
Develop government questionnaires.

) Set up field visits.
Summarize questionnaire responses.
Perform field visits.

I-10



5 TAB
., ,•iIWE DEPUTY StCREIARY OF DtEf'NSE

I~i • %: ': ,.•'•J %'A$111GTOU,4 D. C. 20301

M•AY .3 19"/

MEMORANDUM FOP, TIHE SE'CRETARIE.S OF TI-E MILITARY

1) EPA .TM EN TS

SUBJECT: Investment in Defense Contracts

The purpose of this memorandum is to formally constitute a major
Dcefnse study of contractor investmnent and contribuUon toward.
increased productivity and reduced costs on Defense contracts.
This study is one of the initiatives menlioned in my mnemorandumn
of 11 April 1975, subject, "Cost Reduction Initiatives."

There arc many indications that Defense contractors contribute from
earnings substantially less than desired toward use of modern mnanu-
facturing technology and other improvenments in efficiency. This
has led to obsolescence of plant, expensive labor intensive metbods
and continued high costs. WJhether.r these outcomes have stcrnrncd
from low earnings, improper distribution of profit dollars, instbi])ji ty
of defense progranms or a combination of these and othcr factors ."s
not entirely clear. It is apparent however, that unless changes are
made \vc are likely to face continuing increases in Defense equipmnent
costs and erosion of the industrial base upon which our Defense
needs ultimately depend.

I am firmly convinced that this is a national problem of scrious
dimensions. The Commission on Governnment Procurement, the
General Accounting Office, and other agencies both wvithin and
external to the Department of Defense have expressed the same
concern. Our attempt to cope with the problem through the "return
on investmcnt" policy established by DPC 107 failed to attract
support, both from industry and our own subordinate echelons. It
is time for a new approach.

Accordingly, I now direct that a formal full scale study effort
commcnce immediately which shall have as its goal recommending

I-il



required chanfoe:; in our prcfit policy. Brigadier" General James W.
Stansberry is designated Director of the study. Gcneral Stan;berry
Sshall:

ia) arrange for appropriate representation on the. study group

from OSD, the Military Departments4, ztnd Defense agencies

Sb) consult with othcr Governmental departments and industry[ as required

c) personally plan, organizc, direct, coordinate and controlI all a-u.plecis. Of thc study effort

d) provide periodic status reports

In ordcr to accomplish the above, General Stansberry is authorized to:

a) conmnunicate directly with the Military Departments,
Defense agencies, the Office of Federal Procurcmennt Policy, the
Gencral Accounting Office, Congressional staffs, contractors,
industry associations, and other corcerned agencies in and out
of Gonvernment

b) originate and approve related Logistics Management

Institute tasks

c) task elements of the Department of Defense for support,
in coordination with the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Admini stration)

d) arrange contractual study support, including consultant

and temporary Civil Service assistance, within available resources

e) approve necessary travel

I desi"e that each of the Military Departmcnts extend full coopcr-

ation to General Stansberry in carrying out this study. In. addition,

each Military Department is requested to nominate one individual
to represent. his Department in the study effort. Nominations
should be furnished to Gener'al Stansberry not later than 16 May 1975'. ..

1-12



The end re.:ult of the study effort mu:st b1 itnprocmc-nts in our
profit policy which ,,ill directly and favorably act to strcnglILhn
our comnipetitivc industrial base. I desire that the ncw policy bc
in effect by 30 Junce 1976.

( I

(I
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-TAB 2..

THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WA9IN•TON, D. C. 20301

)

) (Letter to Industry Associationsa

One of our most important objectives within the Department of Defense
is to find ways to reduce the cost of the systems and hardware essential
to our national security. Industry has enthusiastically supported many
initiatives which we have taken in furtherance of this objective. Much
remains to be done however. We see instances of obsolescence of plant,
costly labor intensive methods, and high production costs. It is
apparent that, unless changes are made, we are likely to face continuing
cost increases in Defense procurement, and erosion of the industrial base
upon which our national security ultimately depends.

Preliminary analyses of corporate level data indicate that the lack of
investment action on the part of the defense contractors may be trace-
able in part to the adequacy and appropriateness of our profit policy.

) Accordingly, I have directed a broad scale study effort to commence
immediately to examine all aspects of our present policy. 'bur goal
is to develop policy revisions needed to motivate defense contractors
to make investments which will reduce Defense Department acquisition
costs." Brigadier General James W. Stansberry in the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Inatallations and Logistics) is charged

) with directing this study.

The success of this study effort depends in large part on the willingness

of your member companies to assist us by furnishing profit center

1-14



financial data as well as their thoughtful views on certain critical
questions. In recognition of the sensitivity of the profit center
financia. information, a data acquisition plan has been structured
which highly stresses confidentiality. This plan calls for the
Sutilization of the companies' own public accounting firm to collect (
the required data and analysis by another independent public
accounting group. The Department of Defense would be furnished
data only in aggregated form along with the statisfUcal results of
the anAlyses. A list of the companies we plan to contact to assist
us in this effort is attached. I propose to furnish our data require-
ments directly to corporote presidents. Any comments or suggestions
you have with respect to our data collection effort or other aspects of
the study would be most welcome.

As you are probably aware, the recently established Cost Accounting
Standards Board action on CAS No. 409 could work a hardship on Defense
contractors unless profit factors are adjusted accordingly. In view
of the high sense of urgency with which both the defense contractor
community and the Department of Defense regard this investment/cost
reduction issue, I solicit your wholehearted assistance in assuring
the success of our efforts.

Sincerely,

Attachment
a/s

91
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9 TAB 3

- \•f' ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFWIES

91RTIN AND,,.,. Ioo,.,. 0 JUN 197$
-MEMRANDUM FOR JOINT LOGISTICS COMMANDERS 1

SUBJECT: Profit Policy Study

At our meeting on May 6, 1977, we discussed the forthcoming Department
of Defense profit policy study and I solicited your support and assistance
in this important effort. I am pleased to report that we are beginning

/ L to make some progzess and early indications are that industry will
cooperate fully.

In my view, if the study is to be a success, we must take positive
steps to ensure that the Commands responsible for the hardware support
of our operational forces have a full and complete opportunity to
assist in the formulation of any revisions to existing profit policy.
Accordingly, I suggest that a member of your co.-and be appointed
to the study group to serve as a point of contact. and to assist in the
collection of input from the field. Each of the Service Secretaries
I-has already designated a Service representative to examine and recommend
policy alternatives. I visualize the primary job of the Joint Logistics
C.,mmanders' representative to be one of ensuring that operational data

) and viewpoints be made available. Further, I believe that your
representatives can contribute greatly toward engendering support for

Sthis study from the profit center levels of corporations with whom
"you do business.

Provided that yea agree, I ask that Brigadier General James W.
Stansberry (Pentagon ext. 77909), the study director, be furnished
the name of your representative as soon .as c'nvenient.

J.jSENETT"L6

4Xjj/A- 4uit~nt Secretary of DOOMen
(intttallations and Loci
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DATA COLLEC'ý N AND ANALYS:IS

Background. The collection and analysis of reliable data that

indicated the relative profitability of defense and commercial

business was necessary in the development of a new profit policy.

The Profit '76 study group, with help from the Defense Contract

9 Audit Agency (DCAA), the General Accounting Office (GAO), the

Logistics Management Institute (LMI), Coopers & Lybrand (C&L),

) industry associations and defense contractors developed a data

package to provide information on the financial condition of

defense contractors. The data package was used to gather Gales,

cost, investment, and other financial information. The data from

the participating k.efense conti'actors was reviewed by the company's

)CPA firu prior to ,,.ubmittal to C&L. C&L was the lead firm in a

consortium of CPA firms that reviewed and aggregated the data

before it was reported to the DOD. This procedure was followed

in order to protect the confidentiality of the data and to assure

that the data would be reasonable to use in measuring profitability, I

SOrganization of Report. This Phapter is a sunimary of-key charts

that indicate the findings of the data collection and analysis

effort of the profit study.

!II
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Description-of Data Base. The study utilized a large data base

) from many sources. The attached chart lists the sources of the

data that was used. Inlormation on each source is as follows;

Profit '76 Data. This data was collected specifically for
the Profit '76 study, and consists of financial information
from 64 defense contractors with 168 profit centers. A profit
center is the smallest business unit with a balance sheet
and income statement, usually a division. Data was aggregated
by product group and by type of contract. Data from govern-
ment oriented profit centers was used as the primary source
of defense profitability. Additional data was collected
on commercial business within the defense profit center and
at commercially oriented profit centers. Because of the
limited sample of commercial profit centers, the data wis
not used as the primary source of commercial profitability.

SFTC Data. Q. arterly financial reports on the durable goods
manufacturers published by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
were used as the primary source of data to determine com-
mercial profitability. The FTC data base contains approximately
5,000 companies with annual sales in the $450 billion range.
It is the most comprehensive data base for measuring com- j
mertial profitability that is available.

IMS Data. Investor's Manageme*_tt Sciences (IMS), a division
of Standard and Poor's, maintains a data base containing
financial information from published financial reports of
the companies that are traded on the stock exchanges. A
corporate level analysis of profitability of defense contractors
was attempted using this data base. The results indicated
that there was a great amount of variability of profits by
!ndustry and the earniTgs of the non-defense elements in
the corporation could make any conclusions suspect. The
a•:alysis clearly indicated the weakness of attempting to
determine defense profits using corporate level financial
data.

DIB Data. 1I1 conducted a study of the defense industrial
base (DIB) to try to determine, using corporate level financial
data and opinion surveys, if the DIB was eroding. The opinions
were considered in the development of the profit policy and the
overall fi-incial data was reviewed as a secondary source of
information.

11-3
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COMPUSTAT Data. The COMPUSTAT data base is maintained by
IMS and was used to aggregate the published financial reports
of the companies that provided profit center data. This
aggregated data was reviewed to see if the Profit '76
results were consistetnt with the published financial data.
The analysis of key financial ratios indicates that the
two data bases are comparable.

Renegotiation Board Data. A review of data reported to the
Renegotiation Board was made to determine if the data wasri
comparable to the aggregated profit center data. After the
Renegotiation Board data was converted from a tax basis toa published financial basis, the data was comparable.

LU11 Studies. A review was maae of the prior U11 profit
studies to note the data elements reported, the methods
used to measure investment, and the results. The results
of the Profit '76 data are comparable with the lIII data analysis.

GAO Study. A review was made of the GAO profit study to
determine the same type of information that was noted in

) the review of the LMI studies.

ASP Comptroller Reports. The data sources listed above all
deal with realized profits. The ASD Comptroller report provides

) data on the negotiated profits.

)

)

) !

)

)
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Profit '76 Data Coverage. The degree of statistical coverage

that the sample of 64 defense contractors aggregated with respect

to the total universe of negotiated durable goods production and

R & D contracts was a major concern during the data collection

and analysis effort. The chart indicates the statistical coverage,

with notations on the entries as followst

)Total FY '74 Procurement. The FY '74 contract awards using
the procurement budget of $36.4 billion was the procurement
baseline selected for the study.

Formally Advertised. Since the new profit policy will apply
only to negotiated procurements, the formally advertised
amount of $3.0 billion was subtracted from the universe,

Negotiated. The negotiated amount of $33.3 billion procurement
dollars for FY '74.

Non-Durable Goods Producers. Since the profit policy is
primarily directed toward durable goods contracts, the non-
durable goods volume was excluded from the universe. The
non-durable goods procurement of $17.5 billion includes
contracts for services, transportation, subsistence, POL, etc.

Durable Goods Producers. The negotiated durable goods amount
of $15.8 billion for FY '74.

PR & D Procurement. Since the data collected from the profit
centers included programs that were funded by both production
and R & D funds, an amount of $5.4 billion was added to cover
the R & D contract awards of over $5.0 million each.

Total Universe, The durable goods universe of $21.2 bil].ionI ~for VY ' 74.

Profit '76 Participating, The sales data collected from
the sample of 64 participating defense contractors averaged
$15.5 billion, or 73% of the universe, which is considered
to be good statistical coverage.

I1-6
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Distributloa of Profit 176 Data, The chart show- 9 comparison

of the distribution of the DOD procurement budget by product

group and the Profit '76 data distribution covering an average

of the five year period i•cludod in the sample. The data is

roughly comparable. The Profit '76 data included a product group

for "other", which included tanks, aircraft engines, chemicals,

ferrous/nonferrous metals, turbines, and general purpose computers,

These product types were consolidated into one group in order)_
to preserve confidentiality and to simplify the report.

)
)I
I)

)
)

)
I

II
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) Data Quuality Aesurance. Part of the strategy of the profit study

was to gathar data that would stand up undar attack. Consequently,

) the (jurtlity of tho data that was usud in thd atudy WOG vary IIport-

ant. To assure that only high quality data would ba rolied upon,

"an extensive raview of the data by tho participating company's CPA

firm was conducted. C&L, with the hulp of Touche% Rose, deovl.,ped

a CPA review program in order to assure that the data submitted

would be useful and would allow tha study gtoup to inake reasonbleb-

inferences about the profitability of various sagments of the

dofenso induatry. C&L performad further reviews of the data before

it was a8et'gatetd, The cliti;t uhows a UU)mory of til cOnssiications

of tho data, which a.o oxplained below:

Acceptable Data. This clussifiatioun moans that nothing
came to the attention of the CPA firms that led thom to
believe that the participating company's data was nor. con-
alstont with the Instructions in the data pnackage. Acceptable
ditta wes submitted by 61 companies with average annual sales '

of $12.9 billion. This data was used aa the primary Gource
of piofitohility foa goxoaenment oriontod profit cantors.

Qualified Data. This cinssification means that the partiepating
company's data wfas contiatent with the iustructions proacrlbed
in the data package except for one or woro items. Theso
Oxceptiono include Lim foilowili:

The value to be realized from certain roceivabls and
inventories was unce.tnin. The ultulmote disposition of
these items could affect the profit recognlred during
the years reported on in this astudy.

The outcome of certain claims and unaettlod matters
was uncortaitf,

Cortain matters were being investigated and It. was i.ipo.siblo
to estillate the impact on the data reported in the study.

11-10



II
Aa indicated. these qualificatioito rulate to the outcome
of future eve.nt#. htLio cito CPA firm beligved the danta
was coonaiatutt with tho inat icttone, oubJct to Lho oi-_t-
coma of future uncertainties, CML folt that tho quaified
d~ta dld not hove the nams dagree of nasurane as th 010
acceptable dato. The qualifiod dota warn roviewed by dick
st udy Jroup and It wao decldd that 010 acept-ablo data
was it woro rallable Indicator of tho profitability of tho) govornmont oriented profit outters. Tio avorage, annualc
salos of the ptofit centers with quallfied data ,as $2.6
billion.

SUusabla Data, Thle cloassiication woians that the partlcipatling
company's data was not conalatent with the inateuctiono pro-
scribod in the data packago and wart not usubbo. This data

) and the idontification of those companios w,'ero not lucldoad
4.n the report from C&L.

Diaclaimed Date. Thia clasvfiCatlon nuaria that the data
in not, or may not be, ronslotent %itth tho tnotruct ina in
the d.ta packa;a. The reneons for tho daita boing dinclaimed

of •hese companis Nora not: includedl in Eie report from CM1.

I .1

9,•.
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PtoC it '76 PartjI poitInI Companios. Thie chart allows a list of

Lho partAcIptiting cov~pnntas. I'liee componoeA large rOi)

contracuror, Small colpaviiR wrae not Collcltltd for thv srcudj

barc-uddo !1h0 a dMIn.GtrtIvo cost of comrpli•co with tho daLa

form ittsvructions gould have been rolatively high. FuiL hr,

the low dollar volume of smull towptrnlec would haive had nn=

instgnaiicant result on the overAll ftnding. Consoquently,

only largo DOD contractors wore solicited for the study.

I

I
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Profit Before Taxes/Sales. The chart ahows the time trends of

profit before taxes/sales for comnercial and government profit

centers and for the FTC Durable Goods producers. As noted on

- the chart, the commercial profit centers reported a five year

average of 17. 1%, which is roughly 2½ times the FTC Durable Goods

average of 6.7%. Based on the very large FTC sample and the large

difference in reported profitability, the study group felt that

the use of the FTC sample was a better indicator of overall cnm-

mercial profitability. Because of the differences in data collection

methods between the profit study and the FTC, an adjustment was

made to the FTC data as follows:
Starting in 1974, Lhe F" provided a more detailed breakdown

of the balance sheet and income statement. For 1974, it was
possible to identify the income before taxes of foreign branches
and the equity in earnings of domestic and foreign non-consolidated
entities ai d investments. The balauce sheet identified the
non-currer&t assets that generated the earnings. The profit
center data did not include the earnings or the balance sheet
amounts for non-current assets. After comparison of the
data, the study group concluded that it was appropriate to
adjust the FTC data for the years prior to 1974 in order to
make the results more comparable. This adjustment had the
effect of slightly reducing the FTC return on sales and slightly
increasing the FTC return on investment.

The five year average of the government oriented profit centers

wat 4.7%, which is 2.0% below the FTC average. This relationship

of lower earnings on sales was also noted in the LMI and GAO studies.

11-14
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Profit Before Taxes/Sales by Product Group. The chart shows the

five year averages of profitability by product group for the sources

of data as follows:

Government Profit Centers. Missile manufacturers reported
the highest profits, with an average of 6.1%. Since many
of the missile programs reported in the data are for tactical
missiles with high production rates, the relatively high
profitability can be explained as a result of productivity
improvements during the period of contract performance.
The least profitable group reported was the shipbuilders,
with an average of 2.9% for profit centers with "acceptable"
data and .6% if "qualified" data is included. The profit-
ability of the other product groups fell in between these
two extremes.

Commercial Profit Centers. The highest profitability was
reported for the "other" product group, which includes
commercial general purpose computers. This product group
, -nerated over 82% of the sales reported for commercial
profit centers and dominated the overall average, with
a 19.3% average. The next most profitable commercial
product group was missiles, with an average of 17.7%.
However, the dollars in this product group are insignificant.
Commercial aircraft profit centers reported an average
of 7.5%, which is about twice the average of 3.5% reported
for the government profit centers. Shipbuilders were the A
least profitable product group, with an average of 3.5%.

FTC Durable Goods. The analysis of profitability by product
group is limited to the two groups: aircraft and missiles,
and electronics. Aircraft and missiles averaged 4.2%, which
is between the government and commercial aircraft averages.
This is logical since most of the dollars are probably reported
for aircraft. The electronics product group average of 6.3%
is higher than than the averages reported in the profit centers,
probably because the FTC sample includes consumer oriented
companies whereas the profit center data came from defense
oriented companies. No data is available from the FTC for
ships or the "other" product group.

l-16
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Profit Before Taxes/Sales by Type of Contract. The attached

chart shows the time trends of profitability by type of govern-

ment contract. The fixed price type of contract, which includes

fixed price incentive, averaged 4.7% over the five year period.

The cost type contract five year average was 4.4%, which is only

.3% lower than the fixed price average. The survey of contracting

officers indicated that there should be more discrimination in

the risk ranges for each type of contract. The data supports the

contracting officer's opinion that there should be a greater spread

between cost type and fixed price contracts, and this has been

addressed in the new profit policy. Note that the fixed price

data indicates a significant reduction in profitability in 1972.

This reduced profitability was caused by a large write-off of

losses on a total package procurement. Proper selection of contract

type is essential in order to improve the spread in realized profits

between cost type and fixed price contracts.

I4
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Profit Before TaxeI/Sale- Negotiated vs Reatized. The chart

shows the negotiated vs realized profits for the five years

covered in the study,, with the following explanationat

Ne otiated. The average negotiated profit for all types
of contracts as reported by the ASD Comptroller. Thei
five year average is 8.8%.

Negotiated less Unallowables. One of the objectives of the
profit study was to determine the impact of unallowables on
earnings. The data indicated that utiallowables average
about 2.0% of sales; consequently, if defense contractors
could realize the negotiated profit rate less unallowables,
the earnings of 6.8% would be very close to the FTC average
of 6.7%. V

Realized. The average realiked profit rate is 4.7%. This I
average includes cost type contracts, fixed price type contracts,
FMS contracts, subcontracts under government procurement
regulations, and other government contracts. There is a
substatL•ialJ erosion of the profit rater durin c.nt. rA
formance, This problem catinot be solved by the new profit
policy but must be addressed by the contractors in the
iwiti•al. pricing of the contract and by government procurement
offices in their negotiation and contract administration actions.
Improved cost control by the contractors could decrease the
difference between the negotiated less unallowables profit
rate and the realized profit rate. 4.

I
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re of Return on Investment. A major task of the study

group was to select a realistic measure of return on investment.

- The chart lists several measure*, which are dlicussed below:

Return ona._quity Capital. This is a traditional measure of
investment but was not available at the profit center level.

Rturn on Equity Plus Lona Term Debt. This is another
traditional measure of investment that was not available
at the profit center level.

Return on Operating Capital and Facilities CapJ tal. Thie
study group considered using this measure, which was based
on the definition of investment in Defense Procurement Circular
(DPC) 107 and was in an early version of Cost Accounting
Standard (CAS) 414. It was not used as the measure of ivestL-
ment because the CAS Ronrd dropped opera,..,, capi tal frm,
CAS 414,

Return on Tota.l Assets. rite study group considered this
measure of investment but did not use it because of the
profit center reporting of progress payments. The contractors
could either report total inventories less progress payments
or a net inventory amount that has been reduced by the
progress payments received. Most profit contars repo'ted
on the net Inventory method; consequently, a reliable amount
for total assets was not available,

Return on Total Assets less Progress and Advance Payments.
The st:udy group used this method to measure return on invest-
ment because reliable data was available at the profit center
level, F,'urther, progress payments (and cost reimbursements
on cost type contreUtS which were reported as progress paymentsE
for the purposes of the study) represent an investment of
the government, not the contractor. Any advance payments by
the government were treated as progress payments for the
purposes of the study. This is a conservative definition of
investment but one that fairly protrays the relative levels
of investment made by defense and commercial contractors.
It is also the best approximation that can be nmdde to
compare with the equity plus long term debt definition of
nvot men[".
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L turn on Invosmtnet. ThVe chart shown the time trunds of p-ofit

befoto taxoe/total assets (less progress and adAtone pPayments) for"-

commercial and government profit centers, government profit centers

proesuming the .ontractoT furnished all equipment and faciliIue,,

and for the FTC Durable Goods producors, Commerciol prnfit canters

averaged 17.6% for the five year period, which is not much above

the I7.1X return on sales. Govermment profit cQnters averaged

13.5%, which is 2.9 times the return ot, sales. FTC Durable Goods

producers averaged 10.7% for the five years, which is 1.6 times

the return on salos. Although goverrnmonL profit centers Indicnted

a lower return on sales than the FTC sample, the government profit

center return on investment is L er than the FTC sampla. This

relationsh~lip ha8 beeti Jtoutd cl nprior profit atudlý!ý and was no

surprise to the otudy group. The m1o0nt! of gOVOWrfl-tLUnt owtod facilities

was thought to bo the explanation for the ralatively high return

oi Investment for government: prof t centers. To anana the Impact

of those facilities, data was col lectad on tho gross and net book,

value of land, buildings, and equipment that: wao oi~ned by the

contractor. Wurther, the weighted average age of the facilities

was collected. This data enabled the study group to determine

the rates of depreciarion that we-r•. applied by the cont-ractor,

Additional data was collected on the acquisition cost and weighted

average age ot government owned facllities. This dara cnabled the

study group to imputo depreciation for the govertumwnt owned faciliLtics,

HII-24



I Coaiuqontly, not book value amounrt for govornment ownad Ft~c:llltta

woer computed that approximatd the amounts Ohat thu co�tractore

) would cariy on their books if thoy ownad tho Sove'nm.ntm faclitiaoso

Inclusion of govurnment owned facilities at a deprectoted valuo

- would docroaso tho return on invooacmnt; for 8ovwriunuA profit

canters from 13.52 to 13.0%. Prior compariaons have boen made

doing the acquisition coat of government owned facilities; howover,

that data would not be comparable with tbI publiah•d financals

data that is used as tho bnale for most of the FTC sampla. In

S~conclusion, the M'•urn oni Investmont for goverment profit centoi-A

I iis highur than the FTC data, and Inclusion of the doprociated

V aue Of dtov wiOu w-ite f Lit"ic 1-le differrn-:p In

tho rato of raturn,)
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Return on Investment by Product Group. The chart shows the

five year averages of profitability by product group for the

sources of data as follows: -

- -Government Profit Centers. The return on investment pattern
for government profit centers is the same as the return on
sales pattern. Missile manufacturers reported the highest
return on investment, with an average of 20.0%. The lowest
return on investment was reported by shipbuilde's, with an

average of 5.8%. If "qualified" data is considered, the
industry average for shipbuilders is 1.0%. The profitability
of the other product groups fell in between these two
extremes. P

Commercial Profit Centers. The highest return on investment
was reported for the missile manufacturers, with an average
of 27.8%; however, the dollars in this product group are
insignificant. The next most profitable product group is
"other", which is primarily composed of aircraft engines
and general purpose computers. A more interesting comparison
of return on investment can be made with the aircraft product
group. The reported return on investment for the commercial
profit centers for aircraft is 9.0%, which is below the 11.2%
reported for the government profit centers. However, on a
return on sales basis, commercial profit centers for aircraft

reported an average of 7.5%, which is above the average reported
for the government profit centers. The reason that conmmercial
profit centers for aircraft have reported a lower return on
investment than government profit centers is the higher amount
of investment in the commercial profit centers.

FTC Durable Goods. Electronics averages 10.0%, which is below
the government profit center average ef 15.3%. Aircraft and
missiles averaged 6.9%, which is below both the government
and commercial profit center averages. No data is available
from the FTC for ships or the "other" product group.
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Assets/Sales. The chart shows the time trends of assets (defined

as total assets less progress and advance payments)/sales for the

FTC Durable Goods producers, government profit centers, and govern- I
ment profit centers with additional investment in facilities. The

FTC data indicates that commercial contractors invest an average

of 63¢ for every dollar of sales. Government contractors, on the
other hand, invest an average of 35¢ý for every dollar of sales.

This is a significant difference. To examine the reasons for this I
difference, the investment was divided in terms of facilities I

capital (net book value of land, buildings, and equipment) and

operating capital (current assets less progress and advance payments).

It was found that the investment by government contractors would

increase to 50¢ on the sales dollar if government contractors

invested in facilities to the satt degree of capital intensity as

commercial contractors. This is noted on the chart as the "delta" I

for facilities capital. The difference between the government

investment of 50 and the FTC average of 63U is the "delta" for

operating capital, which is caused by the different financing

of government and commercial contracts. If the net book value based

on imputed depreciation for government owned facilities was added

to the government contractor investment, the overall investment

would increase from 35¢ to 36k. Thinking in terms of a profit

policy that would stimulate investment, the lower limit would

be around the 36¢, level and the upper limit would be around the

50¢ level.
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Assets/Sales by Product Group. The chart shows the five year

averages of investment to sales by product group for the sources

of data as follows:

Government Profit Centers. The amount of investment required
to support a dollars worth of sales for the government profit
centers shows an inverse pattern to the return on investment
averages by product group. Shipbuilders averaged the highest
investment, at 49.5%, of the product groups. Shipbuilders
also reported the lowest return on investment of any product
group. Missile manufacturers reported the lowest amount of
investment, at 30.4/, of any product group. Missile manufacturers
also reported the highest return on investment. The other
product groups fell in between these extremes.
Commercial Profit Centers. On an average basis, commercial (

profit centers reported almost three times the amount ofinvestment that was reported for government profit centers
Scommercia 35.0% government). One of the concerns

of the study group was that the defense contractors would
have a tendency to understate the investment for commercial
profit centers, which would overstate the return or. Investment.

However, the data indicates that this did not occur. The
study group feels that the discipline imposed on the participating
contractors by the CPA review contributed to more realistic
reporting of investment data.

FTC Durable Goods. On an average basis, the FTC data indicated
more investment than the government profit centers but less
investment than the commercial profit centers.
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Facilities Capital/Sales by Product Group, The chart shows the

five year averages of facilities capital (net book value of land,

buildings, and equipment)/sales by product group for Hm. sources

- of data as follows:

Government Profit Centers. On an average basis, government
profit centers indicated an investment of 10.9O in facilities
to support a dollar's worth of sales. If the value of govern-
mett owned facilites on an imputed depreciation bisis was
adaed to the investment, an additional 1.3U in investment
(the data in parenthesis) would be reported. Shipbuilders
reported 22.2% investment, which is the highest of any product
group. Aircraft manufacturers reported 8.7% investment, which
is the lowest of any product group. The other product groups -
fell in between these extremes.

Commercial Profit Centers. On an average basis, commercial
profit centers reported about four times as much investment
in facilities as was reported for the government profit
centers (41.1% commercial vs 10.9% government). However,
most of this difference is in the "other" prodbct group.

FTC Durable Goods. On an average basis, the FTC data indicated
an investment of about 2½ times as much as the government
profit centers (25.5% FTC vs 10.9% government). The invest-
ment for the aircraft and missiles product group @ 16.0% is
greater then the profit center investment. This is probably
because the FTC sample includes smaller companies that generate
a greater percentage of sales from in-house work than the
companies included in the profit center sample. The electronics
product group @20.4% is higher than the profit center data,
probably for the same reason the aircraft product group is
higher.
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Interaction Between Facilities CapItal Investment and Return

On Sale_. The chart shows facilicies capital/sales percentages

on the left axis and the profit before taxes/sales on the

bottom axis. The purpose of the chart is to explain the inter-

action between the amount of investment a contractor is willing

to make in facilities and the return on sales. An explanation

of each source of data is as follows:

Government Profit Centers. Defense contractors averaged
4.7% return on sales and 10.92 investment in facilities.

"FTC Durable Goods. The FTC contractors averaged 6.7%
return on sales and 25.5% investment in facilities.

Commercial Profit Centers. Commercial profit centers
averaged 17. 1% return on sales and 41. 1% investment in
facilities.

Note that the investment in commercial. profit centers is about

3.7 times the investment in government profit centers. Further,

note that the return on sales for the commercial profit centers

is about 3.6 times the return on sales for the government profit

centers. There is a rough correlation between the amount of in- ]
vestment a company is willing to make and the amount of profit k1
dollars that the company can expect to realize. Investment in

facilities takes money, and the amount of money that will be in-

vested is somewhat dependent on the margin of profit dollars that

will flow to retained earnings. Looking at this problem another

way, an examlnation of the sources of funds for investment would

reveal the following:
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Squity Funds. One source of funds for investment would be
to issuo stock. The Conference Board, in theitr survey of
opinions from the financial community. indicated that in-
vestoes view the defense industry as too high a risk for

the rato of return; consequently, the equity market is
effectively closed to defense contractors.

) Debt Funds. A business can borrow money for investment
in facilities. Reviewing general corporate data, it has
been noLed that debtL/equity ratios have gone up over tho
past several years and that defense contractors' earnings
represent a smaller multiple of times interest earned titan
they did a few years ago.

Deprlciatiou. Depreciation is a source of funds that is
being reinvested. General corporate data indicates that
defense contractors are investing at an amount about equal
to their annual depreciation. Because of the inflated ro-
placement cost of capital goods, defense contractors cannot
stay even. if tlhey only invest the dollars generated throughS~dcpreci at;l[ou.

Retained Earnlijns. ,nvestment funds can be made available
from retained earnings. The attount of retained earnings is
dependent on the amount of dollars of profit the business
unit generates. Another name of the dollars of profit is

margin, which equates to return on sales.

In summary, increased return on sales will help stimulate investment.

If it is efficient in the commercial marketplace for the FTC Durable

Goods producers to employ about 2ý times the amount of facilities

per dollar of sales, thin there are probably productivity gains

that could be made if defensp contractors increased their investment.

) This increase in investment should decrease the production cost

and the price to the government.
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Interaetio•n Between Asset Turnover ,and Profit on Sales, Tho

chart shows tha mnale/#iBet tvrirovor on the left a.is nrnd the

profit b-fore tuxes/sales on the bottom axis, Turtovor rofors.

to Ole amount of sales generated by a given amount of investment.

A turnover rate of one indIcates that there is one dollar's worth

of investment supporting a dollar in sales, A turnover rate of

two indicates that there is 50 worth of investment supporting

a dollar in sales. A turnover rate of four indicates that there

is 25U in investment supporting a dollar in sales. The multiple

of the tuinover rate tiimes the roturn on sales is the roturn on

investmen t. * overnment contractors aro •bleo to maintain their

return on investment on a low profit margin by keeplns their

investment low. The new profit policy sho"Id allow the return

on sales to move upward as the amount of investment in facilities
i

moves upward. If investment increased, the return on sales would

go up and the return on Invontmont would 8o down, whicl would more

closely align the government profit centors to the FTC Durable

Goods producers. The not rosult of this anction should be a lowaer

price to the government.
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CQVORNMET~Ut PRO.GUMM-ý ') PISIOI*I!EI OPINION SURVIFY

1. BACKGROUND AND TASK OBJECTIVE

S- This ehapter dinausses th•e Government Procureme•nt Paernnilii

opinon 'StioVy whltnh in ote of the saveral corollary atudits

uindartak)n in support of the overall Profit '76 Study. The ob-

)j~ctive %was to (1) iurvny and obtain a valid rtpr eontation of

Armed Services procurement poruonnal attitudes, and (2) provide

a vehiole for gommunicating honest opinions in strict confidence.

1Rwiie3 were submitted diractly without roview at supervisory

levels to Coopern & Lybrand, an accounting and management con-

dulting firm. Anonymity of respondents was maintained. To the

best of 6ouix knleod 9, Lhi& i L'U- £ fis Ltime that a survey of

U•z Lypo has been conducted.

It was couns.dered that soliciting tUle informal opinion

of governm.unt pr uronvm-3t personnel no to the overali. offeoctiveness

) of DOD profit policy, und changes needed would add depth and per-

speotive to thf final dotorminations of the I'rofit '76 Study

Group. The survey task was performed under the guidance and

dixection of the Joint Logistics Commanders (J1C) representatives.

UCAPT Stuart F. Platt, SC, USN Waii taaed by the Director, ProZIt "76

Study to be Chairman of the J[.C Committee and to direct this

"in--house" opinion survey, Coopers & Lybrand was retained to

deoign and conduct the suurvey in such a marnner as to guarantee

ainonymity t% tho respondonts. From inception to rompletion of the
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survey entailed approximately a six months effort. More than

300 questionnaires containing 58 questions, were mailed out and

over 200 replies were received. The typical respondent was a
I

civil servant having over 15 years procurement experience. Of

the reapondents, 46% currently hold contracting officer authority. -4

Approximately 84% of those surveyed were civilians and the balance 4
military personnel.

II. METHODOLOGY y

A two-step approach was developed including (1) a pilot study,

and (2) the final survey. The approach submitted by Coopers &

Jybrand and approved by the JLC Committee (Ex. i. involved the

following four sequential actions:

(1) Designing the questionnaire

t2) Pilot study and questionnaire finalization

(3) Questionnaire distribution, ret~urn and processing 4

(4) Analysis

(a) Design

In the development of the design of the question-

naire various DOD documents were reviewed including the

Profit '76 Study Plan and relevant sections of the

Armed Services Procurement Regulation. The JLC rep-

resentatives contributed questions, suggestions and

topic coverages and Coopers & Lybrand developed from

them a rough questionnaire. The material was then
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analyzed in detail, identified, catagorized and

_ evaluated as to its utility towards an emerging set

of objectives.

Major issues became discernable and particular

survey questions appeared first dimly, and then with

more clarity. It became evident that every nuance

k could not be accommodated, thus priorities were estab- j
lished. Problems of ambiguity and overlap were diffi-

cult, and required particular awareness, logic, con-

siderable application of "dictionary" sources of defi-1.- nition, and some spirit of compromise to resolve.

Gradually a trial questionnaire was developed, and

after five weeks of effort, formulated for test.

(b) Pilot Study and Questionnaire Finalization

The JLC Committee selected 28 individuals in

procurement assignments to be recipients of the Pilot

Study questionnaire. These individuals were asked to:

(1) Complete the questionnaire as an ordinary

participant, and

(2) Review it again, and critique content,

format, and wording.

Fourteen completed test questionnaires were re-

turned with comments, suggestions and criticisms. The

replies were used to reform the questionnaire resulting

in revised, added, and eliminated questions.
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The final survey questionnaire was developed I
incorporating the experience evolving from the pilot

test. Four "Major Issues", designated earlier by the

JLC Committee for particular attention were specifically

organized for "in-depth" analysis. These "Major Issues" ,

are:
/; (1) DPC 107 and the return-on-investment --

concept

(2) Changes in the competitive base
(3) Application and effectiveness of

Weighted Guidelines 1

(4) Interest as an allowable cost

Each of these major issues is discussed in detail

in subsequent portions of this chapter.

(c) Questionnaire distribution, return and processing

For this third phase of the task, the JLC Com-

mittee developed a list of 312 names from a somewhat I
larger list, representative of the personnel in the

board procurement spectrum of all three Military Depart-

Sments. After verification of addresses the list of 312
names was delivered to Coopers &Lybrand for distribution 0

of questionnaires.

The guarantee of confidentiality became the para-

mount objective associated with the handling accorded

the questionnaires as they were mailed, returned and

processed. Respondents names did not appear on returned
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i) questionnaires, and no correlation of replies to j
the mailing list was attempted nor possible in a

practical sense. The Coopers & Lybrand Washington

)S. office was used as the single point for mailing and

7 return of the questionnaires.

Of the 312 questionnaires mailed, a total of 219

S ) were completed and returned to Coopers & Lybrand. Of

these, 19 were received past the cut-off date, and too

S ) late for inclusion in the data base used for analysis.

Thus, 200 completed survey questionnaries comprise the

sample, and form the basis for the findings. An analysis

and review of returns against personal characteristic I
data (not individual identiy) of the initial mailing

list indicates that a reasonable cross section of the j
nominated group was achieved. i

The personal background data and specific responses
to the 58 questions, by the 200 respondents were ex-

tracted from the completed questionnaires received and

-reduced to computer input. Explanatory comments were

separated from specific question responses, accumulated

by question, and topic4 and recorded verbatim. To

ensure absolute confidentiality questionnaire responses

were then d. _;oyeil.
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-! Computer printouts were produced tabulating

responses in four ways, i.e. the survey group as a'

whole, and three sub-sets to identify replies from

Shipbuilding (18), Aircraft (85), and Missile (68)

- programs respondents separately. *Most respondents

identified themselves to more than one commodity or

functional area (average of 2). The data was carefully

analyzed, and reviewed against the explanatory comments,

question by question. The tabulations and comments

thus derived are the retained data base for the report

findings and interpretations that are discussed in this

chapter. The 58 survey questions and the statistical

distribution of answers from the 200 respondents are

appended to the Chapter as Exhibit II.

III. SURVEY FINDINGS

An analysis of the-responses revealed several general

attitudes worth noting:

(i) The procurement community desires some policy .changes. I

(2) They have strongly held feelings regarding many
matters in the procurement process.

(3) It is difficult to implement changes in the procure-
ment community

(4) The increased number of negotiated procurements and
the reduced competition base are perceived to be
caused by the increasingly technical and complex
nature of procurements.

(5) Industry is viewed as an adversary.
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(6) Keeping profits down is viewed as a policy
objective.

(7) Contractor investment should receive tiiore con-
sideration.

(8) Allowability of an interest expense factor is
highly acceptable.

A review of the explanatory comm ents fqrther revealed that I
:• ) impro~ed policies, better performance, and a more open relation-

ship with industry emerged as sincere and unanimous objectives. I

Each of the 58 questions provided a choice of five possible ]
responses:

II

(1) Strongly disagree

(2) Disagree

) (3) Neither agree nor disagree

(4) Agree

S) (5) Strongly agree

The percentage response to disagree and agree only, are

shown in the text, however, Exhibit II reflects the five

) categories for each question.

Two observations, worthy of note, are evident from the

statistical survey itself:

(1) Sixty-eight percent of the respondents agreed that
) the survey was worthwhile.

(2) There are deep divisions of opinion on the issues.
In 26 of 58 questions (45%), more respondents both
agreed and disagreed then checked the "neither agree
or disagree" choice.
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when asked about profits the respondents gave these i

DISAGREE AGREE
The system puts much pressure on
contracting officers to keep
profits down. (0.23) 26% 59%

Profits should be allowed on
escalation under economic price
adjustment clauses (0.25) 57% 32%

- Profits and defense business
should be less than on commercial
business. (Q. 22) 49% 30%

Plainly, these questions and corollary comments reveal that pro-

curement personnel see themselves in a system whose goal is the

control and/or reduction of negotiated profit. Many comments I

indicate that this is justified because public funds are involved.

Several .. esti... led to answers revealing broad attitudes

of procurement personnel towards the industry segments they are

confronting regularly:

DISAGREE AGREE
SProfits of defense contractors are

too low. (Q.15) 40% 26%

- (Regarding DPC 107) Contractors
would not cooperate with contracting
officials to make this program
successful. (Q.32) 5% 45%

- Contractors include a 'fudge factor'
in their proposals to allow the
government to negotiate the price
downward. (Q.39) 7% 74%

- Contracting officers frequently see
proposals that are obvious "buy-ins."
(Q.41) 20% 49%



DIA) AGREE
As part of long range marketing
-trategy, contractors bid low on

competitive procurements knowning
they will lose money in the short
run. (Q.40) 12% 60%

Obviously the respondents regard defense contractors as

adversaries to be managed and/or controlled at the bargaining

table. These attitudes are deeply ingrained, and may present

problems in attempts to reshape pt'ocurement policies to new or

different objectives.

Equal3y strong opinions surfaced concerning some correct,)
policies and present practices:

There are frequently unnecessary

V technical or administrative re-
quiremen.s paced n +he contract i
that increase cost. (Q.37) 8t 82%

SThe current extent of government
)! supervision and coutrol tends to

reduce contractor efficiency. (Q.50) 27% 59%

These views (and those on DPC 107) suggest that the current

state of complex safeguards and regulation amounts to overcontrol.

Somnments reinforcing the majority position pin-pointed "social

objectives" and "gold plated specs" as root causes of difficulty.

A few quostions yielded surprisingly equal but opposite

opinion spreads, as if to further emphasize the complexity of the

) subject.

DISAGREE AGREE
Progress payments should primarily
be based on incurred costs...rather
than on actual physical progress.
(0.6) 43% 42%
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- There is little direct relationship -! E,
between quality or performance of
product and levels of profit. (Q.20) 37% 50%

in-plant government personnel
frequently increase the cost
of contract performance un-
necessarily. (Q.36) 37% 43%

No matter how acceptable a contrac-
tor's initital proposal, in practice,
government efforts are made to ne-
gotiate the price downward. (Q.38) 43% 48%

SThe type of contract used in weapons
acquisition is frequently not the
most appropriate one for the par-
ticular type of procurement (Q.42) 37% 34%

- it isn't really possible to measure
accurately the efficiency of a con-
tractor. (Q.46) 44% 44%

It appears that experienced workers in the procurement
f•-.. si,,,•l - tn agree on the causative factors affecting many

details of the procurement function. This lack of agreement

supports, with some emphasis, the thesis that "Procurement is an

art, not a science", and poses distinct 'problems in the develop-

ment and application of uniform policy rules. The 'why' behind

the conflicting opinions seems to indicate the need for consi-

derable sophisticated analysis.

OPINIONS ON MAJOR ISSUES

'This section briefs the survey results on the four major

procurement issues.
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DPC 107

Defense Procurement Circular No. 107 was issued as a

means of recognizing the return on investment concept.

The concept of this Circular gives recognition to the

fact that business managers make investment decisions on

the basis of the return they expect to receive. DPC 107

has had limited implementation and little apparent success

to date. The results of this survey are:

Question 28 asks whether the return-on-investment
concept is a valid approach to achieving increased
contractor investment. There is substantial dis-
agreement, with 26% considering it valid and 29%
disagreeing. The largest proportion of people,
.42%, neighter agreed nor disagreed. The explan-
atory comments reveal that many people have little
understanding and/or experience w-it-h DC IAI

Survey participants had an opportunity to indicate
what the major problems were in implementing DPC
107 (Questions 31 through 35). Again, a high per-
centage of respondents, ranging from 25% to 59%,
were not able to agree or disagree. Nevertheless,
the following reasons given, in order of importance,
are revealing:

DISAGREE AGREE
- DPC 107 was too complicated to

implement at the working level.,
(Q.31) 13% .60%

- The directive was optional
rather than mandatory. (Q.35) 10% 53%

- Contractors would not cooperate
-with contracting officials to
smake this program successful.
(Q.32) 5% 45%

- DPC 107 would have an adverse
profit impact on major segments
of industry. (Q.33) 17% 36%
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- DPC 107 was typically resisted by -"---"

firms having heavily deprociatod
plants and equipment. (0.34) 3% 35%

A careful reading of the explan&tory comments to Questions

31 through 35 provides interesting insights into why par-

ticpants responded as they did. Lack of success is attri-

buted to: (1) the optional nature of the approach, (2)

procedural complexityý (3) failure to "sell" the concept,

and (4) the lack of in'.entive to contractors with heavily

depreciated plants or largely government-owned facilities to

participate.

=Changes in Compeýýitivve Base

'"s need to maintain an effective technologjioal production

base is fundamental to defense procurement policy. The I
opinions from this survey show that procurement personnel

consider that there is a growing problem in this area.

Fifty-one percent of the respondents indicated that they

believe that there has been a siqnificant decline in the

number of competitor contractors (Q.51); 21% disagreed and

26% neither agreed nor disagreed. In addition, 55% expect

continued erosion of capacity among producers with only

23 % disagreeing. (Q.57). I
Assuming a decline in competition, respondcnts give the

following, in order or importance, as the major reasons:

II- 122
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DISAGRIE AGREE

:- F-- Fewer but more tec1nically complex) equipmont procurements. (Q,53) 10% 84%

Contractors view defense business
to be a h-gher risk than commercial
business. (Q.54) 17% 68%

- Smaller tontractors are dropping
out bec.iiuie they are unable to

-compateG. (0..55) Is% -A%

SWeiqhted Guideline profit limi-

.tatons are a major reason for the 64t 13%
decline in competition. (0.52)

Con•ensus of the group is quite clear: The increasingly

technical and complex nature of procurements is the major

) ontributor to decreasing competition, howaver, WGL profit

Umitations were considered to have little to do with the

deoreaso,

It is also important to note that survey participants ba-.

lieve that there are other important reasons for this

decrease. (Q.56). A reading of t~le explanator"y conu1nets

to Question 56 reveals a variety of reasons, including the a

f ollowing
)

! Complexity of dealing with government; delay
in payment, red tape, controls.

Overall redaction in defence business.

Lack of understanding and trust in government
contract terms and conditions.

* Multitude of burdensome legal and reporting
requirements..

Comnercial business less bothersomo and more
profitable.

Emphasis on sole source prccw.ement.
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____C __t Guidolines '
roquire co~nsideration o otatr iaca atie

Moente# pir~formance rcdtechnical Arid program is,

and othe): faotors such as source of funds, capital invest-

mant and spacial achiev~tftints. These guidelines have heen

in effect for some time and the suLrvey attempted to measure

their value in the eyes of the procurement personnal.

Soveral questions dealt with WeighteQd ui~delinos, how they

are administorod, and how they affect the procurement process.

Following, in order of the Gtrongth of the opinion, afe the

[ ~rosponses to t1heso questjions:

-Tito cutrront Woiglhtad Guidelinea
approach is suffieiantly flexibl.aIto Jprovide adequate profits to the I3 7mia oriLy of contrectors. (Q,21) 367

-Most DOD personnel who negotiato
profit or fee have a good under-

standing of WGL., (0.3) lot 66%
Weightkd Guidelines profit limi-J
tations are a major reason for the

Ldýicline in competition. (0.52) 6% 13%

-Contractors wouldl sometimes accept
lower prof-itg rf it wereot for
Weighted Guidelines policies.

(Q.4)64% 15%

Contractor capital investment
should be more signuificantly
rewarded under the IWoighted Guide-
lilies. (0-10) 13% cot



Mim

D�I� )SCUE AGRI EE
Th- h Woighted Guidolinos tend to

J depr"ess nogotiated cont-eitor
SprofitD. (Q, 17) 56% 2S%

9 - Contractora gjenorally tand to
quostion the same areas of 66L
colixputations (Q. 4) low

) Tho Weighted Ouidelires ore used
mor* as a crutoh to Justify tke
final neaotiatad price, rather
than as & tool to davelop an a .

I appropriate profit. (0.2) 46% 45%

OVerall, and with parti-ular recollection of past contro-

versey, Weighted Guidelines get a high report caid.

INTEEST ON AN PLLOWIABLE COST

S"In the last several years, the cost of money has risen

) considerably. There has boen increasing pressure and agitation

I towards an adjustment in government policy to recognizo inireelt

as •n allowable cost of doing business.

Fifty-nine percent of the group indicated that they believe

tlhnt interest expense should be an allowable cost; 31% disagreed.

(Q.9). Based on the explanatory comments, many of those who

disagreed would be inclined to agree under certain circumstances

bnd/or with qualifications and restrictions, for example:

*Interest expense could be allowed if subject
to a ceiling based on a ratio (to be dater-
mided) of long term liabilities to equity.
This v•ould reduce or stifle any attempt to
overborrow or build up interest expense between
related companies."
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On the subject of imputed interest on investment as an

allowable cost, there is no clearcut opinion. (Q.10) 38%

agree and 31% disagree. A relatively large number, 30%, had

no opinion. There were very few explanatory comnments on this

subject. It is possible that many people do not fully under-

stand the c .:ept or its significance. However, those that

did responded strongly.

Comments on questions 9 and 10 are cited to fully flavor

this issue:

(-..9 DOD policy should permit interest expense to be an

allowable cost.

"It is a real cost of doing business."

"•A contractor who must borrow money and
pay interest should be allowed to recover
this c7ost on government contracts.."

"Interest expense is a fact of life."

Disagree

"If intcrest was an ailowable cost, it would
appear that contractors could develop a non
cautious attitude toward the cost of borrowing
.money, since the government would pay for it." j
•'These items are legitimate expenses, but would
be misued if a change was made."

""A greater profit should I- allowed if necessary..,
but a company should reap a greater reward on its R11
own capital than on borro~ved capital."

Neither Aqree nor Disaqree
j

"Only necessary and reasonable interest costs
shonid be allowed."
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"Without opening another area to the bureau- N

V_ cratic circus, it seems some easily workable
solution to this should be possible."

Q.10 DOD policy should permit a factor for imputed

interest investment to be an allowable cost.

hgree

"Or some method of measuring and considering
-return on investment."

•i ~"As an alternative to making interest an .
•; ,i ~allowable cost . "

"The imputed rate of the contractor's invest--
ment of his assets is a legitimate cost of
doing b,.siness. It is not an element of
profit but rather an element of cost......"

Disagree

J, "See 0.9. This kind of interest is akin ,-
dividends in reverse and should not be
allowed."

"I don't object to actual interest, but can't
buy imputed inturest."

'This sounds good, but I can't believe it could
be made to work."

Neither Agree nor Disagree

[ "Yes, provided one can settle on what imputed
interest is."

"The question has too ma•rj ramifications and
is part of the larger issue posed in Q.9 "

"If tpk, tvernment really desires contractors
to finance some portion of ...... performance,
why shouid the government...stand the expense..?"

While general agreement seems to exist as to the cost

validity, of interest, mistrust of method is everywhere.
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RESPONSE VARIATION BY COMMODITY

The tabulation and comparison of responses from personnel

engaged in Ships, Aircraft, and Missile procurement areas was

marked by its consistency when compared with the norm. In 55

of 58 question responseý correlations were well above statistical :

expectation. Three responses show interesting differences of

shipbuilding sub-group thought and _..iinion from aircraft and

missile program sub-groups.

To the questions:

The Weighted Guidelines are used more as a crutch
to justify the final negotiated price, rather than as
a tool to develop an appropriate profit. (Q.2.)

Only 27% of Ships respondents agreed as con-
trasted to 52% and 48% of Aircraft and
Missiles respondents respectively.
Normally, no attempt is made to track the profit

objective to the profit negotiated and, finally, to the
actual profit. (Q.12). -

16% of Ships respondents agreed, compared to
34% (Aircraft) and 45% (Missiles).

The system puts much pressure on contracting offices

to keep profits down. (Q.23).

Only 32% of ships procurement personnel agreed,
compared to 64% and 53% in the Aircraft andMissile program areas.

While the above ste-istical exceptions are too sketchy

for reliable conclusion, they may signify different procedural

approaches and "cultural backgrounds" inherent in certain in-

d-ustry segments that are worthy cf further investigation. The

case is partly made that "Shipbuilding. is different", but "Why

it should be" is not disclosed.
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IV. INTERNAL SURVEY OF DOD PROCUREMENT PERSONNEL

Survey Interpretation

It should be understood that this survey and its analysis ]
are based upon opinions of professional procurement personnel

and their personal viewpoints of the process. As such, these

views may or may not relate directly to present procurement

policy objectives, or any specific facts as known. They are,

however, representative of the respondent's experience and train-

ing, and indicative of current attitudes in dealing with defense

) contractors. These survey findings represent the base from which

any policy development affecting the people who will apply it

must proceed.

""a the suvrey participants were set forth earlier in this

chapter, it is worthwhile to reiterate the sample. 312 procurement i

p, rsonnel were selected; over 219 responded; and an even 200

detailed replies were processed as tne opinion base. These per-

sonnel represent a good cross section of the individuals whc are

the practicioners and implementors of Defense procurement policy.

The typical respondent w&s a career civil servant in his rid-to-

late forties with more than 15 years procurement experience.

Several general attitudes were revealed in the responses:

(1) The procurement coamunity desires some policy changes.

(2) They hold strong feelings concerning many matters in
the procurement process.
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(3) It is diffictilt to bring about constructive changeand they are aware of this.

-(4) They perceive through experience various undesirable

trends resulting from a continued growth in com-
.plexity of technical and administrative requirements.

These include a reduction in the competitive base,
an increasing ratio of negotiated procurements, and
resultant unnecessary cost increases.

Interpretation of the responses to the four high-lighted

major Issue areas revealed significant facts and emphasis of

great interest to further policy development.

By Issue topic the following points are worthy of note:

Defense Procurement Circular 107

(U) The effort to increase consideration of contractors'
return-on-investment failed, perhaps for the wrong
reasons, but failed nevertheless.

(2).. "Too complicated to use" was cited as the rincipal
reason for non-acceptance, but no real ra. onale
invalidating the concept surfaced.

(3) The policy was optional as to appl.cation, and neither
government nor contractor personnel were motivated
sufficiently to take the trouble to use it. Comments
indicated little understanding of the intent or
mechanics.FA

lesson Learned

Education and training are key to any further attempts to
implement this or any other policy. This requirement varies
directly with the complexity of new concepts and procedures.

Competitive Base

(I) Respondents saw a worsening trend in Defense's ability
to maintain the current level of competitive awards.

(2) Principal cause cited was "fewer and technically more
complex" procurements, the "only game in town" syndrome.

1I- 20



(3) In addition to the high cost and risks involved,

industry complaints reported by respondents included:

- Bothersome, sometimes arbitrary,
administrative procedures.

- Defense business, contrasted with
commercial business, is too risky
and unprofitable.

- From smaller contractors, inability to
-==• •contend with the volume and verocity

of reports and other requirements.

Weighted Guidelines

(1) From working level procurement people, Weighted Guide-
lines are adjudged to be an effective and satisfactory
way to structure and determine profit in negotiated

) contracts.

(2) The only significant weakness cited is the failure
to reward contiactors' capital investment more sub-) stantialy. I

Interest as an Allowable Cost

J (1) There was (surprising) support for the concept of
allowing a cost factor for interest expense.

(2) Even those who opposed the allowance did so on the
basis of possible procedural abuses, rather than
opposing the concept itself.

(3) The allowance of imputed interest yeilded no clear
cut opinion, and appeared to be not understood, or
_misunderstood, by many respondents.

CONCLUSIONS:

From the multitude of survey responses reviewed, it was most

evident that the procurement community felt strongly about many

44
things, were split in even these ,strong opinions, and were able

to articulate their opinions. Their responses are useful, though

clear-cut conclusions do not necessarily follow. These, however,

0 are evident;

' . 1[I-21



A (1) The DOD procurement professionals view induistry as
an adversary.

(2) These practioners consider the reduction of profits
to be a basic directive.

(3) Subject to the above, the work force believes in
"Quality products, delivered on time, at reasonable I
prices".

Whether these attitudes and underlying motivations are

indicative of the most desirable state of affairs is largely

a question of "How refined an assessment of policy is required?" I
A strong case can be made, backed credibly by the results of

this survey, that the DOD procurement professional came by his

attitudes honestly, and by perservering attention to his trade,

with full awareness of the complex web of laws, regulations and

admistrative instructions provided for his conduct. If a change

i in his priorities or basic attitudes is necessary, the para-- •

meters of the task are quite apparent. Successful reorientation,

however slight, will require a careful refinement of policy

objectives and recognition of the considerable training and edu-

cation lead times involved.

1
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_ Exhibit I

JOINT LOGISTIC COMMANDERS COMMITTEE

)I
I Director

) Capt. Stuart F. Platt SC USN
i: i Naval Material Command I

I ! Members j
• ~Mr. Curtis Stevenson

Army Material Command

Mr. Pete A. Bryan
Air Force Systems Command

!I
Mr. Thomas A. Brown

IS Air Force Logistics Command$

Mr. Joe Gallagher

Naval Material Command

I

I-

I
iJ
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Chapter IV

The Defense Industry:
Some Perspectives fromr

) The Financial Community

By James K. Brown
and George S. Stothoff

)

Recognizing that the ability of contractors to undertake capital

investment often depends upon the availability of credit funding, and

) sources of it, the Study Director of Profit '76 invited the Conference
Board to particiapte in the study, under the guidance of the Logistics
Management Institute, to look at the attitudes and perspectives of

)commercial lenders as regards defense contractors. This is the
Conferenc" Board's report. The Study Team wishes to express its

appreciation to the Board for permission to reprint and incorporate
their report herewith.

I'

/ I

4 A Research Report from The Conference Board's
Division of Management Research

Harold Stiegiitz, Vice President
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TIIl" CONFERENCE BOARD is an indcpcldenit, non-
prorlt business research organization. For more than
fifty years it has continuously served as an institution
for scientific research in the fields of business eco-
tinlics and business management. Its sole puqpose is it,
promote prosperity and \ectirity by assisting in the
effective operation and sound development oif volu- A
tary productive enterprise.

The Board has more than 4,000 Associates and serves
40,000 individuals throughout the world It does con-
Iinuing teseaclh in the fields of economic conditions.
Miarketini, tiilnce. personnel administration, interna.
tional activities, public nffairs, antitrust, und various
other related areas.

Associates may c:onsult the Board and its research stal'f
for additional informaltion onl this report or ainy other
management subject. I
IFor infulmation corcerning mtemlbershlip iii The Con-
Ietl'ei Biillod alu its wivicesii ,, ... *'.5, contact the

Service i--tenisimn Division.VI
C,) 1A, I It-: ('ON FERINCE BOARD, INC.
845 Third A%,cnite, New York, N, Y. 10022

i-hl11 CONFIiRENCE BOARI) IN CANADAIi 333 River Road. Ottawa, Ontario KI I 8BQ Canada

Price,: $10.00 Associate and I-ducamional4  a
V30.00 Non-Associate

W':r sppcial prices on group orders. fmi classroom use.
ct•ctlet I lie hlftlormation Service Division.

hlni miV of Congress Catalog No.: 76-22015

ISBN No.: 0-8237-0127.1
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Foreword

SOMETIMES, IN looking at economnic trNids, detbunse contractors. Moivr specificully, how do
we outgat that behind all those neat figutres, the blinkers and others wveigh various factors ill
charts and graphs tire livu en ieiad women reaiching decisions abouit finiancing these firms?
negotiating with one aiiothier. making choices. Whlat is the relaitive availability or' capitai in, tile
re .Jiing decisions, and comnpleting transactions. financial community to them compared with
tin the business world, tile actors make-their - comnmerclally- -oriented -enterprises? Whut
choices and reach their decisions for the muost changes In Department of Defense policies and
part withi ant eye to the economic ~onsequiences regulations would, ill tile opinlion of' finlanicil
oft' heir acts - investment risks, effect onl sales, inlstitut'aln executives, malke liniancing mlore
cost results, and profit outcomes. While die available to del'cnse contractors?
econOrnic bases of business decisions tire well While thle Logistics Management Institute
understood, thie actual process by which eco- supported this stuidy rAnancially and porticiputed
nomic factors are weighud and decisions inl its initial planining,'IThe Conferenco Board was
reulehd is not. What inrormation do business solely responsible for the choice of respondents,
executives regard its important? How do they go the conduct or interviews, the analysis of infor-
about obtaining that information? Riow do they niation gathered, and thle p~reparation of' the
weigh the evidence? To svhat extent are they report. Thle opinions expressed in these pages,
guided by at kind of' collective wisdom which however, are those of' the study participants. Inl
emerges inl various segmients of the busines accurdance with its traditionial p~olicy, ']'he Con-
community'? ference Board does not advocate specific policy
The Conference Bourd haus been intetested for positions.

some tinme inl mndertaking studies of' thle (ecisionl We wish to express our appreciation to thle 56
process; inl btlsless, It with, therefore wit Il Study participants I(-) i -1 tughsIf"
considerable t'avor that thie Board received a comments and for the. ltime they made available
request from tit Logi-stics Management Institute for this inquiry. We tit particularly indebted to

of' Washington, D).C., a consulting orgiulizationl 10 of themi who reviewed earlier drafts of' the

that is alssociatel With thle Office of the manuscript. Because thle interviows were allI
Secretary of Le' ise, to launch a study onl thle off-the-rccord, tihe participants cannot be iden-jdecision making of banke~rs anld others inl tle tified here.
financial world with respect to thle financing of' We also wish to) thank thle Logistics Manage-
prime contractors anld subcontractors for thle mlent Inlstituite for its finlancial support and
Department of' Defense. initial encouragement to undertake the study.

'fhe study proposed by tile Logistic% Maunalle. Thie suivey was u~rried out and thle report

ment Itistitute lftted into at larger study under- wriuten by Jarmes K. Jfromvn Director, Mimage-
taken by thle D~epartment of Defense of its profit ment Planning and S atems likesearch, andI
policy and chanlgeN required inl this policy to- George Sý Stothoft', Senlior Reseairchi Associate.
strengthen defense contractors and reduIce thle Other members of the Board's Mianagemuent
cost of systems and hlirdware ossentiail to Reseairch Division who particip~ated at various

natvis'. u.se ~"' (Confer.'nce Board's %tnges were R~ochelle O'C'onnror, D~avid I Fisher,
portion or thle larger Study w.14 ailled 41k Uaii ik .i. fl.y, y and Vo'~t'ni G Massar'o.N
decte rmininlg tile perspectives of commercial
bjalcers. inivcstment bankers. corporate lending
officers of life insurance companies, rating DAY'11) G. M ORll E
service anlalysts, and blicht accountants toward Acting A'esident,

FOREWORDO
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Defet se Contractor )efin3d

viy agreement with the Looistics Management only about 10 percent of its busines Is with DoD.
,,1itivJte (M I), a defense contractor in this survey In the context of ' survey there are to
ii understood to mean a pr~ne c:!tractor or other salient charvteristics of subcontractors.
subcontrartar that (I) manufactures hardware They are f|."." s that (1) are significantly smaller
and systems, or compone.,ts thereof, that are of than niajie,- primes, and (2) ae not thiermniles

nru.isl importance to the Department of Defense, engaged in prime contracting. Exduding large
on a negotiated contract basis, and (2) has such a companies like Northrop that act as primes on
.ubstantial proportion of :ts facilities and expertise some contracts, and subc on others, this re-
dedicated to the defense market that its fortunes finement in definition has been adopled In order
are significantly affected by DoD procurement to test the apprehension voiced by some DoD
policies and practices. By the second criterion the officials that it is the smaller second- mid third-tier
General Electric Company, for example, is not a companies in the defense industry base that are
defense contractor, though it stood fifth in dollar particulardy vulnerable to financial distress, indeed
volume ef businres with DoD in 1974, because even to failure.

THE CONFEHENCE BOARD IV-5



Findings in Brief and Design of the Survey

T11 s1ii l'1Fq RS ot f'iiids to dIClenlse conl- contract. aidoIltion of an ,,dversarvy postitue
trado totthat 11( idll and I'tl l'ii negot iat ed conl- tOsvardL suppieiirs.
i acts lOr tlic productdion %4 mil iitary, sysite nis and .li'1,e iperlu p inevi table fillt nonlet heless de pun -

ha~rdware ar -worried abiout this vital sernient ol' able iii cI ion of politics lintoI deflil5C conitract ing
th c de tense induistry T his is the hinda mnental4 . S i to ra o s ( ub ) re h ug t o nmiessage emerging f'roin interviews w'ith 50 fiiian- mor parlous t iraCtors ( sarce thoun to e mano

clial-insluituion executives conducled by Thmoe prii otartous cpircmtnes ta temao
('ontference Board. In briefI, tule chief' problems piecntatr pie)
affeccting these def'ense contractors, as seen by Unless these problemis can be reduced, it- not
c\cuLtive5 i nnizkmaor cofnfflCrcia! ba.iks. iffe in- eliminated, the defense industry is likely to l* 'd
surance companies. investment banking firmis, it increasingly difficult to secuire both thle
raoing services. :tnd a public accounting firm. short-term and long-terni financing it requires
W'e: especially if'. as some respondents believv, the

IAs compared with the prof'its of industries U.S. economny encounters af .evere shortage of'
or'nlnt&d to commercial mnarkets, def~ense- capital in the next decade.
contractor prof'its are too low for thle risks Re disSgstdbFnacl xttvs
delfense, contractors f'ace and for their long-term Rmde ugse yFnnilEeuie
v.:bilitv. (Thle figrires in Table I onl page 3 offer There are a number of' corrective steps l)oD
rough confirmation of' this point for the aero- can take, either onl its own or throu.0i rec-
Sjp.Ce -dutyvsavs45m sra ocrs omndations to Congress f'or legislation, that

(Or the perind 1965-1974 roulgh becau~se the would bolster defl~nse contiactors' statuire in the
.icrospace indltistry, likce other segments of' the eyes of' fin~ancial-instituition executives. Two
dftense industry. is compo11sed of comp1Ianies tha~t such steps. of' course, would be to make sure
also participate. to a greater or lesser' extent, that the industry is ad(lc(Jately rewarded and
in domestic commercial markets and[ in forei.en that a better balance between risks andl rewards
markets. is struck in def'ense contracting. More specific

tjnccrtainity is thle prinicipal risk p,-rceised recounniendations-
by the survey participants uncertainty per- I. Better procurementI planning by DoD.
tamning both to the fijilf'illmnen t of' present coil- 2. A more benign and realistic contracting
tracts and thle winning of* future contracts.potrbyDl.e

3. Other negatives associated with defenlse potreb lCPao~l).l 1 111ilILnin ldle
contactrs b thse srveed ic~tde:programis by longer-termn commitments.

*Li:nmited product lines and overreliance on at 4. Prompter and more equitable resolutions
singi, cutoiler. ot dispUtes over claimis for excess coMst inIcurred

*Past behavior 4 ofw~le t.ontractois spcf- in thc f~uffillinent of' contracts.
cally. their propensity to "buy in," and poor 5. Inclusion of interest costs in the corn-
management practices putation of* contractor costs.

is Cert.uin [Departmient of Dl'eense (DO)0)
policies. pro~mreinent regulations and tactics. ff these steps are not taken, or prove to be
aind adminisitrative practices that have unltoward ineffective, the consensus of those interviewed

-its def'ense contractors f'or examp~e. was that the government may have to provide
excessive inalligelinent and policy chant-es. .1 equipt.'~ and/or f'inancing to def'ense con-
propensity to alter specifications in Mid- tractors in the future,

FINDINGS IN BRIEF AND DESIGN OF THE SURVEY
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-Capital Shortage is concentrated among the biggest primes, and

On this issue the views of the study partic- banks in other -areas, notably Los Angeles and
ipants cover a broad spectrum. But there was a Dallas-Fort Worth, which are involved in financ-
consensus that can be put in the form of a ing subcontractors as well as. in almost all cases,
syllogism: primes. Interviews were arranged with officers at

the executive vice-presidential, senior vice-
1. When,.ver capital is scarce, less desirable presidential, or vice-presidential levels. Some of

Scredit risks have a tough time in securing outside these primary respondents asked colleagues tociina ncin g participate in the interviews.
2. l)efense contractors are perce:ved as less The life insurance companies, investment

attractive risks among the corporate clieits of banking firms, and rating services all are head-
banks and other financial institutions, quartered in the New York City area, and at

3. Therefore, defense contractors will find it their headquarters offices the interviews took
hard to raise mnoney iL" a capital shuo tage place. The Public accounting firm has offices in
develops or if they can raise it, it will be at a number of major cities; one interview war,
high cost. conducted with a New York City-based partner

and the other with a Los Angeles-based partner.
The Study Participants The five insurance companies represented in

The tabulation below shows the number and the survey are among the largest, in terms of

distribultion by types of institution of executives assets, in the United States. As the discussion of
interviewed during this investigation. these concerns in the section on life insuranceindicates, it is the major companies that do the

bulk of the industry's corporate financin ,. The
Number o]f executives whose views were solicited all were

Number Executi'es of vice-presidential rank. Again, some had
Institution Participating hiterviewed colleagues join the interviews.

The investment banking firms included four
Commercial banks 22 34 of the top nine as measured by 1974 dollar
Life insurance volume of underwritings. Vice presidents or

companies .... 5 11 partners with responsibility for corporate fi-
Investmen" banking nancing were the core respondent group.

firms ...... 4 4 Soon after the field work began, it became
Rating services ... 2 5 evident that the survey base ought to be
Public accounting broadened to include two of the recognized

firms ......... ... 1. 2 rating services and a public accounting firm with
34 56 a number of clients heavily engaged in defense

work. At each of the rating services the survey

The 22 commerci;•: banks are headquartered participants included a vice president with re-

in New York City, Philadelphia, Chicago, St. sponsibilities for debt financing issues, plus one

Louis, Dallas, Fort Worth. Los Angeles, and the or more junior colleagues. The two partners of

San Francisco Bay area. The geographical dis- the accounting firm were persons suggested by a

tribution of these institutions was in consonanlce banker.

with th'e LMI's and The Conference Board's
agreement that it would be desirable to have Substance of the Interviews
represented in the study a mix of leading banks The interviews were conducted from mid-
that are headquartered in several major financial September through December, 1975 - mhiost of
centers, and whose defense-contractor financing them in the six weeks from mid-October until

fir C'.1!FORENCE BOARD
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Table 1: Comparative Financial Data: 425 ,ndustrials and the Aerospace Industry, 1965-1974

A. Profit Margins on Sales1  C. Price/Earnings Ratios

Conrosi te Data Composite Data2

425 Aerospace P/A
Industrials Aerospace 425 as Percent of

Industrials Aerospace Industrials P/A
1974 ............ ... .... 15.4 7.1IHfh L w Hih L w Hg Low*
1973 .. ........ .. ..... 15.8 6.9

1972 ............. ....... 15.0 6.6 1974 ...... 11.6 7.2 5.5 3.9 47.4 54.
1971 .. .............. . 14.6 5.2 1973 ...... 15.1 11.6 8.1 4.8 53.6 41..
1970 .... ................ 14.5 5.1 1972 ...... 19.6 16.5 15.6 13.2 79.6 80.1

1969 .................... 15.4 6.5 1971 ...... 19.4 16.6 21.9 15.8 112.9 95.:
1968 .................... 15.8 6.4 1970 ...... 19.0 14.0 20.3 11.3 106.8 80."
1967 .................... 15.6 6.1 1969 ...... 19.0 16.0 24.1 13.0 126.8 81..
1966 .................... 16.4 6.6 1968 ...... 19.2 15.4 15.9 13.2 82.8 85.1
1965 ................... 16.2 7.7 1967 ...... 18.9 15.2 22.3 15.4 118.0 101.1

1966 ...... 17.1 13.3 18.5 12.0 108.2 WS
1965 ...... 17.9 15.7 16.1 9.1 84.4 58.(

B. Net Income %as a percentage of sales) I Operating income is usually the balance left from sales afte
Composite Dataz deducting operating costs, selling, general and administrativ,

425 expenses, local and state taxes, provison for bad debts ani
Industrials Aerospace pensions; but before other income and before deductin

depreciation charges, debt service charges if any, federal taxe!

1974 .................... 5.3 2.5 and any special reserves.

1973 ................... 6.0 2.6 2 Based on Standard & Poor's Industry Group Stock Pric
1972 .................... 5.3 1.8 Indexes.
1971 .................... 5.0 1.1
1970 .................... 5.0 1.0

1969 .................... 5.7 1.5 Source: Adapted from Standard & Poor's Industry Survey.
1968 .................... 6.1 2.4 Aerospace, October 30, 1975, pp. A-33, A-34. and A-3!
196 .................... 6.1 2.2 Copyright, 1975, Standard PA Poor's Corporation. The 42
1966 .................... 6.6 2.7 industrials include the 8 firms that make up the aerospac
1965 .............. : ..... 6.8 3.1 industry in this comparison.

the end of November. Although they were investment banking firms, and rating service
predicated on a number of broad questions, generally followed this pattern:
most of them were fairly unstructured in the
sense that n;o written questionnaire was used and o The institution's involvement in corporate f

that the respondents were encouraged to discuss nancing in general and defense-contractor finan,

what they considered to be the key issues and ing in particular (forms of financing, interm

problems regarding defense contractors and their organization, participation in consortia, etc..

relationship with the Department of Defense. • The basic criteria used to appraise candi
The last interviews, though, focused on points dates for corporate financing.
that earlier interviews had shown to need clarifi- * Defense contractors' standing with respec
cation and amplification, to these criteria (if relevant, a comparison o

The interviews with the accounting firm current opinion with that of several years agi
partners naturally concentrated on accounting- was obtained).
oriented topics. The interviews with the repre- * Specific problems associated with defens
sentatives of banks, life insurance companies, contractors.
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71

withini this framework the head of the unit is, banks is the rult. not the excep~tionl, for tile
free to seek Imisiriess irom clionts lie determnunt-., biggest defense contractors. as well as for very

Ioffer thle least risk." Though one doe% not lIrgi' coinpaniL's in other industries. This is a
encounter explicit policies %eiting dclenw- prriaioto ol evolution over timie. Like other
contractor financing is a not* to-be-c xceeded mialot corpota Ic borrowers. de fense contrac~tors)portion of a bank',, total loan portfolio. each liive wanted to de-al with several bank% for
bank typically seeks at variedl iix of businesses safetý*s sake and to promnote competition bene-
in its clientele and sets a ceiling onl the dollar ficial to themn aniong their banks. As thle

)amnount it will lend toi a single cluztomer In financing rvuquirements of defense contractors
taking onl ia corporate client. a bank, of course, grew over fihe years. arrangemients fur financing
hopes to develop a favorablu long-ts-rn relation- be~ame miore formial Typically a deftnse con-
ship with that client. A corollary point made b) ttrictor would designate an agent or lead bank
several bankers is that a bank hws to be iviiling To whoe Itinction wotild be to work- out a fi-
stand by a client during its periods of addsersat% flancing p~itekagc with the defiense contractor,
as 'vell as its periods of prosperitý proir~ding. torna a, con'mortrun (ii banks to participate in thre
of course, the bank retains conl'iden.c kin thle package. and hlcp market the package. Parti-
client's mnanagement and believes it imN adelluatell cipavit% would .include a numiber of major
informned about the client'-, affairs ,inooiW~-orket bank,. and regional banks serving

Tile usual bank oriiariuationail arrangenici.1 stwi% where thev contractor hash production facil-
for corporate lending is geographic. Thus% onc Mte% Dial 4J1owotij alre formed today, as always,
often finds metropolitan. national and inteil at the initiative of fibe borrower. For (hie

national lending divisions in a baiik- For an Fast cont ractor. devignut ing an agen t bank is likely to
Coa-t hank. for example, the inationail division tbe efficient Only one set of banlk lawyers is

for California-based aerospace li rans. Somec o', tc'uatrastor does 1101 have to spend as mluch timle
the largest bainks. however. have developed linngtui~ p 1rdrticipatifg banks as it would if it dlid
sp'ecial lending units for ýomiplex industries wvith No ,Ione. tile agent bank can ..ct L's Spokesman

heavy financing dlemands -e.g.. aerosplace and lor dhe contractor with oilher banks and for thleI.
airlines utilities, retail establishn'cnts. ~midl other banks, w-ith the contractor; and thle con-
c1ie'vgy companies. At least one siad, ba..K hias tractor can -aimplity thle otherwise complex
organizeu ats entire corporate lending program arrangleeaan1s in drawing down its loan.
on anl industry beis Ilie consortauini ;arrangementI is also advan-

It is true dhat there v, pronounced concen- tageCo11 to theC participating banks. Individual
tration of major prime contractor lin~ancinng loan% emtended to major dhefense contractors
amiong the biggest bank,. One icspitindcnt e%- zota\ are so large that if' they do not alwvays
timiates that I S banks in Mcw York C'ity. eVceed the legal restrictions on [lhe amiount at
Chicago and California do 90 perceint ol such leading bank can lend to a single customer I 10
finanicing. 'llh reasons ('or this concentration: vercent of thle bank's invested capital -

prudence on the- part of bank managemecnt
1. Until after World War 11 only the largest would dictate sharing thle risk of these big loans.

bunks wecre significantly engaged inl corporateC Several study participants made thle p-oint that
financinug. the infommjii. ceding of their respective banks for

2. As a result, the big banks have long- at single loan is weli beneath the banks' legal
ding relationships wit i major coani.mnies. lending limlits.

.,1a106iuPg defense conltractors. 'Other banks,
th ii, ve been developing such relationships.) Subcontractor Financing

Amiong thle 22 banks interviewed, one finds
A.% al rea(IV suggested, consortium financing by no clearly predoimainant p~attern iii thle partici-
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l)ation of, or organizational arrangements for, profit will be sufficient, along with other sources
subcontractor financing. Here are the principal of cash, to guarantee relayment of the loan.
practices encountered. This sufficiency, however, should include ai

margin to serve as protection in the not un-
-With one exception, the hlrge New York common event that the contractor encounters

and Chicago banks participating in the survey do unforeseen costs over the life of file contract.
little or no0 1fin1ancing Of su~bS (as define'd in this (By contrast, handsome profit margins are of
report), for one or another of these reasons: crucial importance to investment bankers in
There are very few subs nearby; financing subs is their assessment of corporations seeking equity
not thought to be appropriate business for b.Mks funds.)
of th;s stature; subs are considered too risky. 2. Uncertainty is abhorrent to bankers. One

- in southern California. where there is a of the things that worries them about defense-
heavy concentration of subs, two of the largest contractor financing is that a contract that looks

Sbanks have traditionally dominated subcon- absolutely sound today can be in shambles two
tractor financing. Other major banks have much years hence.
more modest stakes in this market; it has been The present availability of funds to his in-
only in the last few years that they either have stitution, however, is always on a banker's mind.
expanded from their northern California head- As one study participant put it: "If we'requarters area or have aggressively pursued cor- under-loaned, we'll take risks we might not
porate clients. Lending to subs may be done by regard as appropriate ini a lender's market." And.
ia specialized industry unit that also finances of course, the opposite is true in a pxeriod when

"'pies; or by branch offices tiht look to a loan diemiand is heavy and/or funds 1or lending
specialized industry unit for guid ince; or by a are in short supply.
Los Angeles regional offici that handles v-arious There are a number of conventionaf analyses a i
kinds of corporate business. banker makes of a proposed linancing: the

- For the surveyed banks in the San client's balance sheet, its prior performance, its
Francisco Bay Area, the Dallas-Fort Worth area, capital structure, the stability of its markets 9nd

* and St. Louis, a corporate financing unit protean customers, the acceptance of its products, and
in its interests relates to subs. (Some of these the competence of its management. Also, close
b banks have a "piece of the action" with large attention is paid to cash forecasts indicating
primes; others do not.) sources and applications (including scheduled

liquidation of fixed charges) of funds over the
Criteria for Granting Loans life of the loan.

One gains the impression that the basic Sheer financial strength of a client is bound to
criteria for granting loans are essentially the weigh in its favor. So, too, is diversification forsatme for all customers. "A company is credlit companies that are involve([ significantly in l

worthy or it is not, and this has nothing to do defense contracting. In apl)raising a corporate
with the industry it is involved in," one banker loan candidate, the banker looks at the entire
ob.erved. The banik's primary concert is with company, and not just at a particular contract
repayment, with the safety of its principal. or, in the case of a diversified comnpany, not jrst
Should this be in doubt, no interest rate, at the particular division(s) engaged in defense
however high, will be sulTicient. Two con- work.

sequences follow: In judging the credit worthiness of( defe'nse
contractors, the questions a.uked by two bankers

oI. Banks are cash-flow :.uj asset lender.,. seem to be typical of those asked by other
Whemter a customer's profits are high or low is members of this fraternity, in addition to the
of lesser moment to the bank so long as tei more general considerations listed above.

COMMERCIAL BANKS
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The first baitker's questions: million) to get 90 percent guarantees of bank
I. Wat oD ontact areinvlve? Wich loans uip to $350,000 front lte Small Business

ofths i iran wa aeth osibltist'r Administration; this makes them wore attractiveI
follow-up wvork in later years?tobksaclntthnhewudbeter

2. What are the types of' contracts: fixed wise. Second, sonie smnall banks - none of thern
______ rice cot wih icentves cos-pls? (his participants in tlhis study -- are said to have

banker nctne ihohrvwstelt extende~d financing to subs on lthe basis ofer,- inc) tn ihohe-,vestl.ls
two as far less risky than lthe first.) lending officirs' p~ersonial acquaintance with the

3. What is tile CUrreilt Stage Of each COnMrAc? subs' managements or tile willingness of the1
4. Fr eah cntrat, hat xperenc hasthe owner-managers to sign personal notes for tile

company had in producing Ot~is product or lonthyeott.
system, where dloes it stand o , the "learning
curve" Bankers' Perspectives on Major Primes

The secund banker'sv questions: It is not wyithout hazard to present at summary
the on~acto iniste anadeqate at once concise and accurate of the surveyed

proanfets experience with, andi outlook f'or,

proft? inaning majr pimecontractor.. Bull most of

r bank~~~~ha is, of corise, ofde by aits, apraia fteJuta ake antcasi sbsub's~~tr wrodid worhinss Inei addition ttho tior following
spci. thsts weroe ntici stune by tile cotact u~utt eerlz bu lle otatr

inariclaedi vitrvew it mmbrso
against havetio cositetl done wife Ili severalvery

In Thecdn theha ori well -o innc itts conrats otesaf ore

prk soducts rservgiced byeisaoraisd of the Juirstt mhav banetrit caniticlals probles on

sub's conracits wirth ites. Iadiion , ohermor bosth peromakncg landecisions, pro.efitabilityo
speifi Thesteaies oferdrs nt thedb cotinit ofW thecoltrats thneyravie executded.s cnr
wotrk.eed a hr sapvaito ntercords. Somte

The propensit and eualtectiveesso pr the iIII Isriesawti hm
sub's m-aen in insisting ontacs costeplu ascure

againcst fixedpie ontsra(cts withthe rime .vnlvily wecrm tgop ndee n
I~~~a Th ruelatie onshi btwe en hr aueofte (iiuaircrmntofcr n eoitn

work thesub is oing an its specifict contractsan reolving r probems cu indvua
exeilencetaild homptence lainv thatse ield tihilufileteakesaevrtal nn

su' wontats)ki t rii~) mous ain cundt aemntine thecr iNa formis-o
the cndlii" .s that have aricuen. inanmbIo

For preasonsitthatnid befsetcothtieer, ostil sindiviua ar conraicts.it and witegregioms
subans Inlooklie up n subsiastn Oles (cositplus crdtas~te i o~ cnrsgt

risk tha prmes.Bat nmberol' ubs hirdtivigha markforemits grundestandievng ofind
evidenl belainshipbtwfrom two natore nof'th radines tod helpsolvin problems lit' develr in

a epplicabe to d lage pim es. Firs tht, foi el of themionra fulfillment. ankoa more spei f ic level,

arc sall eough(annul saes oflessthan IS ne anker Wtha havse aini hisl i number ofth
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Navy's Special Projects Office and the Air which is disturbing to their bankers. Further-

Force's Space and Missiles Systems Office, more. the Lockheed and Gruninian problems l

Both age icies lie maintained, have given con- have cast a pall over the industry. For these and
tractors strong performance incentives and also other, more specilic reasons to be set fi-rth
have recognized and dealt fairly with contractor below, thfe baikers participating inf this studr

risk. are, as a whole, itt a pessimistic frame of miand

*= . in some respects, major primes have a better alout thie major prines. Some reported that

aura than they did several years ago. The their banks hae recently turned down financial

concept of Total Package Procurement (TlPl') proposals from prines (and subs as well). Others

Shas been abandoned in favor of the more wish tlheyv had less de/th se-'v'ri'n ted busines

realistic concept of phased contracting. One I/ian theiiv harr. And a good number e.xpre.ssed

* finds in recent contracts pnice escalation clauses /tie belieh" that unless the prospects of' fh/

aimed at offsletting the effect of' inflation oln defense indutstry imuprore, baunk pIartiRilflion itt

contractor co-:ts. There appeu'; to be less its financing will he selecti'ely reduced

"buying in" by contractors than tr'ere used to particiedarly if' as some expect, there will be a

be.' The decision to launch the Profit '76 study', growiig number of alractwire alterrnative busi-

and the possibility of beneficial changes in Dol) ness opportiuities for banks in .r,,ars to coon;

profit policy and contracting procedures
emanating from this study. are seen by some Inadequate Profits
bankers as favorable developmen ts. The growing
trend of major firnms' acting as primary con-

tractors on some contracts and as subcontractors that profits oftlel'ense contractors have not be,,n

on others is a heallhy olle becakse this should adequate over the years, nor do they show signs

increase the continuity of their business. And ....... ... .... s
of the interview% several respondents either

the consummation, in the last year or so of)blishd
several very large contracts for the safe of analyses, like ithe one reproducd eaurlier (see
military hardware to foreign governments should IaiblIceI, sing that retronuindvestmen and

Senhance the profitability of tie nmanulfacturers. I",wbl 1), sh~owilng (flat retulrn oil investment and

involved, profit margins of the aerospace industry have I
consistently and substantially lagged behind the

The important aerospace segment of' the corresponding figures tor U.S. 1,l11l1facturers as
der'ensc industry is ill wor'risomel condition a whole. Although. as noted, banks are essen-
today not because of' defense business buttodynobecause of thedcurrent igofe aind blk tially cash-flow and asset lenders. as also noted,
because of (lie current Plight or. and bleak they do look to client profits as at cushion of
outlook for, its major commercial market: the protection against unexpected cost increases,
U.S. airlinc industry. which have o-curred more than occasionally in

. Oin the whole, hanks' experience with major the fulfillment of major tdelfense contracts. In
prime contractors has been tolerable so far. But other \vords, as a good many of' the Surveyed
virtually all of them have run into significant banlkers see it, profits have not been com-
difficulties with at least otie contract apiece, uengsu'rafe with the risks to which defense

contractors arc exposed: other things being
equal, a bank prfers a relatively high-profit,
"ur-w-risk cient to a low-profit, high-risk client.

"cntracying in" is ihe practicen pusisued by some Finally, the relatively poor profit perfortmance
contractors aggressively stf king bulh neo s to utilie of' defense contractors has made it dirfficu ft, ifAfacilities anti staff that would be otherwise Idle, of

submitting unrealistically low bids on contracts in the not impossible, for them to raise eqatity ftunds

hope (fiat, if they win the bids, they can later seccure and long-term debt financing, when needed and
upward price adjustments. appropriate, causitng banks to become essentially
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til sole soulrce of outside finlancing for these exposed to a normal business risk in a negotiated

)im. contract, just as it is ii'i a cminutercial contract,

Seea causes of tieinduistry's inadequate Delay in settlinlg d111fetences, arising out of
Profits wfere cited. cost overruns or change ordors or both, lias had

- -Inflation -is not aidequattely providIed for in deleterious financial conseqjuences for a number
esatdation clauses, as evident in the Girummlan of contractors. A frequently voiced com~plaint Is

expeiene wth te P14.(InfatIli~that the settlement of these con tritetor-DloD)several banlkers poinlted out, sharply incrkeased differences is anyth~ing but. businesslike. The
the financitig requirement,: of defense conl- 1)ol tends to take anl unduly hard, ir* not

tractrs.) unreasonable, litne. And in the case of cost

hagrss armnts soe bnkmthiký ire overruns, these become a maiter or'acrimionious

*not aeut'illtl eeta h loe ilcdsuea h esmdarpr hm

*pereentage of' payment against costs inicurred is critically tit the so-called military-industrial
not high enlough - especially in view of signi('i- complex, or simply disp1osed to be opportunistic
cc-itly higher interest rates contractors have had( in yain publicity, issue accusatory, lprovoc-
to p~ay in the last two or three years. a cost for atv saemnsltmkersoalstl-

wllih tey re ot eimb~se. Aditonaly, ment even more diffiCUlt. Several bank official.%
several bankers maintained that progress IM'* contrasted this environment of resolving buyer-
nients should be extended to cover disputtedl seller differences with that commonly found~ inl

coss ~hic, a mater stndtieup he on- the commercial sector. If' a sup~plier of a
tractor's working capital for too long a time. For commercial concern runs into difficuilty inl ful-

disptesreslve m avo ot ~)i).a Sfllk tilling a contract. represenitatives, oft ile sciier
procedure for rest itut ion could and should lie anbuewoktigotinpvt ndna

One eofptem accrdngt theseareasptondens.ta con~structive atmosphere, so that thle ensuing
One f tem \en sofar ~ t assrt hat Change is faiir to both sides and protectsý tile

eC~aLuse of disputed costs aind change orders, lone-term viability of fihe supplier -Which, of
progress paymnl~ts, coverinimg all working, capital
needs shiould be financed entirely by the; D~epart- cusi 'r uhi h ue' neet
mlent of IDc tnse; these need% should bie met DemarndIs fo~r unneeded capability' by thle DelD
neither by the contractor nor by the banks. also increase contractor costs -- p~articularly
Most bankers, howevver, think that it is prop~er mien thle diemandis are insisted itpon z icer thle

for contrac-tors themselves to fund some of their original contract has been formally concludedI work ing-capA itl needs. This gives Vol) neededl an(I productionl has comimencedl. The Doi)
control over contractor efticiency. If., for should take a cost-benefit app~roachl to these
exampl)e. progress p)ayllents were set at 100 demands. bankers believe. Ini each case it should
percent. the contractor would have little inl- ask itself: Is tile incremenltal performance

ceiltivi' to hold( its invenltories to ulinimiull capability or extra capacity of' tht, product in
levels. More Peealtl oitatrsohb question worthl the added cost'?

The ('Adlusu)P of interest from~ the conb-
2 A recurrent point made by bankers amnd others tractor's cost base has hurt contractor profits,;

iflteiviewCe was t hat Rol can he a misleiding indication particularly inl the last fcev years. It is widely
of financial health A company that has old a~ssct t hat conceded that some im lplicit recognition of' tlte
have been largely dckpreciatec! foi tax purpows arnd Sý not contractor's interest cost is given in working out
replacing these amssets typically has a low equity base In permitted margins inder tile wveighted guidelines) ths st naionI h retrn il he Clii~ii~s ~iiiy ~formula. Blln with tile sharply rising inlterest
welt took filyoraiile. oth if a company of this character is
not a livalih%, one by ot her tests, it most probably rates ot recent year', it is more thlan ever
cannlot raise Mote equity funds, imperative that interest costs be explIicitly taken
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into account in thecost base. As one respondent Tlhey were referring, of course, to the Cost
observed, it matkes all the difference as to Accounting Standa~rds Boardl's rulling, to be
whother a contract will produce a profit or a loss implemented after a one-year grace period nowv
for a nianufacturer if (lie interest rate is 5 in effect. that will permnit companies to de-
percent or 15 percent. The exclusion of interest prediate equipment uised in fulfilling defense
further inflates a contractor's costs if thtere is a contracts only at a rate corresponding to the
prolonged dispute over claimis for additional equipment's natural life (as against the acced-
funding-, while thie dispute goes on. thle interest cratcd rates% the Internal Revenuec Service p1er-
meter is running without interruption. And in a minis). The effect of this ruling w~ill be to reduce
period of inflation, there is even tmore $ustit'i- a contractor's cost base on wvhich its profit
cation for allowing interest in the cost base. nin~gin is computed.

Several bankers, however, made the point that
the allowance of interest is not ail open-and-shut Uncertainty
case. Would its allowance, one of them mnused, As already indicated, bankers dislike un-
encourage a contiactor in a strong cash position certainty in the prosixcts of their clients. As
to borrow mioney it did not need in order to bankers see it, there is uncertainty aplenty in
climii interest on the loan as an expense? defense contracting. This is variously illustrated
Furthermore, the allowance of' interest might by such statemients as:
comipromise the Defense D~epartment's proper -With annuali~ funsding by Congress. it is

concern f'or sound~ financial controls by its dloubtful that any contract will be comp~leted as
suppliers. A contractor could, for instance. be originally planned.I
fairly reckless in building up its inventories, -The probability of cancellation is great
secuire that it would be compensated t'or the enOutgl!0 c ,, r,,tnc,, 's.,
interest cost of any attendant borrowing. Bu(t. TFhere is a lack of continuity in contracting.
according to a respondent who raised these - Far too many blockbuster events take p~lace
points, interest shouldl be allowed because of in the execution oftdlefnse contracts.

delays in making final paymients andl in settling T e pop c fdlyc a g res n
clais bythe ~oI) an becuse f th shap te like c,-''s uncertainty it' not actual financial

escalation of' interest rates of the last l'ew years. loss.
These delays and this escalation have badly hurt Frel h oenetcudb one
a number of' contractors, Ilie acknowledges that on to b~ail out a contractor it' its contract was
it would be tough to develop an equitab'le cancelled. This is no longer so,.
formula for the allowance of intercst, but claimis - With the increasing complexity of military
this can bc (lone and ought in justice to be h~ardware has come much longer development
done. 3  and produlction periodls than used] to prevail.

The prospect of iniadequate depreciation lit one important respect, h~owever, there i:

charges is a future threat to (lefense-industry been a diminution of uncertainty in defenseI
profitability which worries a number of bankers. contracting. This is the abandonment of the TPP

concept and its replacement by the "fly before

30n IDecemfber S, 1975, the Cost Accounting buy"' approach. According to several bankers,
Standards Board issued a draft standard o n the cost of th tefctasbntolnicnrcorik

nine a a eemntof the cost of capital, This draft by breaking procurement into more manageable
standard treats cost of nioney as an "allocable contract and more certain bits.
cost." The draft was distributed for consideration by
"those who have expressed a desire to assist the Board's- Other Industry Problems
staff in its research," and commnaiats were requested by
F~ebruary 2, 1976. The draft has nlot been approved by T'here. are factor.% other than low profitability ;
the Cost Accounting Standards Board, and uncertainty that cause bankers to look
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askance at the defense inditstry. These include: become enmieshied in have been in sonie measure

9ocr bu o)sno fiil n of their own making. Cited In this respect are
* Cocernabou DoDsenir otticifilld-th proclivity of somec managements to buly into

procurement- personnel, This concern was ex- defense contracts;, lack of cat! in or controls
pressed in a niumber of ways, The high turnover over the exponditure of mioney;, and, inl Certain
of senior DOD personnel hils cotributed to a eiigincer-domint~~ed (as oppjosed to buisine- I
lack of continuity, since top) civilians in DoD) mndmntd firms, a preoccupation with, as
tend to be men of strong views about military one bonker phrased It, "mulking thiings rathier
procurmimnt, but these views are far from than money." 'rwo adverse consequences of
idientical unlong tile successive incuimbents In these shtortcomings were cited. First, thc fi-
these positions. A relatedi problem is the nanlclal community recognizes them b, whtich,
apparent und unnecessary dispersion of amiong other things, makes it difficult for these
authority. The DoD) represenlatives. who people firms to get public debt ur equtity financing.
onl thle contractor side think canl roach a (Ie- Second, too often excessive costs are Incurred inJ
cision. too often turn out not to be able to make military conitra ~. These excessive costs, in turn,
tfadeiure Oe ane spoke of anl egregious call cause ai reduction in the originally con-

faiureoilthepar ofDot) personnel to templated volume or' product or system, to kceel
coordinate various programs involved in at large total Cost% inl tile. SuIch reductions, one banker
and very complicated contract his bank hlcped asserted, have been one of the causes of excess
to l'inatice. Another resp~ondenlt maintained that capacity in thenecrospace indulstry.4

D ot te'anl;a pco lt hr a ve h - ;-u ynin gn iiv ~ ,i k u ch m a tiag em ent character-

catHtns of at military system, Finally, the lDol) that diversification into highly competitive
ropresentatives have been scored for their comumercial markets. i. no0t k promfising Step orr
naivete regarldingo. the finlancial health of defenlse (lelense contractors to take.
contractors. A banker cited, by way of illus- 'rithe special p~roblem of the aerospace in-
triltion. *i ivnmark one procurement officer made (lustry. It is the view of' several bankers that the
before a grotip of' bankers that if a major aerospace industry needis both military and

contraitorsouldthot w$s3 ut0 milinoiontrat sm comeihronealon iussficin for turiva avisability-of
int Willr should os 30illi onthtwa u ont odetracsu commhercinealobusinssufiin for survivaltisability o

Eiamounting inl total1 to only 10 percent Of thle these Firms and, fuirthier, given the fluctuating
vailue of' thie contracts. Such ai loss. this banker demands in both markets. it is dlesirable, even
insistedi, Would lhave. damaged the company necessary, for thle firms to particip~ate actively in
grievously if' not la tally, one market while the other is in at period oftlax

Market weakness. (distorted financial dead u h ulo sthat. wvith the
structure. In general, hankers prefer not to have abandonment of' U.S. government sponsorship
a client overwlmeliningly dependent upoli a single of' anl SST, and Wvith iotMUCrial airlines ill at

111customer. Event though there is no question very shaky state because of rising costs and) about Uncle Sam's being able to pay his bills, his (dimninished demiandl for travel, it isnot likely
representatives in ai sense have (defense con- that the aerospace firnis will he called upon to
tractors at their mercy. As for finiancial) structure, the point here is that many con-
tractors (like many firms in other industries) 4 A notable exception to I hese managerial

appear to bankers to have excessively high shortcomings is found in the manag.ement of a major
debt/equity ratios. aircraft producer. accordling to one hanker This firmn has

placed great emphasis on production planning and on
Cotiractr maagemnt siortom igs. i is controlling productimon costs. playing down techn~olog~ical

widely accepted in the banking community that innovation in fulfilling it% contracts. tImle finrineial
diflficulties a number of defense contractors have communu'ity i% said it) look favorably on this firm.
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build a new generation Of comnliervial uircrft or tit least Congremsnon's or Senators' per.
until thle mid-198O's -- indeed, it is doubtful ception of these views. Thus if a major c-n.
wheother tlhe latest generation, thle wide-bodied tractor runs into unexpected costs because ofA
jets, will be delivered in anywhere near lthe inflation, there is u body of Congressionul and
numbers anticipated only a few yoars ago. And public opinion thant says tit effect: 'Too bad forA
it is-also doubtful- whother there will be enough thle company, let it hong,' This does not warmn
doi'nso work in tive next doctide completely to thle cockles of thle hearts of those who lend to

= fill this wide gap iin tile commercial market, So that firm,"
lthe prospects for tile important aerospace sog-
mont of tile defense industry base strike bankers Bank-Contored Problems
ob slooriy. Yet another negativo for defense contractors

The politics of defense contracting. Con- arises front problems afrecting thle banks them-
gross must, of course, exorcise controls over solves. One, discerned by a f'ew respondents, has
defense contracts, as It must over other activitics to do with the attitudes of their top iiimnnge-
of thle Executive Branch, at number of re monts. These senior officers do not understand
sjpondents stated. But individual Congressmen tile intricacies of falfil'ing at technically complex
and Senators have gone too far onl occasion. defense contract, nor aire they familiar with the
Efforts to galn political capital by castigating thle details and imiplications of' tile Arnied Seriees
defense industry and DoD for cost overruns have Procurement Regulations. Butl they do read
already been noted. But people on lthe Hill have news occounts of DoD)-orntructor disputes and

-been guilty of other sins, in thke eyes of bankers. DoD)-contpessional disputv:.. Some of them have
One. of these is tile pressure brought onl tile DoD asked their aerospace and other defense'Industry
to se-- that defense coitinicts arv won by firmis Wildingofivem- ' Why ShowlO Wo eeitnlc n
doing business in lthe districts or states of this political thicket? Whom needs this kind of
influential Congressmen and Senators. In several btisiliess?
inistance~s this has led to conitracts being awardedi A secr'md bank-centered prob~lemi is thle
to lhe far front moust efficient supplier. number of loans that have beenm adveirtely

cha~sified by natIonal hank examiners -loans
Onl a more general level, defense contracting (lhe repayment of which is so uncertainl that the 4

has evolved into a badly flawed systemi in which b~anks have hid to adjust their cap~ital p)ositions
all three major parties - thle contractors, DoD, by establishing reserves onl their balance sheets.
and Congress - are at (auilt. Here is howv one A consequence of these classified loans. one
bank executive explnined it: "DOI) is reluctant bainker remarked, tias been that several of tile
to tell Congress at thle Outset whant at w~apo nation's largest banks have had proposed acqui-
system will cost, rearing thlat Congress many veto sitions turned dowvn by lthe Fcderal Reserve
thle whole project at tile beginning oil thle Board beCaUSC it did not conJsider their Ctil)ital

L grounldS of excessive. expenditure. In a sense, 1P0%itiolls strong enough. So lthe bainks affected
-then, DoD is guilty of duplicity so far as re~alistic are anxious to solve their classified loan problem

pricing is concerined. Everyone pl.-ys the glame. (thle banker just cited said hie wvould be a '"hero"
Contracts arc let at artificially low prices, with if hie contributed to this end), and f'urthermnore,
thle contractor. DOD, and members of Congress no bank wvants to take oil a client if there is a
understandinmg thlat through change orders and reasonable chance the loan might beconie
other simtilar devices costs wvill be inflated to a classified.
realistic level over the life of the contract. It is a A third p~roblem for bankers, closely related
(deplorable system, but everyone seemis locked to the second, has receivedl much comment in
into it. One must not ignore thle distaste miany in time business and( financial press. Banks have had
Congress feel tor thme defense industry, perhaps to write off, in whole or in p~art, a number of
reflecting thle views of important constituencies, nondefenise indusztry loans to Penn Cms 'iral, to
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W. T. Gran, •nd to a large number of IRIT's. to mnention c•nellations. "Loss on one order
f tirthermore, they may yet sutffer losses from cain bo disustrouV," one reslondent renmrkedd.

J tbeir holdil&n of New York City debt obli- Moreover, subs run the risk that In slack periods
-ations and their loans to underdeveloped thoir primc will pull back work from thom. (As
countrios. This, of course, lias been very un- one banker described it, what happens is that as
tottling mnd Is causing banks to adopt o more the volume ofproduct a prime orders from a sul,
cautilous outlook toward borrowors in eneral. goes down, the s•ub raises Its price to cover

overhead. Evoentually the prime concltdes that It

Subs Look Loss Attroative can tiake the product in question in-houso at a

If banks have a less than singuine view of lower cost than the price the sub charges for It.)

_nii or defense contractora, their assssnent of # Subs typically are thin in management

subs Is oven morc pessimistic. To put it tanothor talent. Some ure run by ownonvontors -

way, they share the apprehension t *" those Doi psonsP whw are strong in scientific or technical
acme.Others,

officials who believe that it is thie ller firms skirecently started by persons with neither

at tho second and third tier of the defense recenlyarted by perons w neithe

2 industry base whose stability and survival are technical nor business backgrounds under the

tenuous. Indeed, a number of bankers refer to auspices of federal programs to stimulate
Ssubs they have financed that have failed. laing minority-group ent;rpriso, have won business
subs thrybtiks withuncollected loans,. Thus far from primes by dint of government pres"ure; but
their bofks with iI res loans. Thus they have proved unable to make products of
none of the nnjor primes has succumbed to this acceptable quality, to control costs, or to mcet

fate. I: fats.delivery schedules.

Siere. s a •"r•i ,.o, of O"w special problems
of subsq as banlkers see them: It is the 1mil)rossiol of a iumbor I' bankers

that beyond their own client subs that l•ave

.Many subs find it impossible to get needed failed, there has been considerable attrition of
tonbamk fith ancing. The equity market ts closed subcontractors. "h'lus itt their estimatlon DouDs
eto them mlin tie situation with respect to publIe conaern that this portion of the don'en;c base is

Sdebt financing is hardly better. (One banker who eroding is woll-foundod.
formnerly was asiociatcd with ati inv.itmont One must take note of a few silver lintiein; in
bWaking firmn remarked that during the last year the clouds ovcrlihmging subs. Consider, for ex-
only about half a dozen BAA debt offerings ample, the coments of a sealer officer at a
have come to market, none of them issued by a' bampk e the San Francisco Peninsuha. Most of

subcontractor.) And subs, as defined here, tend the subs this bank has as clients are engaged in
to be too small for inisura'nce companies to the manufacture of' electronic p)rodtucts and
consider for privately placted long-term loans. components, and there is typically a marked

* Many subs are tied to a single prime degree of similarity in the technologies of those
contractor, Lnd produce but at single product or made for military uses and those made for
coniponcnl -_ a pair of characteristics the C:ommercial uses. By and large thlese firnis have
bankers consider risky tor any firm, no matter adequate equily baNes that have b!en furnished

what its market. by one or another of the venture-capital firms

4The continuity of a sub's work often is in that flourish in this area. The venture-capital
doubt; it is likely to face alternate cycles of firms moreover provide the maiutfacturers with

"feast or teainn." A large prime may be fiaancial expertise, since at least one partner of

iivolved in several defense contracts simulta- the firm typically sits on the board of eat-it
neoustly, whereas a sub may have to commit manufacturer in which the itlrn has a stake.

itself to only one contract at a time and so is This bank, which has been actively engaged in

severely affected by s.ietchouts and delays, not bushie.., tending for only a couple of years. seeks
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relaktiontships wvith subs "that haLve coilsidurable aircraft was form erly made by Oiroe firils in
Srwwth potentIti." Most of it~s louwiss to subs are rierce competition with onc another. Onto of
secured by the subs' accounts r ivable.. Others thtese firms has withdrawn front the business and
have 90 percent SBA guarantees. Every two or n second Is, no longer it signifitcant factoi, having
three monthis thle bank's Internal auditors ox- encoutitered severe management and financial
antine each sub's books. Thtus thle bunik Is irobierns. Tile survivor pretty welltinas tile field
welli-p~sted oil thle affairs of its subcontractor to Itself, which has, given It significant lovornuo
clientole. with its airframv -mnuac~fiturer custome-m as woell

Thle b antis friondly relaittionships wt solacdfnnilsau

counters a cash-flow problem, the bank tries to Sugopsted Solutions
arranigo factoring front Oon of these concerns The bunkers participating in this investigation
while ret-ainhig thle doposit bahmicen. After the offered a great nmany suggestions its to \vhal
problemn hus Wxnt straightened oilt, tile bank callI could be done to imuke defense contractors mort,
resume repular hinancing. This respondent made attvactive Ill tile eyes of tile Ifinanciail
tile point thant a wiall bank like his always htins to community. Sonme of these solutions wt-re ad-
be careftil not to lose needlessly a client through mittedly more a matter of wishful thinking than
being ouseessively tough when thle client faces reconmmendations for action. For example:
rough sloddhig. For banik competition for
commercial clients Is very koon in that areai (as it Congressnien and Senators should stop be-
is, so tile comments of other respondents indi- rating DoL) and defense contractors for publicity
cated, olsowheru in California). purposes, other memburs of those bodies should

Anmother bunker described a sub that formerly desist from exerting prossure onl Dol) to itwurd
abli-lined four-fifths of Its business by acting its a1 contracts to 11irmns in their respctive. district% or
subcontractor to large- acrospamcc firms. Duspite states: thle turnover- Of 0011) m1iiitary 11INA A oifin __

&rent technical expertise and tiperb manage- thlk Various procuiremlenit agencies shouild he
meait, this Armi got "burned badly" on it major reduced, so that Suc01 personlnel cotild pill
contract. Thereupon It ornimrket onl i program deeper and morem sympaithetic oftertnin t
of diversification so that now aerospace business contractor problems; thle "ame" that Cull-
accounts for only one-fifth of its voiumo. tractors. Dl~o) offivials, and Conure-ss play ass
Furflhermore, management has decided, aind described onl pagse 13, she aild lie terminated
because of thle quaility ot'company products canl micelit~ nd for till, While eacht of these ChamigeCl
make its decision stick, tlimi the company will be woutld appear to be desirable, none Weemis
tinlaerospace subcontractor only if it is corn- likely to trianspire and. except for personnul
pensated onl a cost-plus busis; and that ifechanges turnover, none11 seents to fall wvithin thle ability
ftir ieqttredi in a contract, a1 financial agreement of, DOD to effect.
covering these changes wvill be negotiated before In time realm oi thle possible, however, there
it does otty work related to them. in this are a nutmber of thin 6, Dot) canl do. eithei on its-
butiker's opintion. this. firm is anl admirable own through existing authority, or, where legis-
example Of hlow smmlicotrameto% Should Acomplort lation is req~uired, thrmugh tht, sub'mmission of'
thalmselves. Inl subcontraclinrg it is linmiting itself iippropriate reo-mmendattmoms to Cong ,r cs,,-.

to at proper risk - its performance -and is no, Somec of* these changReN have biven implied in the
exposed to Financial reverses not of, its own earlier distilssion of lhe p~roblemts banikers, per-
muakinig. ceive with defense cont.actor.s and ill dekuse

More generally, the shuakcouit of subs men- Contracting. Bilt it is well to draw together these
tiommed earlier maly produce stronger companies changes and others thmat have not been touched
amon, tile survivors. One respondent gtave anl upomi for explicit considiratlonl. It anits be
illustration of this point; A component for pointedl out that there Is sonic overlappinig
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-)anong these recommendations, and some are be de-siralble to shift from i a eost batsi% to a
not enitirt-ly consistent witth others. Those rtI~II-n-01 inves Itiner] badi, Bill to the Qxtent

Cavuts lnduIte is lie kt.that thle cost basis is continued. interest should) cavuts itide, Isi~ thelistbe al1lovod as cii~oet Guki 01- o 111-, ~iilO '
In very general terms, Dl~o) should enlarge cost balse, even flmioeth It would be difficult to

its vision or defense contructhig beyond Its devise itformula that would result iI" owpur
preocci 'natlon with particular contiacts and thle alloi.-titon of intorost to at spocintc conritact.
perfornmanco of individual contractors lin fulb Annual fuinding or dofunso conttavoz alkould
filling thema. It Should dto what it vilI~ turtfo i e bt replaced by longeor~rm commtitawnts. sr. Fis

i whatta numiber of bariker perceivo as the t redtlc- tineitainty for tilt contractor and It%

and Its suppliers. Iii assossting the capabilities of * The top offIcials of Dol) should insist ant
individual supplierz, it should look ait each oneO. mum, cosinotiality Ini weapon systems (e.:.,

)one respondent. said. "the way a banker does": nwilotr planes) of tile Individual armied services.
by tracingt thu interaction und~ dependeciicis or Thu vn-sutag rationalizatrion ot production
the firm's different units and inatikots, by should benefit both D~ot) and thlt, defense
examining tilt flrm's overall financial strengths Inlustry.

) and weitknosses. Miore fundamentally. Dot) * Dot) procurement agencies should avold

should decide whlat sort of detense Industry base pivssIng fur "best and fiaul offers" and should
is desiratile andi what stepls it or CongreS Should desist front the practice of -technical leveling".

11111KC til explicit policy decision whether or to "buying ill" Should ble rccognlted and steald-
what extent foreign suks should be relied upen fasttly resisted. Buying lit is neither in tltc
to assure lthe finaincial vitality uf contractors. lonig-run Interests of (lth) contractors nor 01'DloD.

Dot) should se-e thitt coitinensation to de- (For definitions of' "bcst and tfina otfers" rind
I Ouse Contractors is *idekquallŽ. that qlay earn at techniical lc~cing." zwc (the box, oi page 171.)
decent rate of return. (A couple of respondents . tDol) Should not resfor systems. Camn.

stressed thlt %imlilaority of' thle prcsently bleak, litintits and so fom th that have giveato capai-
nutlook for con trai'tors withI the crtirn t plight hilt tie thanl are i'eaiismicivly nuceded, esec~ially)of (lhe domestic iiiilines.) A better rate of' return svhen thesc ).ystemsl and tcOtnl1)Oi10111 call for thle
Is essentfitl It' contractors are to invest Iin the developbmenet ot' techilotoug well beyond tilt)
kind of modern cquipmeuti Dot) wouild like to ,title oh' the% irt mid~ the I yp, (if contract does
see them invest Iin. and to gain lthe long-term not take this into account. Tloo often thle
tfunds necessary for this puirpose. Kiomciver contractor or theý Di~). or botht. have paid too
better profits miniht attract more flirms into the heavy ia price for supcerapability.
defecnse base, which might lie desirable f'ront * lol) Nhould force thle servicc% to cutrtail
Dol~s ViewpoinOlt. their e.xcivsive propensity to change their maids

* JoD should seek at hletter bailance between about %pecilivatioim in mid-con tract; Nuch
tisks and rewurds. thle bialance is l)nL'sently out ill changles inevitably cost thle contractlom mnoney
kilter, too inchacti toward risk and awvay front eveni if they L'vcntoail) gam same restitution f'or
reward. More incentives should bie providedc 1t01 theill.
contractors that peC7rform better than1 CNI)Cetd. 4 iDot) shouild delevote mutch mnorc authauoty
Perhaps there are sonme risks now borne entirely toi local contracting oi'tices lin order to provide

'I y the con tractor that lthe l)ol) %houlid assxlnie for timely re\olittlii ofa probilemsN that inevitably
or share. Of cotirm-, whlere contrak-tor risk i% arise over thie couirse of long, complex contracts.

smnall, it% Opportunity tfor reward Should bie # lWiputes ablout :ost cla us Aluould he settled
corrvespondingly modlest. promptly and Idirly. lThe Navy, i l hears

I-For certain negotiated 'Contracts it Inay Well repeating, 1s thoughta to he especially deticlent in
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thtis t.~xaid. A procedtar fur bind~ii'arbivtoit-Iii
Aoidbite stabtiqlled to dent wilhi conitra~ctor ,Cost andi final offer&" Sifffi "11r0 the. requirq.

claiws Suchi arbitrotion %itmid tic titickly mant tha% contr act ncilotiations conducted by (toe
wxtiipiished. Its cullitrn~tli.d wvith tII,. long tivihtyt DoD must tarminato an (i oommowt cutoff date.

unithowotlod 1w ~tt~eiieit r It'sedk-WhCan tile deadline for s paerticular negotiation
Powi pproochot, DaD requests a Udder to malta 6 Wait

hiorL dilgios lietetkd btet%%een tile Dot) anti final offer ill 'arms of P1106 Antd/or ltfhricai
niioll vAipproach. This offet not uncommonly Is lowa?

tnd tho lint'dinp coninitwnity, 'No vpk~cll'k than the price the vintraohor hts sthaiifiltoto Wanel
3uqstkgL'tn% Wert, vnitvti. lDoI rvp~ieto1Nv%" suggacting, and It Is not unheard of for th6 Dot)
Owlttid licttil id mte and,. IltiSCti hal 31ingiclt a1 tter to tsk tot Vet another offer whuri for some

-va~ntions; e~piehin their iwbeieni, Witli, andr viewi remoizn diiou~sions are to be continued beyond %fit
dbibots. mnegotlaIiir conitravl'i ad tearn how these cutoff datte. flerAule an experiene~d contractor
voltints Inti ,il tile V011vomllnIc% 11,i At111lli thQnl undartands theii ritualstici ciaactor of tile Wit
appear froni tile liaker'.% pt~mpecvclv Or pvr arnd final otter, It may ivoil Iinciudo Ini Its ecOar'.
imUP' D~ot) Could sPorn~ot onvwIto~wnt)-dy price amfple fat so that it cart makeo a tower bekt

fat in thirt of tat so that It can sublilt a still tower
~Im ieri~i eresii~ w.post- bostand-fiial-otf fr of for.

It' In 1thC Year% ahead privaile-iu'difuttion 11- "Technical levei~ng" Is sad to hlvo ariseit on
noneing shouuld hueoine inudequaite for tlim die- occaiton when two ur more colitfactors awe
fonstt Industry. (ongrum itty have to enribk making proposolit to DoD whilch atra Intended to

Dot)to njuge n fiancnitgoig wel hyord tiedt to a negotiated contract. As DoD pro,Dot)to ~tgein ftmrm~In iloni~ ellbeyotd uronionft uf fioiafs diqcust; propostil shorteominot

porteiion or tile etill~ip seti aid imdry,~ detmd thnt of minoa s arc wotedso d i Ird i ht they wdo th ongtgc

V_ ~ ~ ~ ertpln 0W other ifay ltv o lie adolthe Innd it theirsprcialtchnicaloynoi.DDp umn

11)11iilbc~one11101vlli Iwslil% thanivyi Il lilrvts onnociln iity Is Mit tintint to rocori tinI
UIT no.osrato ib a former mOteutive of oil

outomobtle nmonufaaturar. lilt resipon~ibfiltltel At
Controtufor Roiuctanco to Invost Iin Modorn the atitomobilo company weoro Iiin theldo of

qupmatmarket ranrh n rti M- to tlia hits unitEquimentwoul suiay clinpny iupp inr.Aking themt
Hi:11wt.114 v1'. mimer\ ic'x 411 no ut Cvince YhAt they llkcai anti disliked obout doinq builtfQis

~trn~tI hout till. .itfegqd reftuctruice of Nvith It, One of tile m~ost paivesiviv dislike& was ilia

Licfellw 11;. torz to itii,..' f in imitern etquip. practice. by cornfitloy proctirement ptople, ofIh-!n ii. wokild nrodtuce cost smvillf or in- faltling tile Inoprioutry ~uchnhquvs aend Infornotiamio
of one wupt~lir ý,t .nw tho 11iHt of othit,

Ninl~x timlhN *ure chimell) voiwerited willihot l-or or suphilqrsL It Shouid be notot! tliet Donr irocuta.
ustrmemae-trtt I''lmmci~g or ~brtl~ cIPtrt mnt regulations ipocifically iot'hibit tit%
pk~ro~c.. Frt en;ow. eveni xnkv~ ~uI loaking" of such information.

lccred tie informaitioni t hat Olive they have
.u..stmret dc .mid orca't, t' o tile '.olce. Intl

tiw'. o( und antd the ctettractor'N vas'h flow liver are actually 1101 Ind certalinly nlot Ill a lrt
lit, ift. of I tielemie connractor\% loan. they do tlivmritied comparky. Anid tlitc do not really
lnot mlotiltr clo'.ek 11 rliiu.V'. (o \vIiLdi the fild' care. :(N lovi Cs- they ni' wpaiii.
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Thi gotk 'o wil-nniivihmt nev'.telemm srvtiem'. atnd. or vuumw, ithe jnvimm ity of iwvatril
oftfered 0 number of 4peciii Cornm.eoI11 about j'rofliK 611 voi mravii 4:1ailtuik~d by file Re-
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watchword here), and its concept of the public If the majority view that it will be tougher
weal. A defense contractor would probably be for defense contractors to obtain outside fi-
able to get financing under the last criterion - nancing than it has been heretofore proves
but this is a poor third in the listing, accurate, there ire likely to be two significant

. Defense contractors will stand toward the consequences for many of them. First, they will
end of a line during periods of tight money. not be able to make normal replacement of their

. Only low-risk businesses have been able to present machinery and equipment, let alone
get public long-term debt and equity financing acquire special equipment that would help them
recently, and defense contractors are not in- fulfill future contracts more efficiently. Second,
cluded in this group. As new low-risk opportu- they may be forestalled from undertaking pro-
nities for lending deve!op, defense contractors grams of diversification - a development some
will have an even harder time raising funds. (but by no means all) bankers, and executives in

* Banks have had "tremendous pressure" in other financial institutions as well, believe would
the absence of long-term debt and equity fi- be in the defense industry's interest.
naricing for defense contractors. As there are
increasing demands from more attractive clients, Diversification - and Preservation of the
the defense contractors may find it even more Defense Base
difficult to get all the bank financing they want.* Commercial business is preferable to de- Two other questions brought up by the
fense business whenever a bank has to allocate bankers interviewed are pertinent to the majorfunds, issues of this inquiry. One has to do with the

possibilities of diversification by defense con-

The consensus among bankers participating in tractors so as to reduce excessive reliance on the

this inquiry is that on the whole subs will have a military market. There is a body of banker

more difficult time than major primes in opinion that doubts whether this is an achiev-

securing financing if a capital shortage material- able, or even desirable, goal. Many years would
izes. 6  elapse before a diversification-from-within pro-

gram could make a substantial contribution to

61t may be useful to distinguish between "crowding the results of a major defense contractor. And if
out" and a capital shortage. "Crowding out" refers to diversification were pursued by acquisitions, it is
the expectation held by some economists, government doubtful whether more than a very few major
officials, and businessmen that to finance its current contractors could either mount such a program- -
deficil and the deficits foreseen for at least another year from internally generated funds or raise outside
or two, the Federal Government will absorb funds that financing, at least in the foreseeable future 7

would otherwise be available to private borrowers. The financing, as indte eable iture

capital shortage numerous people fear - including Foindicatedeealer, tristhe
spokesmen for the New York Stock Exchange - is a opinion of some bankers that defense-contractor
longer-term -lhenomenon. Their argument is that over managements would not be comfortable doing
the next dueide the capital needs of the private and business in commercial markets. Thus even if
public sectrs of the Onited States will greatly outstrip they had funds to diversify, their outlook for
what appears to be the likely savings potential of the success is not promising. In support of this
economy, thus leading to curtailed growth and higher
unemployment. A capital shortagc in this sense can be argument, several bankers spoke of the poor
avoided it' there are substantial changes in the tax laws track record of defense contractors, both primes
and federal econiomic policy. But even these changes, the and subs, that have sought to diversify. It
doomsayers maintain, may not increase savings enough.

The issue of the adequacy of capital investment in the
United States is examined by Albert T. Sommers, chief "By contrast one banker suggested that for a defense
economist of The Conference Board, in a paper entitled contractor, hard pressed for cash but unable to raise it in
"Capital Fomation, Inflation and Growth," The Con- the financial markets, being acquired by another firm in
ference Board, 1975. a strong financial position can be a means of salvation.
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remains to say that bankers aie looking at the that there are too many competing firms for
current diversification program of United most of them to be assured of long-term
Technologies Corporation with great interest, financial strength and viability. In this con-

The second question represents a challenge to nection it is pertinent to rehearse two points
the premise that the present defense base ought previously raised: (1) there is considerable over-
not to undergo erosion, that it should ),2 at least capacity in the aerospace industry; and (2) at
held stable if not enlarged. While conceding that the subcontractor level, several firms have
any buyer prefers to do business with at least become significantly stronger as a result of the
two suppliers for each produ,;t or component it withdrawal or demise of some of their corn-
needs, that keen comipetition anong suppliers is petitors, This is not the place to explore the pros
in important respects bt;,.-ficial to DoD, some and cons of preserving ort enlarging the present
bankers believe that the defense base, both defense base, but it does seem fitting to report
primes and subs, may be too big in the sense that some bankers hold a "con" viewpoint.
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IL Life Insurance Companies

Titls SECTION of~ thle report deals wvith the borrowers are: (1) f'unding capital investment
present, and estimated futukre, role of' major life programns, and (2) retirement of short-term debt.

insurance companies inl tile finiancing 0of defense Together tile five firms participating in this
contractors. It is based onl interviews conducted study have several scores of billions of dollars oinrwith senior officers of five of tile couintry's loan to U.S. business enterprises - the great
comments exhibited a high dlegree of con- of leading companies. Although it was iian-
sistenicy and uniformity, it is believed that what possible for their representatives to estimiate

f'ollows is a fair and balanced presentation of thle how mnuch is outstanding to defentse contractors,
life insurance industry's view of the defense owing to thle necessary imprecision of the

five companies apparently have several billions
Lending Policy and Criteria of dollars on loan to manufacturers with sub-

For tile most part, life insurance companies stnildefense contracts ind ml lost vases,
are involved in corporate debt financing through with extensive commercial business its well.
privately placed loans (bonds, notes, ecl.) of 15 As would be expected, the principal criterion
or more years' matuirity and with fixed interest obevd y lte nsrce om nis n
rites. It is this involvement that will be ex- evaluiating loan p~roposals is long-run safety. AsA
amizied here. 9  one executive putl it: "We look for companies

Long-term loans represent investments that thatt arc solid, stable, that have been aroundl 100
inatch the characteristics of at iife imtnuriice years andI will be around another 100. WVe prefer

omany's principal liabilities: permanent life Ioe i lt U
insurance policies. Thie two major Purposes to rdci.Teouptredntbgloos
which long-term life insurance loans are put( by no.- even highly profitable, but it mukst reflect

diversiticationl and staying powem'. Thc
8.Suialler regional life insurance companies, according borw'spoutan mrksmutppr

to tile insurance executives interviewed, play little part giatranteedt to uts at least over (lie life of' thie
in finlancing defense contractors - at least major prime loanl."
contractor,,. In those rare instances in which they are Inl addition to preferring diversification of
involved in a 'tudor financing by their standards - a product lines inl their ii~divilual borrowers, life
loan~, say, of$[ IS million or more - it is almost always as inuaccopis m)etisrurmntn
participants in) a consortium in which they are included inuaccopieim setsrqieetol
With On-0 or mlore of thV larger life insurncC companuies, their own portfolios of inlvest men ts; at broad
with that company, or one of that group of companies, cross sectiont of industries is sought. There are
acting as leader. legal limitations Onl thle Percenltage of at ife

The tax situation of casually insurance companies insurance company's assets, including equity
causes themr to place tile bulk or their funds int netet)thtcnb omitdt n n

JaXitrefiVHa PiZvaS~te rNthW than invest 0f n investme it:) thtcl e omte to anyo ois

idsra concerns, inil l-Ok-i e okSaetelmtton i

Lieinsurance companies also purchase and sell borrower or its investment banker will form a
pulcytraded debt (bonds, convertible dcllcntures) and financing consortium of' life insuirance

eqiyinstruments of corporations. companies to spread thie risk.
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To determine tile. safety of' a potential cor- a. Research and development p)rogramls.
porate loan, life. insurance companies subject th .State oflabor relations.
prospective borrower to a variety of' financial c. Environment, pollution and safety per-
and operating tests based upon past results, l'ormianlce.I ~ ~~current status, and outlook for the future. Thed.Rltoswhgven n.
following listing offered by one insurance e. Outstanding litigation.
company executive is sinilair to the tests others All th;ifeu insurance companies interviewed
mentioned. stressedl that, in tlheir loan analysis, they are

- ) primarily credit-oriented, not product- or in-
1. Financial Considerations dustry-oriented. Thus, companies judged to be

Ia. The health or tile balance sheet,partic- inherently strong and stable, with ak proven
__)ularly with respect to capital structure. Thle sound financial record, will be given financing,
- debt/equity ratio is it key measure.

L-. Coverage of fItxe.d charges. Although Attitude toward Defense Contractors
there is apt to be a legal constirait-i e Despite the secondary importance they attach
Yo.-k State it life insurance comtpany mayt~ to a borrower's product or industry
make an unsecured loan to a firm only if the cita iacteris ties , thle life insurance company
firm's earnings are 1.5S times fixed charges, for executives intervieweol have, onl balance, at
example - typ~ically a life insurance compan~liy generally negative attitude toward financing
hats a more stringent criterion, defense contractors. One of them stated: "We

c. Debt ser'vice ratio. Cash flow should be would not consider taking onl a new client that is

1.5 to 2 times the suim of interest, rents and a defense contractor," and added that his
Sinkine-lunld colinli tillell ts. conipanyw" l;% .... IdI'Very reluctant to Cxtead.

d. Profit and cash-flow history. furthter financing to two very large defense

funds, an rout hratritc large loans, Other comp~anies reportedl re~jections
2. Mrke an PrductChaactrisicsof specific requests for loans by certain (klfense

at. Sales da~taz by p~roduct linle. contractors, jlt~~
,.Share(s) of market(s) served. Ini another resp~ondlent's opnin tl*stato

c. arktin, sllig ad dstrbuton for defense con tractors seeking insurance-
capabiities.company financing "is about as serious as it canl

Lt ocnrto of customers (O01w inI- get." The outlook- for the futuire is, hie said,) surance company stated it will reject loan equally gloomy. Blut his company has not had
requests front companies that have a single imany requests for finanicing from dlefense con-
customter taking 50 percent or more of their tractors because, hie thinks, "they know theyOultpult). will not gel at particularly warm recep~tion.'"

e. Extent and nlatur~e of comlipeti tion. T]here appear to be two principal reasons for
1'. Opportni ities and problems ot' thle inl- thle negative attitude of life insurance com panies

dustry or industries in vlaich thle borruwer is towaid financing dlefense contractors ( I) thle
involved, inaplpropria te ness of long-term loans for these
3. Management firms, and (2) perceivedl risks of defense con-

a. Caliber of mnanagemient. tractors ats borrowers.
b. Organization structure.
c. Planning and controls, Short-termn Character of Contractor Financing
d. Attitudes towasrd growth and diversifi- Ned

Ca t io n. As noted,. insurance comp~anies considler
4. Other Tests I S-plus years consonant wvith their fiduciary

F
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resporisibility for the funds of their policy- narrowness of tlhe defense ma~rket is lhazar'dou~s.
holders. By contrast, the financing needs of By contrast, many commercially oriented
defense contractors are oriented to fulfillment companies have broader product lines and
of their contracts, practically none of which is broader markets. TrhUs, their risk -and ours is

____likely to exceed five years. Thus there is a diversified." Del'ense contractor.% Whose
pronouncedl lack o1f fit between thle normial products are also inl demand inl commercial
lending horizon of a life insurance company markets for example, electronics firms - have
(whichi horizon embraces at least three readily obtained insurance company financing.
generations of dlefense contracts) anld tl~e normial
borrowing horizon of at defense contractor. .Uncertainty-. Uncertainty is p~erhap~s the
"This kind of financing is the area tha~t word mllos I frequently usedl by insurance

commercial banks must carry. This is not our companies to characterize the defense industry.

mission," one corporate financing officer stated. On maniiifestaitioni is the lack of assurance that
Not all the insurance company participants any single contract at contractor hiolds, however

fully subscribed to this view. Aware of profits to p~rofitable. will be followed by subsequent con-
be made onl shorter-term financing, some of' tracts -- or that subsequent contracts awarded to
them voiced concern that they were. as one of' that contractor will tuirn ouit to be p~rofitable.

I'llin agresivey t paticpat i ths scto of dificuty efesecontractors and their lending
tielonmakt.ided necmpn si i s gnie ieinetiain cuncrtaitey isthe 1;st

makig sven toeigh-yer lans"if he nteest that will be incurred in fulfilling a contract.
is rght- (n tle sme ein on of ileban,ýr Quie afewdefnsecontracts involve a first-time

interviewedl was p~uzzled by the apparent productiOnl Offort aid eXoiC, unteIsted tech- F

reluctance of thle life insurance indlustry to nology. In these circumstanices, outsiders like
engage in intermediate-term financing.) corporate financing officers and analysts of' life

Perceied Riks ofDefensnContactor companies are frustratedl in making
Percive Riks o Deens Conracorsrealistic projections of costs. And inflation has

Apar 1rm te lck f' ft btwen isurnce taken~ its toll, and seems likely to continue to do

Coinpa~ny lending and do fenlse-con tractor so E-ven where price escalation clauses have
borrwing horzons ilskiianc comany been 'incorporatedl into contracts, thle p~rotection
borrwing horzons i~U race ompay Ireo ontly has been inadequate. The net result,

executives tendIed to put defense contractors acodn oOe fiiac omayeeuie
(with ai fewv exceptions) well (town Onl thle list of uointonensrceomayxctv,

desiabl inestentriss, elo mot cnstmer is that "a company with at solid record of'
desrabe ivesmen riksbelw mst onsmer achie-vemeneit and earnings can suddenly and

and industrial products manufacturers.
WVhat makes deftense contractors relaitively un~expectedly have a conl ract that proves to be at

risky to life insurance corporate finance disaster.- Another observed- ''Things just have
officers? The major clenients of' risk they to go wrong, There canl be no end to thie buigs in

pe~rceive arc itemized belowk. Many of' themn this d business o'.''rant focent
dpicate the elements of risk discerned by baink Atidapc fucranyo'cnent

lendng fficrs.insurance company execuitives has to dto wvith
(101)1the inevitable turnover of ltibhic officials who

''te one p~roduct, oneC cuslomer" intlu11ecn cc DoD) procurement policy and
syndrome. Life insurance companies expressed practices. A change inl national administration or

cocr bu h ik n unrblt n even the biennial cagsin the House of
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0 ~ncedlafions. Cancellations at' defense con- "bit[ they hope they caii renegotiale l1dei its
tracts occur mnore thant occasionally. DoD problems arise." As for the transfer of tech.) cancellation privileges are perceived as being nology f'rom military to commellrcial uise, several
very liberal, tind are seen to be exercised members of this group of stuidy particip~ants
relatively mnore frequiently than is the case wvithi expressed the belief* that, at least in recent years,
commercial contracts, While Dol) does make this has rarely happened.
sttiPilfltCe restituition for a ca~ncellation, (lie* Low profits. Practically all the iffe insuirance2affected manuifacturor is often left with company foxecutives interviewed made the point
machiner and equipment that has no further that profits on defense work are by and large) iiiiitiry use and cannot be converted to lower than p~rofits on commercial buisiness,
commerycial produ~ction;. rqucy it vch Relatively low profits per se are not ecsrl

Chane oder, Th frqkincy ithwhih an obstacle to lending lby life isiac)changes in contract specifications are introduiced companies. lJLit when they arec linked. as they
by DoD (luring the life of contracts is believed are in the minds of' most of (thest: respondents,
to be much greater than thie incidence of' to a belief that nearly every major defense
changes made by buiyers in conimcrcial con- contractor has encountered what one of' then,
tracts. Insurance company executives acknow- termed a "major disaster" every four or live
lodged that tlie continuing advan1cCs it) thie years, they give the indIustry another black
technology of armaments mnake the military's ma rk.)insistence on suich changes understandable. But( . The climate of doing buisintess ivi/s DoD.
they saddle contractors with% added costs and] Defense contractors, as life insuirance companies

sc~vrc sheduing roblms.sec it, are seriouisly hampered by the climate of) Tffim!!y ;-, und.Cstanding 160 defeinse (doing bmuiness with DOI). The DOI) is said to
business. The (defense business is "extremely maintain an adversary relationship with its

difficuilt to understand; it's hard to get a handle suppliers: there is not the cooperation and
on it in the way wve can for a conventional reasonableness one finds in the commercialI
business." one insuirance company iespondlent wvorld, ''Youo can generally sit dlawn withstated. One barrier, of course, is the high and commercial cuistomer, analyze p~roblems thatvery sophisticated technology entailed in ftil- have arisen, and settle them quietly and
filling some contracts. Another is the requiriie- effectively,"' a survey participant stated. The
men t fouind in cetain projects that production DoD, on the other hand, is characterizedl as
processes or product characteristics be kept being hard-nosed, rigid, inflelxible. It also)secret from outisiders in these circumstances it is manifests little loyalty to suippliers, little interest
perplexing to appraise app~licationls for financing. in their long-ruin stability and strength.

.The practice of1 "buYing in" "'liTe insurance Another uintoward clement of the buisiness
company participants have perceived a necessity, climate is overregulation. "Defense contractors"
"sometimes at a desperation level," one re- observed one insuirance execuitive, "are being

spondent claimed, for some defense contractors regulated to death." The red tape, confusging and
to ssue temslve ofordrs nd acklogs. To contradictory regtilations, and infl1xibility ofto asite temsevesof rder an bthe federal bureaucracy that insuirance companykeep key personnel on the p~ayroll, and assuire suypriiat icr d oterdsat

that thcir research and development effort will stu dy prti-cipntats r ( finacirng addt their distast
con tinuie, and perhaps in the hope that tech- four diftnste-ntaor financing firas iothey (10t
nology developed for a military p~roject will have thidsatefrfncngimsnohri-
suibsequenat commercial applications, these con- dustries, like transportation and utilities, iniI -
tractors bid aggressively and .-t times buy in ."In tmtl novdwt oenet
their hearts they know they can't live with these *The defense indusiry s intage problems.

buy-ins." one of these respondents observed, Most of tlie insurance company respondents are
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-troubled by what they perceive as the defense contracting posture by Doi) was strongly icc-
industry's negative image for many people, ommonded. Some specifies, less bureaucratic
including, they suspect. a significant memnber- rigidity-, more understanding of and reasonable-
ship of the ranks of their policyhiolders. These ness about defense contractors' problnis;
respondents nmentioned several aspects of the adoption of thle forthright negotiating stance,
industry's imiage problem: the linkage with the includinig willingigoss to mako appropriate comn-
far-from-universally-popular military establish- promises, that characterizes normial commercial
meat and the mammoth defense budget; cost dealings; and greater loyalty to contractors.
overruns oin certain contracts: congressional Here are sonic illostrative statements,
accusations of excess profits on other contracts;
the Lockheed loan guarantee and other *"A self-reexamination by DoD is needed. It
government actions regarded as bailouts for shtould retreat from its oftcn bullying and
defense contractors, thle revelation of what some bureaucratic position and assume a more busi-
term unethical practices in winning foreign sales. nesslike relationship toward its suppliers."
It is not just these events, but also the wide- # "What is needed is stability of policy by
spread publicity and commentary they have! DoD, and greater manifestation of moral re-
attracted - thle dlefense industry, one re- sponsibility toward thle contractors as dis-
spondent remarked, is highly visible - which thiguished fronti mere financial responsibility."
have reinforcedl the hands-off attitude of in- *"It should be miore widely recognized by
surance company executives toward involvement DoD) that it is often asking it defense contractor
with defense contractors, to perform a difficult, perhaps uniqute, and

Othr ngaficsof heindstr metiocd ccrtainly high-risk job - one thait a ma nu factuitrer
by these study p~articipants include tile exclusion ~ p~aei~Ut' ol ieyrfs.

- o' iterst romthecoputtio ofconracorWith respect to greater DoD) loyalty to con-
costs, the "best and final offer" syndrome, and tractors, thie point wvas made that once a defensethe influence of political clout in the awarding contractor has performed capably oil a contract,
of many defense contracts. Ao hudbt eonz n eadsc

The ~~~o shouldof~;e byt someniz ofd thear lieuochcso

Suggeted Solutions perf ormance by turning regularly to this

inurnc cmpnyexecutives to problems they would be in contrast to its penchant for
identify with the defense industry wvould, if -'startinig all Over again." its one respondent

inetet te phrased it, with price, rallier than contractor
asscitewih heeirs.Thle most frequently knowv-hiow, typically the chief determinant in

mentioned suggestions include: making awards.
A case wvas cited in which at contractor had

1. Improved forwvard planning by Dol) would developed at uniqluc technology for at highly
reduce the uncertainty and volatility that specialized product, and had demonstrated far
presently characterize the defense indlustry. It greater skill in its production tOan any othe'r

mininium assured continuity of orders, which, in technology, but with only limited rnanu-

turn, would significantly contribute to the facturing experience, bid Oil a1 new contract; and
stability (and profits) of defense contractors. It one or them won it based on at low bidl, only to
would also reduce the incidence of change have to go back later to DoD to ask for more
orders and cancellations, and their untowvard time and money. 'Fthe original contractor de-
effects onl contractors. bated pulling out( of this area of thie defense

2. Changed attitude of' Doi). A changed business itf, as it seemed, lowv-priced bids were to
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be tile key consideration. r11is threat was said to would be admittedly difficult to accomplish.
Jhave persuaded DoD), in thils histance, to raorient the~y believe that DoD should attempt to
its contracting omiplisis toward perforniance educate Congress dispassionately and is )no putt
and away from price, mid it fins awarded it, "with controlled, uniderstated precision and
subsequant c.ontracts to the experienced matnu- acc urcy" about the facts surrounding the
f'acturer. defenise industry. If' this led to n damipening

____It tho DoD more commnonly favored os downi of congressionatl criticism, investors could
tablished perfornianco over price, "conceivably well gain con fidonco in tile industry.
thils might miean fewer but more stable con- S. Increased government mannufacturing and
tractors," one insurance company officer financing. Because of their belief that It is not
comnmented. realistic to Mox, that defense contractors auid

3. Diversification Into commercial business. DoD) could (or, In DoD's case, would be
Evory ruoniber of this group of respondents plt~~ loe o mlmn nuho h
thought that defense contractors ought to changes required to miove themn into an ini.
diversitfy. If such a company had a reasonable proved risk status, several respondents foresee
shiar of' its business t ied to commnercial that government participation ii) tilt miane-
products, inanufactured and mairketed thein facture of defense products and/or related
profitably, had the financial strongtit gained r'~ina;ciig wvill inobably We inevitable. Govern-
thtrough diversification to "roll" with an Mont firnancing Might well take thle form of

ocsol naal lr ees rmadfnecn guarantees simillar to a commnercIal arrangement
tract, then thle company would be more whereby a parent company will "guaranteec' 1

attractive as an investmient risk. 'bere was subsidiary's obliagatior's, or parallel the systemis
recognlition that several defense contttac'i~n ar adopted by certain foreign governments to
undertaking significant diversification prollpinis extend assistance to their respective national
into commercial inirkets. United Technologiet inusriS
was repeatedly mniotiotied as a favorible
ex ample. A Comnino Capital Shiortage?

DvrIcation, it wits agreed, is more easily Agreng that there, is no significant1 shortage
called for than accomplished. It is bound to take of capital now, life. insurance execuitives -,x-
a long, long. timne itf prsued through hiitrnaI pressed mixed opinions about whether one is
development. And at mergetr or acquisition likely in the futuire. All atf them maintained that
programn would have to be massive, requiring good credlit risks will got the financing they)substantial investmentt in order sigiiifiteantly to neced, shortage or not. 11nd should a sertotniz
affect thle p~roportion of a firmi's bnsiness in capital shortage materialize, the fiiuincing
commnercial markets and to be reetle~te in, problems of' individual det'ense contractors will
corporate profits. be accentuatedl in inverse prprinto their

4. A more responsible posture by Con gr-ss. credit worthiness, Evninti k)vent -"lerhps
Ilelife insurance officers noted that fihe mse of even thle less desirable defeknse contractors could
th dfeseiivlustry and its contractors by somic got credit if they were willing to pay unreason-

memibers of Congress ats political footballs wats ai able interest rates." One respondent opinled. Bilt
J barrier in a bol.-ndcr and more balanced public the consensus wvas that extenision otf credit to

understanding of thle indlustry's problems, and 10 unattractive risks, however protitable lthe in-
tlie probability of constructive remedial kgis- (crest rate is to the lenders, is at basically

lation itffccting the industry. Although this unsounid investment p)olicy.
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Investment Banking Firms

UNLIKE BANKERS and insuronce companies earn inora nourny piarallel that or life Insurance

which provtde financin~g for corporate clionts, companies and banks; safty and ability to repay
investment bainking firms adri~s their clients tilc loant arc paramount considorutions. Thtus tho

-1about -finanning and, wh~, lontg-terni outside followinit tests thlet investniont bankers apply to
-""Ifinancing Is desirable, arreaiso for t. In a proposeod [itianchilg will have different

Connection withI t IQ second Unction, sue I a atitplasos dependintg oil whimhor debt or equity
firmi Walls and sees to tile distributioni to tillticinig is coil Ctelltlad.
Institutional and Individual Investors of new
equity (stock) or debt (bond) Issues. Or. the 1. E-nrnings overall ruto and stability of
Investmient blinking frirm niny try to place lthe growth, balanco amion& major lines of' businoss4
financing privately, most likely In thle Form or projection of ruture etRmings both with ufld
debt and wvith one or more insurance companies. without thle filcilities. acquisitions. etc., the
(Becauso of Its lack or' marketability. privately proposed financing will mnake possible.
placed dobt traditionally commands a slighitly 2. Thle comptiny's record of fulfilling coil-
hig~her interest rate than~ bonds sold In lthe tracts.
secunrttes markets.) 3. The Qhtaratter of future business: What size

If, lin desigaing a balan~ced financitil programt and types of order hacklogs and uincompleted
for a client, anl investment banking firmn contract3, lasting over what timec periods, does
determiines% that a portion of It should consist of thle company havu? And wvllt the contractor
short-termn borrowvings, lthe firm will recomimend make at decent margin onl each of these orders
i t, ihc vaieiit that It, scek fi4unds urm e" nd viactsIt ')c~ Whitt risks does It face' in
banks and nuty help the client to secure suich comlpleting theml?
financing. Finally, sonic - but( not till -invest- it. Thle caliber and philosophy of nmungemient.
nivi at hakers also he.lp clients sell ~ommtie rcial 5. The diversity (or planned dive~rsification)

*paprter unscecured noutes withl maturity o1f 270 or product I-nes. Investment bankers like to see
days or less,-z a signlificant proportion of itoncyclical, stableI

Thie investment hankers interviewed all wvere -:onit ercitil products lin tile client's mix.(
associa ted with nittor firtus in this inidustry, and
all manifested a dlistinct preference for doing Attitude toward Defense Contractors
business wvilli clientls with atnnual stiles over $50 The attitude of investment baniken, towvard
million. "Sm~all companies like defl'nse sub- defense contractors, like lthe attitude of
contractors tire nlot worth our timec," said one commercial btnikers and insurance company
investment banker. "We're not geared for themn. oxectiti'es. is l'encr&ally neeative. '1n tact,'" smid
lihe, required investment-analysis time and the one investment baniker, "it's worse than it wits
placement effort canl only be paid back to us by five or ten years ago. Defense contractors were ai
large dollar financing. We also stay away from favored industry in the I 950's and 1960's, bilt
Miull We vall Iirgi~llal Nitulations, that is. their ii *1-auillnents have le( (theni down - tl1 v
relatively low profits, a record of severe uip-and- becanie overoptimistic, overconitidcnt anid
down operations, ond it limitedl product line."' emigaged in sonine very poor1 contracting." Awl

lnvo- Iiente bankcrs apply signiticantly over this. same period, this respondent said,
different criteria to equity issues and~ to debt political considerations have forced Dol) toI

isu .it equity issues, they tire concerned, first, impose more stringent and tighter controls,
with ('oIsistencvi. of profits and. after that, resulting in an even miore difficult and de-
growth of profits. Witl- debt issues, their con- miiading bUSiness climlate! fr )IS sples
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HThe now familiar litany Of Probilems OffectIng many defense contracts. "What we want to
)dercrisk contractors, its yokeod by cotmnilreitti know is, if' there is a maorket I for theose produicisl

baik. end lore Insurance company excutives, was fot fiv'e or IIWFCe Yuts outS " statted a respondent.
repeated by the Investment batiikurs. Those most Related to this considorotion Is' thle occasional

______ mpltaszed incuded: oflOtitfl" spurtill earingI1Ifs that li contract canll
oillu sizon h t h inldede s n uty ;e om u l sotri b iieto. "illtills Ia s n iot inll detrat sch

1, 1Pelatively lowv prorits eurned by d'tenlst saysibua.l "Buiet bhi ker. notin thall t sliahi'
contractors. "Most Congressmen am, under thle spurts do not refllot thle kind of solidity and

illuson tht til dufuse Inustryis enrmousylMUMY thle investmient C0ominiinitli hopes for
___profittable for its participants, and so they whein untilyzing thve tq"!dityý of earnings.

inlveigle a heulpless 6goverlillivilt itito buying thiiiuasI

-tile government doesn't really need," one study S. Th entlendcty fr sminc contractors to
participtint commented. But, hie went onl. nect "buy In'" at unreollslt.~ l'racet, Wilh ensuinig
profits or defense contractors are relativly low losses and panfniul riinegotiation,.
and, For comipunit. patciaing lin both military
and commuercial markets, profitN on deruem Thie MfOSt Signifidili~it vonseq~uetick! of imtn"t-

biisilless tire lower than they ore for commercitil mentl bunikers'f diSwi~io~ntiitet Iwith the defense
busiessindustry is thilt they do nut1 expect that it will

2, The decterioration of del'unsc-contractor be f'eoslble for its nwmbers. tinless these

bolance: shevets over the post 20 years. its momt- prorblems aismeliminated. to raise public debt or
~~- I Vswe~ i 1 rgr,"" diebt -P0tt resu~tan! Im iotulty capital oat tolerable terms in thle Core-

sat-v- s ti t r -gro w"'"it _a i s Nvctible ftiture. (-nle investm ent banker slid
sonsfalory IM/eqity rlios.venz ture jill opinion that. i' they gect their hitUses

31. Oftenl ex~cessive rchlince oil a single type oh, in order, some defeim' contractors will bellible

prothict tied to a ingle custo nler -or. to put to secure limited equity thi ntcing. b ilt thle stock
the m utter another way'. lack a'a divor-Mhwalio't. w ill likely have to be issued at at por-4itre, price

(iermse indlustry Which contribute ito it% un-S have tO Cuit halck their business, or raise expensi'm
certainty. For instance: tequity.- ajnother oblserved

Lack of continuity of production. Suggested1 Solutions

ýFrequent cancellation or projectN ( rrct iiicat. Investment bankers proposed a~ number or
tOwt i%, ~ompamed to commercial luiiie'.s). sol .110115 to thew' problems. ('ertain of 0"'es
deferral% (e.g., stretch-outs or pushing delivery were felt by the resliondents to be realistic while
to a later date), enlgineering chiangie ordel\. little others it \Vu% vkilweted. weir -soitiewhlta

assurance or a repeat order. idealistic ini that. ais one said, he were either
fHe "c:ut delemiric' siugaii% vumved in ..politicahiy difficuilt or evenl

Conigress and echloed 1-Y somle ot is% cull- I.Pri h rftrtr ildf 01)stitucaicics.1Prittepfirernodles'c-
The higly eP1lgl of' n1trct.s to rise to a1 level mcquivueiet tol the level " f

mall ty Prd1 ht make t~il cindusrycdifficu lt return oyi normial cominwreirml contracts.

for investment banker% to understand and evtil. ). Develop realistic initial costing and pricitit
by defenlse contractor's inl Cooperation with) Dt'o

uste with certainty. Typically accontpanyuni; esne vt h beto
this sophisticated technology is thle phenollemeno

of rpidtec~i~lo~c~u adanc wih rsulant preveitmlig costly overruns acconmpanied by uii-
of rllmllecliolgica adancewill reultat certain renegotiated compensation.

3. Treat thle defense industry u as pumahei
-ihe "one time" c l'orl that chrcerksalibty - a Com Ill alollfl puliclt an~d privatc
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oultnuavor -and assurkill apylod-ip.n-c it butitwsslike, romodiat rmronuiwidatlIons. For
laii~siltW' ICN-0 of Proflta. this ronsoll, there Itii B ood chnnce. one Invest.

4. Improve tilt Invostment tox credit findl nint bankor said, that capital may havo to be
"-froozo' it logislatively as a permanent finanitcng allocatod by tho Sovernmont, withi financial

devca.institutions buitig required to pilae a certain
S. Effrect rjlng: In tile RItuuotiation Ac. partion or their availaible f'unds with defenise

so thiat a defensi contfitetor enn balanco profits contractors, andi in otheor sectors of tile econotiy V-
oil individual contracts agains Iomelt onl others. -stwh [is -incray. houisingr and Ilass tranls.
Tito prosent policy of r-onegotlating away portaItiofl - which the Federal Govormnnent
"excess" pruffts, but raquiring defense con- wants to support but which would not recoive
tractors to baburb ally moitract losses Is Lil adequate t'lnancing front the private capital
rualistic-; this "no win but Qan loso" philosophy ntres
curbs motivation to seek defense contracts. Ftr viaiiyo aia

6. Consider guveninent guarantee or loans to Ftr v~a~~yo aio
contractors. or establish an Institution like tieAll the investment bunker% agreed ta i
Reconstruction Finanemw Corporation for funding until recently no firm with a mecord of steady If'

them.modest plrofitability has hod it problem raising
7. Modify tile presenit congrtessional year-to. nioney. All, however, also agreed that thils Is

year appropriations practice whichvt currently Omittingii anid will be-come it stQetlilyii mo
yields little stalwity of uoprations. assure serious problem as the Inevituble denninds for

dQNVISO V01ontatr Of MOMe continUity Of orders ciipital Ittetelso, boith domeusticully and linter-

-~ ' ~"~~!o pt-rmit ordorly and efficient ntationally, The potential capital demands in theI
plnnniniks ot hu ay ~i urban r, abilitation,

U.Require that D~oi) increase continuity and ecolngy. environmenwit adpolluitionl, Inew nkmaits
"~tability of defense-lon Iraefor Oplorations by %tiltI equipmntiii and mass tranmpOrtaimn arv
uwarding lonrer produictiont runs.eoro.

9. Minimiuii vininge ordere. Recognized as Aiother point or consensuis: cot puimi wvithi
rreqtiontly inevitable and imessmy, those ordens top ratinlgs wvill continue to find finuncing
Ctil boe maftened in Imipact by timelIy jolint aivoilable; somewlit less tiesiruble rihks will havc
ConsilS~tatioml between Dot) and thle defenlse to "sci-atch'" to searceh innovaitivcly to find
;onltractor. InI any evenlt, comptpiisiite con- mQorUsadfnuwn IthOds an
tractors equitably for tilt resultant costs in- porhiips pay nae hintinteret rates', and
cumrd. defense contractors (witli cortain exceptions,

10. Urge tdeense contractors to diversify into will finid capital extr-eilely' ha1rd to acquire. The
more comm~ercial protiticts in a mnannt'! mait will equ~ity andt ione-term debt miarklet5. both public:
Contribute to Stability, Confilitlity andi a su- and private pita~t'ment, will be largiely closed ito
taired sales and tearnings performanice, 11nd thuts them except perhaps %inder virtually prohibitive I

maikt. these firms morw attractive to. tli invest- knod "mirea.%onoble" ratms antl condition%. Andti
nient Couimtnunny. eoinieremld banks,. withi -ditl eelt aind more

%tritigent Wlla CridcnTa "1cilmlng fionii theni
'ilie InvestmenCft bainker :iitericiw\vd con~ede'd flocellt quite 4l bad vxpvrleilct with a imniber of'

thlese were not "cosy" soluitions. InI tact. niondelvinse-indus1try loanls. will look harder at
leSsiMIS1 Vii ws expressed iaboll aniy Signlificaill d0efene contractors aind impose more tiurkin-
changes ariming fromi Profit '76 or any related soilli' conlditions onl loalls to them. -The (1ut.
efforts. becvaulsk t1w realities or, politic%. took." warned onle mive~ttnent banker. "is til-
espmcaly in the Congress, wvould deleuti most rehevedly lak
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Raiting Services

11' SHEME1IID appropriatit to iiiluhao ill thizz "First, lust 11nd always. ian obl igtionj to the
study (lie viuws of rating services - firilis that invetitot - to toll it like it is.' Sei.;ond, to be fair
assimss tho strengths and woaknecsses of a to tile Issuer, by assigning tile highecst rating
compan)ty seeking long-term dtebt or uquaily possiblo."
financing und, if tile offoring is to be a public The rattngs used by ono service, are explained7r~no, bestow upon the debt or equitv iii- in the box on page 33. In general, the lower

___stluffinnt a publicly dissainatod grade to- tho rating, tho higthur the Inrterst rate the
fiteeting Ihlat assessmient, Which is periudically borrower will have to offer.
updated. Rating services, several bannkers:
asserted, hrive about at broad and as deahehd The Views of thle Analyttt
and objective a viewpoint concerning dei'onso *rho analysts at one rating service sot forth tile
contractors as one call ecnounter in thle financial basic criteria this service uses for judging n
community. comipany and then commnin ted on )how defense

Withvin a rating service separate groups make contractors, looked tit ats a class. measured tip to
Ovahiations or' corporate debt Instruments and these criteria,
corporilte equity issues. Represen tat Ives of'
groups concerned with debt securities atI two of 1. Future earnings protection, by which is)the three recognized rating scrvices contributed :ae6t1t c'iaaole Of' fixed chalrges. profit marainls.
to this report, and the viability and trend atr these mot-gins. The

prolem of deense contractors wvith i-gard to
T~ho Mo Iaipan iYso R tb'ings problctt . nemts ny ofcasi thr ILypcll

Tho echaics f Ralnpthis criterion are:

decides tosepublik' long1-torim debt)(fl'lelgi.Ucrany eas hr stpcly
through tile snile of bonds, it or its investment three- to fivo-year poriod after tile signing of it
balike,' aapplonavhts tile ratilig sklviv'es to socuire it dei'einse colill-act before tile prodlict or systemo
filting from ecc one. The attenldant inl- as delivered, thle ratinag zervice is cesih
vestipation by the service, which. amonr, other dealing with Ilnuimteh is it tssesses a defense

)thigs, iitvelvOS It Meeting14 with thle issuling contractor. A ,,trikinp. exama'ple of uncertainty
comlpanly's namacman.is carried out at that i% that contracts typically have niut
tCorpifphiy's vxpuii5e After the rating hans bell protection against thle ravagtes of' inflation.)deterntined f'or anl isstue, there is at follow-uip 1), I ntdecuimte freedomi of' "a tioua by tilej
review made tit least once it year over the lire of' contractor and the Department of' Definise in
thle debt security. Upon re(quest, thu servicets also working out the inevitubie cost probktnis thati
maukc rating evaluations ofl' iruss that sb'ek turn tit, ovcr the lif' of' lthe voaathact. AN thewe
private loip~-levill debt (1111tacinig, ill these cit- pfohienasll ,utfie, Col. ges\ anid the' pfkeSs iaMOW
cunastancils, the rating is not mnade public. likely thanl not wilt have somaething to say

A bond ruting is intenaded to be. ns oyie Otlher aboit thenm, which binders their timeoly and
Srailing seas ice ltinu put it. ''am indicationa of the proper resolution.
U relative degree of' probability of' repaymenat of' c. Tlhe weatkness, entailed tin exi'essmve

thil' prinicipal and interest onl timei." This Nei-vice relizince (at .a sinlepl Customer.
stlatd\: ''Whenl We rate a Cona1palay. we do0 so oil d. Low profit margins aumsitl fron over-
lthe basis or' how we believe thait company will ;uggressivw biddfing by cll I ill. [~ov'jperforni tinder the worst of coiidi lions, tiot (lie e. Quest ollathe :oaltl taint\ 0 corporate
best." It recol!ni,.es two obhttlations tin its work -revenues.% tile plodukt of- tile contrdetc-
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Stendtwd & rpoor's Donai Flotinip

To flrov dide m ore (1014110d indIC1111011 Of credit and '11010 V0101` the ipoeuiul valy elemant tsigins to
Oultour traditionlwiai b lettter ratings may tic protdamiInall. Thase bonds heave adeqluate assetmodifiled by thil addiltion of a plus or 6 c'inijs ~lgn. coverage and normally or-, protected by saetwvwlei~ appropi atis. to show italetilv standing within factoiry earnings. Their suscoptibility to changing

live rmajo rating natagoies, the only Ostoeptions oondtivens, particularly to tleprmutlons. neciesslitales
belrt in tile "AAA - Prima Grade ameacif anid contatnt watahing. Maitkattwse, ilie bonds Oro
the letter catalrinres balow "9l.more responslv to busines4 andtitrada conditions

than to interest tatus. This group is the towast
Corporato Bonlds which quulitiles for commoralsi b..tk investirdint.

Dlink Cluality Bonds - Uraiar prsn 00 - Bonds given a 00 filting are iegarded as
commenrcioal bank Migulaliong bonds feted lit tho lower medium groto.e They have, only minor
top (our catalloria., (AAA. AA. A. 1000 or theoir ivsmn hacaitc.I ~eci fuiii

Ollivaant geeraly re ogededas ligbiefor Interest Is rearnod cunsistonty but by narrow
bank investmnt.~ margins. In tile vale of other types of obiagors.

AAA - Bonds rated AAA Oar highest grade charges are earned on average by a fair margin. but
ablilttions. Theay possess ithe ultimarti degree of in poor Periods deficit operations are possible.
protection a& to isrincirmt and Interest. Mtstkotwise 11vrin of onds rte s to cann b3 astrrc snecuiatlv.
the~y movre with Interust rates, and trance provide anetofuurscno:b asrdudr
the mlaxcimuml stiegty on ail counts, difficult economic. conflititimn.
L AA- 8ndsrate AAnic quaifyas ighCCC-CC - Bonds rated CCC and CC air
orado obligations, and in the majority of instancas outright spoculations. witl% thia lower tasiigi dre
differ froas AAtA issues only fin small douree. Hero. notitngthetmore ssequlstionbe Int% eriods ofpoidobrtoo, pricai move with iliaifliiO-touni mnouov cniuto sqetoal s osd fDo

*~ihi~t.trade conditions- in tihe enne of CC r'imn'- tim
A - tConds ratud A Pro tegurdeld as uppeer h~Si"1 ~ l Oicm ai idtn amn

Fnediumn gradfe. Thboy have consldorablil Investment ma oslt
3rOIttbut aerfuxanot nhety free from dalcts~crs a oln i nivn e nug

offecis of chanroas In cconimic and tradeo con. borind &i which .. o iitwo~t 4s bohinio iti~d,
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- Willingness to take losses on1 some con- companies do not measure tip) well against these

tracts in order to participate in others that prove criteria. Profit margins are lower than lhcy are in

.profitable. other in:lustries and give barely more than
j- 3. Asset protection, especially in the case or minimal support of debt and other fixed charges.

default. This concept embraces the amount of like lease commitments. Moreover, earnings are

property, plant and equipment, working capital, volatile.

) and other tangible assets that a company can Uncertainty is manifest in I number of' ways.
- bring to bear agaiast its debt burden should it Contract cancellations are more than occasional.

choose, or have, to do so. The disabilities of DoD-mandated infusion of new technology into
defense contractors in respect to asset pro- the product or system being made, after a
tection are two. First, a hall-completed contract contract has been signed, results in increased-
has no market value; there is little salvageable costs, another element of uncertainty. And, such
inventot y, which a commercially oriented manu- changes aside, the common surfacing of work-
facturer would have, and very few receivables, aday troubles in fulfilling the contract obscures
which a financial concern would have. Second, the outlook for a defense contractor. (Even
the fixed assets of a defense contractor may well experienced ,ontractors miscalculate costs, and
not be transferable to other uses, when they do miscalculations tend to be of great

4. Indenture terms: the specific protective magnitude - in some cases threatening the
provisions for bond holders. As a rule, these are solvency of the company.) Finally, the long life
fairly standard and often amlotunt to asserting of some contracts is still another source of
that the company will conduct its affairs uncertainty.
prundently. (The defense industry presents no This rating service takes note of two pluses
particular problem reegarding this criterion.) for del'ense contractors. The progress-payment

5. Financial resources. These embrace (a) the arrangement is constructive, becauw.;e this makes
company'% liquidity - its ability to meet its cash thie co.ntract.or "nea, y whole" by the end or the
needs on time and (b) its flexibility in raising contract'. itid in recent years most contracts
cash by short-term borrowings, long-term have had provision for price protection through
borrowings, selling stock, or, in the extreme, escalation clauses, although this protection is
selling assets. Taken as a whole, defense con- not always adequate. On the other hand, they
tractors are, both at the moment and f-r the imaintain that another claimed advantage, the
"foreseeable future, foreclosed fromt the long- spillover of R and D work funded by the
term debt and equity markets. The difficulty government to commercial business, is illusory.
they would have in selling fixed assets has been Although some diversified companies havc
rnoted above, boasted about it and a very few have capitalized

"The analysts at the second rating service stress on it, in general it has proved to be a chimera in

the following criteria in assessing corporate recent years.

bonds:
Subcontractors

S Sturdy historical performance in terms o Thu analysts made these points about subeon-

profit margins (on sales, on assets, on invest- tractors:
ment). The idea is that margins should be large

eofhto cove fixed charges not only ade- I
enoutgh to cover fixed chargs n tonlyade. Subcontractors must be evaluated in the

(.uately but comfortably -- witti room to spre, context of the uncertain, unsatisfactory re-
. Stability of earnings. lationship between the Dol) and prime con-
* Predictability of the future course of ttractors. Thus subs are unattractive basically for

business, the certainty of its continuity, the same reason that prines are.

In their opinion, defense contractors and * All things being equal, in general the bigger
defense-oriented divisions of diversified a company in terms of market share and
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fihancial strength, the better. In this light Overall Assessment
subcontractors stand at a substantial dis- The two rating services surveyed, then, are
advantage to major prime contractors, not optimistic about the debt securities of

Another disadvantage for subcontractors defense contractors. Their representatives
vis-a-vis primes is that in slack periods, the latter, believe that the defense industry must be per-
in order to keep their work forces intact, may mitted better earnings so that it can become
pull back work that has been previously farmed sufficiently attractive to investors to raise per-
out to subs. manent debt capital at affordable rates. Further-

A recently published survey of the aerospace more, those contractors that are highly leveraged y
industry by tihe equity department of one of' the must raise equity capital if they are to be

rating services contains these additional ob- successful in attracting permanent debt capital b
servations about subcontractors in that industry: another compelling reason for a more liberal

margins on subcontracts are usually lower thans profit policy on the part of the Department of

on prime contracts; as work gets scarce, subs are Defense. The analysts at one rating service

compelled to underbid their competitors so they suggested that DoD might do well to adopt aI

can get at least enough business to cover their profit policy based on contractor ROI.

overhead; and, good times or bad, if a sub has Diversification might be a promising avenue

pricing or performance disagreements with its for defense contractors. But, again, most would

prime, the prime may well drop the sub in favor find it difficult to raise funds for acquisition

of another supplier.' 0 programs. And if a policy of diversification from
within were pursued, a long time would elapse

t°$ianldard & Poor's 1nduhsuty Survey 's: A erospace, hefO l'e. the im •pac.t of that poli,-y w o t,•[t ha ,ve a.nl

October 30, 1975, p. A-27. Copyright 19:/5 by Standard impact on corporate earnings -- and corporate
& Poor's Corporation. standing in the long-term credit market.
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) An Accounting Firm

As COMMERCIAL bankers, investment upon contractors in thie developmecnt of
bankers, and life insurance company corporate advanced-technology products and systems. In

financial officers offered their views about de- any event, in the light of this experience profits

fense contractors' profit margins, the barriers to are not adequate for the risks involved.
their investing in modern equipment, and To be sure, the Department of Defense is

whether or not interest should be allowed as an obliged to take the view that tile contractor)element of cost in negotiated contracts, it should live tip to what it has promised to do,

became apparent that it would be worthwhile to and if it fails it should bear the burden of that
elicit the opinions of independent accountants failure. This is the appropriate posture of any

knowledgeable about the financial ramifications tough-minded buyer. But if heavy penalties for
of these contracts, This final section summarizes nonfulfillment are imposed by DoD, they

the views of two partners of a "Big Eight" should be compensated for by extraordinary

accounting firm - one of them, among other gains for superior performance. It is because

f ) things, in charge of auditing for one of tile opportunities for reward are not in balance with
cotintry's larger defense contractors, penalties that financial institutions are chary

about defense-con tractor financing, and, more

) Adequacy of Profits specifically, that defense contractors have had

Although this conclusion is not the product great difficulty in raising equity capital. So

of rigorous analysis, over the years it appears either the balance has to be restored by

that defensc-contractor profit niargins have providing greater opportunities for reward - and1-is w," n .... \oppingo big profit% for successful
fluctuated widely. Certainly a number of aIe- tis ractors .opng big crafits f or succesksu

lense contracts have ben extremely proitable. contractors on some contracts - or the risks
The F-4 program enabled McDonnell t( rise have tOabe reduced.oWere riskseand rewards in

Sfrom a pigmylike position vis-a-vis Douglas to b
such great 'ominence that it was able to acquire might well be able to raise equity capital, which

Douglas when that company's fortunes declined, thfey generally cannot do today.

SThe A-4 program has proved lucrative for I to I in Mode E ent
Douglas; the Polaris missile and C-130, for I rn quipm
Lockheed. But overall, the evidence seems to be Providing an equitable balance between re-

that defense-contractor earnings have not been wards and risks alone will not greatly enhance a

sufficient to build up healthy equity bases. defense contractor's propensity to invest in

For many defense contractors, profits would cost-saving or efficiency-improving facilities. In

be adeqoate, even generous, if each contract any cost-based pricing system, a contractor has

could be carried out according to its terms, little motivation to invest in a piece of equip-

yielding a specified product or system in tile ment if only 15 percent of its cost can be
agreed-upon time. But often contractors run recovered through its use on the contract for

into problems along the way, causing thcni which it has been acquired; the other 85 percent
financial losses whicih in some cases have been of the cost would be a highly uncertain specu-

severe - e.g., the CSA for Lockheed, ship- lation for the contractor. Contrast tile situation

building for Litton Industries, General of automobile manufacturers: they can be more

Dynamics, and Lockheed. nhese problems have confident that any piece of production equip-
arisen all too frequently to be considered as ment can be used over its natural productive life.
quirks by the DoD or by anyone else. This may Nor is die investment credit by itself an
be because of the diemandi,'g tasks imposed adequate motivator for invest;;,ent in defense-
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dedicated facilities, since the investment credit profitability - tile interest question might dis-
may be applied to ll a contractor's capital appear and more precise pricing would be
equipment and buildings, whatever markets a possible.
contractor serves. But if interest is to be allowed, there are

What would lead to greater use of modern severe conceptual problems in defining interest
equipment by dofonse contractors would be: (1) - some of then, the subject of professional
allowance of vastly accelerated depreciation of study and dispute among accountants. Should
such equirment (recall the five-year write-offs interest be calculated on tile basis of funds the
permitted during World War 11), and (2) govern- contractor actually borrows? Or should it be
ment ownership of a greater portion of the computed on the basis of thl :ontractor's cost
capital equipment a contractor uses. The latter of capital, taking into account its cost of equity
scheme should be employed more than it is at as well as cost of borrowed fuinds? And what if
present. the contractor does not need to borrow money?

Interest as an Allowable Cost? Should it be allowed to chargc against defense
contracts its opportunity costs entailed in not

This is an issue only in a negotiated cost-based having committed its resources to other uses?
pricing system. In commercial markets ther• is Finally, accurate allocation of interest to de- .
no talk of interest being an allowable cost. fense work is sure to be difficult for a contractor
Whether or not interest should be allowable in a that is engaged in a variety of businesses,
defense contract ought to be decided only in the military and nonmilitary. For example, one
context of the full contract, including the timing major contractor currently has an interest bill of
and amount of progress payments. In practice many millions of dollars. How should this
interest is implicitly weighed, though not ex- interest be spread among assets devoted to
plicitly taken into account, in determining the profitable contracts, contracts oil which it is
contractor's profit margin. If the price the experiencing losses, and the company's
contractor receives yields the contractor an opportunity costs?
adequate profit, obviously there is no problem;
in this situation interest is a phony issue. Other Issues

But a contractor may not be able to earn a Iion has so plagued defense contractors
high enough profit to compensate adequately that the cash flow generated by depreciation
fbr its interest costs. Suppose a contractor agrees charges, however computed, and retained
to a price that will yield it a margin of 8 percent earnings is inadequate !o replace their capital
on allowed costs. Then its representatives tell earnings i inadequat teplace thei cpt

the oD ontactig oficr tat i wil icur equipment. A commercial enterprise dloes not
sbtaetDol conteractin cofscrhts ito will incur- h.ave nearly so severe a problem with inflation,
substantial interest costs ato fiance invent- since within tile limit of competitive conditions

tories, for example -- and that it should be it can compensate for inflation in its pricing.
compensated for thcse. Therefore, thle conl- 4.
tractor sulggcsts that the Doi) allow it a 15 Defeuse-co.tztractor shortcominlgs. D~efense

peroeni fee on allowed costs. The DoD con- contractors are not without fault for the straits

tracting officer responds that this is not feasible; in which they find themselves. Defense coin-
the contractor well knows that the DoD con- tracting has been marred by overaggressive

tracting officer has discretion in a range of 6.5 bidding in the expectation of follow-on business.

to 10 percent, but 15 percent is beyond his Competing contractors sharpen their pencils and

authority. In this example, then, the contractor try to figure out how to win a contract without

may be penalivzd for not being able to add getting hurt in the short run. Defense con-

interest costs to its cost base. If profit could be tractir,i is also fNll of high risk from a technical
established as return on the contractor's equity viewpoint; change orders, or even .emandiog
or assets - which are the crucial measures of initial specifications, Sometimes cause even tile
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most experiencedI contractors unitoward t. commercial work, paying appropriate wintal for
nancial consequences. Again, tile fault is partly this usage.
the contractors'. Their engineers tcnd to be great hi high-risk technology, Del) should be more
optimists, prone to unrealistically claimiing that willing to make trade-offi. It should be less
they canl produce a product or component with wedded to unrealistic and probably unnmeeded
certain specifications of certain weight ror a perrormance characteristics. And it surely

-~ specified price within such-and-such a period of
til . c. ilquie i fe ocasons thirfirs hve contract specifications that will achieve onlyF Ipai fo tht otimsm.marginal product im provenmen ts ait substantial

DoD Mlanagement and Policy hngs Thuc extra cost.
Dor-) is plagued by successive waves or manage- equitable contracts should be established for

ment and policy changes. Inl a sense, Total prototypes involving techntology going beyond
Package Procurement, Weightied Guidelines, and the state of' the art. There should be a cost-

5e( retaries atid lDeputy Defense Secretaries tend~ and entcou rage men t or flexible program manage-)to be persons with strong views of' whtat is right ment for the first production lot of at new
and what is wrong in defense contracting, but system or product. As problems a rise, contractor
the views are not the same from one incumbent management sh'ould have more leeway inl de-)to thle next. All this creates an aura of tinl ciding onl suitable tradle-offs amiong cost, l)Cr-
desirable instability inl thle eyes of thle finanllcial t'ormnance and risk.

..... according to One of these study
participants. The work of the Renegotiation Board s~hould

I ~~be carriedl out in the conltest o~fa con tractors

(machine tools and the like) to defentse con- if a contractor makes big profits onl one product

tractors to get the modlern capital base it wvants or system, but suffers a corresponding loss on i
andI needs; otherivise this goal is not likely, to be another product or system, there would be no
achiev'ed. For not only is there a powerful occasion for renegotiation. But thle Re-
negative incentive for contractors to make this negotiation Board h~as. inl the opinion ot one of'
kind of investment, but also thle emerging capital thle accountants, mistakenly adopted tile view
shortage foreseen by one of' these respondents that, inl this example, p~rofits ol thie fInst productI
wouild make it difficult for them to get funds f-or are subtject to renegotiation; whereas thle losses
this parpose even it' they wvanted to. Further- onl the second are irrelevant, since they are due
more, dlefense contractors ought to be allowved to contractor mismianagement or simply to bad
routinely and liberally to use government- luck, for neither of which should lDol be held
supplied machinery and equipment for liable.
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- LOGIS.WCS MANAGEMk.' IN .STITTE-

wkk Chapter V

USE OF THE WEIGHTED GUIDELINES IN
ESTABLISHING NEGOTIATION PROFIT OBJECTIVES

INTRODUCTION

The profit policy of the Department of Defense (DoD) is implemented during

the contracting process through the actions of government contract

negotiators. As a part of their preparation for negotiation, negotiators develop

pre-negotiation profit objectives based upon policy and guidance set forth in the

Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) 3-808.

In support of the DoD study entitled "Profit '76," LMI analyzed how DoD

negotiators have used the Weighted Guidelines (WGL) provisions of ASPR in

"establishing their pre-negotiation objectives. The analysis focused on the profit

rates assigned to the so-called "above-the-line" cost factors (materials, labor,

overhead, and general and administrative expense). These factors comprise the I
S[ ~category "Cost Input to Total Performance (CITP)."1 Other factors, i.e., risk, }

Sperformance, selected, and special, commonly referred to as "below-the-line," were

not included in the analysis.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DOD WGL PROFIT POLICY

This Section (1) synopsizes the underlying rationale for the WGL approach,

(2) summarizes DoD's profit policy as contained in ASPR, and (3) discusses some f
) practical limitations in the application and analysis of the WGL.

Underlying Rationale

The basic rationale for the WGL and their application in DoD contracts first

was presented in a 1963 study report, "Study of Profit or Fee Policy."1 That Study

1 Lngistics Management Institute, Study of Profit or Fee Policy, Task 62-14.
January 1963.
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led to the implementation of the WOL. The following is a synopsis of the rationale,

as stated in the referenced report, for the relative profit weight ranges assigned to

the various profit factors.

Lower Profit Rates (Weights) Should
be Allowed for Direct Materials

- There is less contractor investment per sales dollar for

purchased and subcontracted items than for items made

in-house.

- The rate of capital turnover on investments in

subcontracted and purchased items is more rapid than on

in-house effort.

- The economic value added to the end product by

subcontracted and purchased items is smaller than the

value added by in-house effort.

- The profit rate applied to purchased and subcontracted

items is not enough lower than the profit on in-house I
effort to outweigh the other reasonings behind a sound

"make or buy" decision.

Higher Profit Rates (Weights) Should
be Allowed for Engineering Effort

- Engineering labor generally represents a greater

investment in facilities and dollars for a substantially

longer period of time than manufacturing.

- Engine(;ring labor efforts represent a substantial

investmnent in intangibles (e.g., design developments

which provide a competitive advantage for manufactured
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71
items sold on the commercial market, and thus increased

F" profits on the sales of production quantities). When DoD

breaks out the production phase for price competition,

the contractor cannot tie development to production to

earn a profit on the composite.

-DoD is seeking state-of-the-art advancements which are

- dependent upon the availability of talent. As

manufacturing is more readily available than research

talent, simple supply and demand considerations make it

logical to pay a higher profit for engineering.

r In contrast to engineering, manufacturing activity

generates a large proportion of its total volume of

business on the basis of competitive price considerations

(where profit is not negotiated and the WOL's are not

applicable).

In-House Cost Items Other
.) than Engineering Labor

- No rationale was given for the ranges that were assigned

to these factors.

) We are not aware of any post-1964 studies which have measured either the

N effective relationship between the above-the-line profit weight ranges and

contractors' management behavior, or have tested the validity of the rationale.

Current ASPR Provisions

j DoD's general contract profit policy is stated in ASPR 3-808.1 as follows:

"...to utilize profit to stimulate efficient contract
/ performance...the aim of negotiation should be to employ the profit

motive so as to impel effective contract performance by which overall
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costs are economically controlled.,.As an inducement for broad
reduction in defense costs, the Government should establish a profit
objective for contract negotiations which will:

(i) reward the contractor who undertakes more difficult work
requiring higher skills;

(ii) allow the contractor an opportunity to earn profits
commensurate with the extent of the cost risk he is willing to
assume-the greater the risk assumption, the greater the profit
objective established;

(iii) reward those contractors who have an excellent record of past
performance and conversely penalize those contractors whose
performance has been poor; and

(iv) reward contractors who provide their own facilities and
financing or who have established their competence through
prior development work undertaken at their own risk.

The weighted guidelinus method set forth in 3-808.2 below for
establishing profit objectives Is designed to provide reasonably precise
guidance in applying these principles. This method, droperly arrliedwiltiorPfits to_.t~nec ireumstanco-s of eaoh cont-rael -An suet, a-• Way

that long range cost reduction or ectives will be fostered,-and - •-i i
spread of profits will be achieved.' (Em[iipi added.)

In ASPR 3-808.2, it is stated that- .

"The weighted guidelines method provides contracting officers
with (i) a technique that will insure consideration of the i'elative value
of the aro nate profit factors described in 3-808.4 in the
establishment ofýa-profit objective and the conduct of negotiations; and
(ii) a basis for documentation of this objective, including an explanation a
of any significant departure from this objective in reaching a finalagreement..." (Emphasis added.)

The aporopriate profit factors are set forth in ASPR 3-808.4, as shown on k
Figure 1.

V-4
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FIGURE 1, _w•EIGIrED GUIDELINES

Weight
Profit Factors Ranges

CONITRACTOR'S INPUT TO TOTAL PERFORMANCE
Direct Materials

Purchased Parts -------------------------------------- I to 4%
Subcontracted Items ------------- --------------------- 1 to 5% x
Other Mdterials ----------------------- 1 to 4%

Engineering Labor ---.-.----------------------- 9 to 15%
"Engineering Overhead ---.----------------------- -------- 6 to 9%
Manufacturing Labor -.---------------------------------- 5 to 9%
Manufacturing Overhead ---------- . -.--------- ----------- 4 to 7%
General and Administrative Expenses ------------- . ------- 6 to 8%

CONTRACTOR'S ASSUMPTION OF CONTRACT
COST RISK -------------------------------------------- 0 to 7%[ =Type of Contract
Reasonableness of Cost Estimate
D) ifficulty of Contract Task
QECORD OF CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE ------------ 2 to +2%
Small BusAness Pae'tiipation
Management
Cost EfficiencyI
Reliability of Cost Estimates
Value Engineering Accomplishments) Timely Deliveries
Quality of Product5
Inventive and Developmental Contributions
Labor Surplus Area Parteicpa~tionI

SELECTED FACTORS---------------------------------- -2 to +2%
Source of Resources

Government or Contractor Source of
Financial and Material Resources

Special Achievement
Other

SPECIAL PROFIT CONSIDERATION--See 3-808.6.

5
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The assignment of specific weights (values) to the profit factors for individual

contract negotlatton otoJectives is covered under ASPIA 3-808.5. The salient

guidance for the assignment of specific weights Is summarized, by factor, In the

following.

Direat Materials; Normally, the lowest weight is 2%. The weight

assigned Is to be based upon the level of monagerial and technical effort

expended to acquire the needed Items.

Labor. The weight assigned is to be based on tho quality, level, and

diversity of talent, skills, and experience required, especially the

amount of searoe talent and supervision needed.

Overheadan~dG & A: The weight assigned Is to be based on the amount

and level of personnel requirod, and the slgniftianco of the oontributon j
(i.e., routine v1. special).

Risk: The weight assigned is to be based oil the degree of cost

responsibility assumed by th.i .ontractor (i.e., type of euttraat), the I
reliability of the oost ostimate, and the ohances for contraotor suocess

(i.e., the difficulty of the task).

Record of Contractor's Performance: This relates only to thle division

(or profit center) which will be performing the work. The factors which

are to be considered are shown in Figure 1. In addition, the

man•gement factor considers compoteone and willingness to adjust

company resources to meet peculiar, difficult, and changing defense

requirements. The oast efficiency factor oonsiders cost control,

investment in plant modernization for improved efficiency, and make-

or-buy program effectiveness.
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SSelected !ator&s The weight assigned to the amountt of gover111inoit

furnished faoilitios or finanuial assista•tno (other thian normal progress

payments) rtanges from zero to minuis 2%. Por technical bren1kthrougih

or extraordinary fast delivery roquirements, the ratge Is from zero to

plus 2%.

&ecal Ptofit Conaldorationt Per ASPR 3-808.6, military items

developed at tho contraotor's risk (without government assistance) are

given mn added weight of I to 4%. On Foreign Military Sales

procurements, a weight of 1 to 4% is added in recognition of ony

outstanding sales effort exerted mnd unusual risks aqsumed by the

aontvaotor.

S Practical Limitations

In the negotiation of cost reimbursement and tixed-prieo-Inoentive type

- ecttraets, the buyer and soeler i-tist rteach, aeemnt Knbth the totf! Cst!!.,ted

cost and on the total dollar amount uf the negotiated fixed- or target-fee, or,

profit. However, because of the substantially greator signifleanee of the cost

(approximately 00% of prite) and the mandatory use of the DD Forms 633 which

break down costs Into the same cost elements as used In the WGL, cost negotiations

normally focus on cost elements while profit negotiations focus only on total profit. f

Thus, separate profit objectives on the WGL elements, as required by the current

ASPR policy, aro meaningful only in establishing the Government's pro-negotiation

profit objective. Tihe effect of the ASPR profit policy is determined by how the

DoD negotiators actually apply the policy in establishing their pre-negotiation

profit objectives.
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'riEg. ATA BASE

Sources of Profit Dat'.

Profit dlta ar'e available from throe forms prepared by Dol) contract

negotiltorst 2

- DD Porto 1547, Weighted Guldolines Profit/F•eo OQjeotive

- DD Form 1499, Report ot Individual Contract Profit Plan

- DD Fwm, 1800, Report of Contraot Completion

The primary source for pro-negotiation profit objeotives data Is

DD Form 164'7. Negotiators prepare this form, prior to negotiation, in ordos' to

establish a profit objective in accordance with the WGL format set forth In

ASPR 3-804.4. The Form 1547 becomes part of the contract file. Howevor, It Is

not utilized In any formal data collection effort.

A secondary data source Is DD Form 1499. It is prepared after the

negotiation, Data on the profit objective, from th~e F~orm U,47, is included on tho

1499, limited to the porcontage profit objective only on the "below-the-line"l

elements of total estimated east, risk, performance, selected factors, and special

profit consideration.

A third source of data is DD Form 1500, "Report of Contract Completion."

This form provides data only on the total initial dollar and percentage amount of

profit, and the final earned profit.

In focusing on the use of WOL in establishing pro-negotiation profit

objectives, the above-the-line profit factors are significant because this is how thV-

CITP profit rate is justified. Analyses of both Form 1547 and Form 1499 data

it•ticate that cIrI represents approximately 60% of the total profit oblectivo.

2A copy of each of the three forms is provided in Appendix A.
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Data taken, from the Forms 1499 and 1500 are cumulated by the DoD and

S relported aa•h fiscal year by the DoD Comptrollr.3 The VY 75 report Is considered

a wttflalont sourco of "bolow-tM-hiell profit information. Abovo-th•e-line data are

"available only from the DD Form 1547.4

aase -for Analy•-s
E 0a1 of the Military Departments providod copies of their completed

Forms 1547 on FY 75 pricing actions of over $1 million. Of nearly 800 Forms 10.47

provided, approximately 60 woro eliminated for the following reasons;

- contract type not Indicated

- commodity typo not Indicated e

- profit $ and % of cost could not be reconciled

) - illegible data

- ineomploto data

m- Sall dollar values

SA significant number of liseropancles in the Forms 1547 were corrected, as

follows:

- Cost and profit dollar figuros wore checked for arithmetic accuracy.

Where errors wore observed, if the correct figures could b%)

ascertained, correction was made; otherwise, the t547 was deleted

from the data base.

)3
3 DoD, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Dofonsu (Comptroller), Profit

IRates on Negotiated Prime Contracts, PY 1975, 3 February 1976.

'l3ccause profit objectives on major above-the-line cost elements are as
signifie•int as below-the-line profit factors, it would be worthwhile for DoD tocollect, analyze and report the Form 1547 data on the same general basis as theForms 1499 and 1500 data, Currently the DoD does not do so.
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(I
- Costs which clearly fit under one of the more definitive categories

occasionally were carried in the "other costs" category. (For

example, a major subcontract was listed under "other costs" in order

to assign it a different profit weight than was assigned to

"subcontracts" in general.) In such cases, the cost and profit dollars

were transferred from "other costs" to the appropriate definitive

cost category. 4
- The profit percentage rates listed on the Forms 1547 often

inaccurately reflected the cost/profit relationship due to either

arithmetic error or rounding. Because of this and the adjustments

mentioned above, for each cost category on each Form 1547, the

correctc-d profit dollars were divided by the corrected cost dollars

and the result used in the data base.

This screening and correcting process netted 535 pricing actions (165 Army, k..
87 Navy, and 282 Air Force) completed in the period July 1, 1974 through

December 31, 1975. These actions represent a total of $6,181,881,564 cost (profit

excluded) with an above-the-line profit of $367,273,277 (profit on risk,

performance, etc., excluded). The sample is distributed by contract type and

commodity categories as shown in Table 1.

ANAL-Y.TS
The DD Form 1547 sample data base reveals median profit of 5.95% on

CITP, ... -% on risk, 1.0% on performance, and minus 0.1% on all other factors,

with a total profit of 9.8%. By comparison, the DoD Comptroller report for

5 The median developed by LMI on its sample data is weighted based upon cost
as included, by element, in the Forms 1547. The Comptroller median is not cost
weighted.
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TABLE 1. DISTRIBUTION OF DATA BASE

No. of Cost

i [BY CONTRACT TYPE Actions (O00s)

Cost-Plus-Fixed-Fee 88 $ 703,133
Cost-Plus-Incentive-Fee 78 1,775,498
Fixed-Price-Incentive 112 1,786,558
Firm-F~ixed-Price 247 1,735,075
Fixed-Price-Escalation/Fixed-Price-

Redeterminable 10 181,617

TOTALS 53 5 $6,181,881

II BY COMMODITY

Aircraft & Aircraft Engines 146 $2,694,606
Missiles & Space Systems 109 1,191,921
Ships 24 995,887
Vehicles 11 163,595
Weapons & Fire Control Systems 37 161,714
Ammunition 47 171,004

SElectonics & Communications 133 742:869
Logistics Support Services 28 60,285

______)_TOTALS 535 $6,181,881

FY 1975, based upon DD Form 1499 data, shows median profit of 6.5% on CITP,

3.0% on risk, 0.2% on performance, and 0.0% (zero) on all other fe'ators, with a

total profit of 9.9%. The above-the-line factors (comprising CITP) account for 65%

of total profit as reported by the Comptroller, and 60% of the total in the

Form 1547 sample.

Thus, the data base developed for this analysis is considered to be a valid

sample-one that can be uised to examine how negotiators have used ASPR guidance

in developing above-the-line profit objectives. Results of the analysis follow.

V-11I
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Profit Objectives Have a Narrow Range and are
Skewed Toward the TOD o the Range

The cost element profit objectives tend to be skewed toward the high end of

the ASPR authorized ranges, Approximately 50% of the costs are assigned a profit

- - cos---in the third quartile of the authorized range. Further, approximately 70% of the
--- , costs in each category were assigned ohjectives within a one percent range. These •

distributions, along with the mean, median, and mode profit rate for each cost

element are shown in Table 2. The distribution of cost by quartile for each cost

category are shown in Figures 2 through 9.

Profit Obectives are Higher on the
Lower Risk Typesof ontracts

Above-the-line profit objectives are higher on cost reimbursement

(CPFF & CPIF) conteacts and lower on fixed price (FFP & FPI) contracts, as shown

in Table 3. This is caused, in part, by the relative distribution of costs, shown in

Table 4. Cost reimbursement contracts, common for R&D work, contain a higher

proportion of engineering effort (which bears the highest profit weight). Fixed

price contracts contain a higher proportion of purchased direct materials (which

bear the lowest profit rate). Also, as cost recovery usually is faster under cost

reimbursement contracts, the CITP profit rates will tend to provide a relatively

higher return on investment on low risk contracts than on high risk contracts.

3-fit Objec ,ves Differ Significantly from
Mi"d -points of the AUPR Ranges

There is a significant difference between the mid-points of the ASPR range

per cost category and the actual profit objectives. This is illustrated in Table 5.

Column A shows an "average" contract, based on the total Form 1547 sample.

Column C shows the relative amount of profit on total cost attributable to each

t V-12
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T',BLE 3. DISTRIBUTION OF MEAN PROFIT RATES

( WEIGHTED) 1Y COST CATEGORY AND CONTRACT TYPE

Cost Category Contract Type

CPFF CPIF FPI FFP Contracts

Purchased Parts 2.4% 3.0% 3.2% 3.1% 3.1%
Subcontracts 4.2 3.5 4.1 3.7 3,5
Other Materials 3.2 2.7 2.7 3.1 2.0
Engineering Labor 12.6 11.7 12.3 12.3 12.1
Engineering 0/U1 7.6 7.4 7.6 7.6 7.5
Manufacturing Labor 6.9 7.5 7.8 7.5 7.5
Manufacturing O/H 5.7 5.6 6.1 5.8 5.9
Other Costs 3.8 5.6 6.4 6.0 5.6
o & A 7.2 7.0 7.2 7.1 7.1

Total Cost 7.0% 6.4% 5.7% 5.3% 5.9%

TABLE 4. D,.STRI"IvON•,,,,,,,, OF COSSF BY COST CATEGORY

AND CONTRACT TYPE

Cost Category Contract T!pe All
CPFF CPIF FIPI FFP Contracts

Purchased Parts 10.1% 7.3% 18.4% 22.4% 15%
Subcontracts 18.0 23.9 17.6 22.1 21
Other Materials 1.4 1.7 3.7 3.2 3

Total T)irect -. ..
Materials 29.5% 32.9% 39.7% 47.7% 39%

Engiueering Labor 21.5% 15.9% 5.0% 3.9% 10%
Engineering O/H 18.8 14.9 4.9 4.8 9
Manufacturing Labor 12.1 10.0 17.0 10.9 12
Manufacturing O/H 3.0 10.2 18.4 16.7 14
Other Costs 7.5 6.9 6.6 6.5 7
G & A 7.6 9.2 8.4 9.5 9

Total Value
Added 70.5% 67.1% 60.3% 52.3% 61%

Total Cost 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100%
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cost category. Columns t- and F show the comparative profits based on tfie mid- k

pjtnts of the ASPft authorized ranges. Were profit objectives hlustered at the

ASPR mid-points, profit would decrease about 0.33%,

Profit Objeetlvys.are Lower for Work that
Reguirst~.heM Ivtmnt

This is iMustrated In Table 6, which compares the distribution of profit dollars

by cost category for both the weighted mean profit weights derived from the

r Form 1647 data sample and the. ASP(( mid-point profit rates. Column P Indioatos

that the pre-nagotiation profit objeativos provide more profit on purchased direct

materials, which require little Investment, than would result from applying the

ASPR mid-point rates. On the other hand, for% Ithe value added by in-house work,

which requires more contractor investment, the objectives provide less profit than

the ASPR mid-points would yield.

CON4CLUSIONS

Two major conclusions of significance to the Profit Policy Study Group

emorged from this analysis, as follows:

- The WGI,, in praceie le rofit weigt to contractor
investmont than would result rom mere RI, tile id-points
UMie authorized Rrofit range

The ASPH-authorlzed above-the-line profit weight ranges inherently

provide higher profits on contracts which utilize higher amounts of

contractor capital investment, This results from assignment of .

lower profit weight ranges to the costs of direct materials, which

normally require relatively low investment, and higher profit weight

ranges to the value-added cost elements (such as engineering), which

normally require higher levels of investment, However, in

establishing pre-negotiation objectives, the Dol) negotiators put

V-20
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significamntly more profit wolght on direct material oost, vnd less on

the value added eosts. than would result from opplylng the ASPR-

authorized profIt range mid-polnts.

EI DoD noetigtors' ,ro-negotiatiomxProfit objootlvos on total above-
t~.gline oswcup)are-Invarsoe risk.

CITP profit objootives are higheP for low risk cost reinibursomont

oontpaots and lower for high risk flxed-prloe contraots, This Is a

-ooasquenae of higher profit rfttes on engineering effoet, most I
assooiated with researo•h and development work porfomead undar

cost reimbursernont contracts, and lower profit rates on matorlals I
oost, most associated with produotion effort under flxod-priee

oontraotV.
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APPEND' A.-

DD Form 1547, Wolghted Guidelines
Profit/feoo Objective

DD Form 1499, Report of Individual
contraot Profit Plan

DD Form 1500, Report of Contract
Competition
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Chapter VI

AN EVALUATIO14 OF THE TEST OF TIE EMPLOYED

i: i i) CAP ITAL CONCEPT OF PROFIT ESTABLISHMENT

II

) by

J iI
)
I

D. E. Strayer
Air Force Business Research Management Cente'r

J

Prepared for the OASD (I&L) Profit '76 Study by the
Air Force business Research Management Center
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PURPOSE OP' THE STUDY

Culminating several years of analytic effort and policy

development, the Departm~ient of Defense released for voluntary

use a new concept of profit establishment. When introduced

to the procurement comuiunity in 1972 by DPC 107 the employed

capital concept contemplated adjusting the weighted guidelines

) developed profit objective to take account of the tcta' capital

estimated to be employed by the contractor in the procurement

) being negotiated. For a number of reasons which are beyond the

scope of this study the policy was made voluntary rather than

mandatory although management took an intefest in seeing that

it was fairly tested. Despite considerable pressure, however,
!) less than 20 instances of use were recorded.

At the request of the Profit '76 study director, Brig Gen

) Stansberry, the Air Force Business Research Management Center

devised a questionnaire which would capture the after-the-fact

reactions of both covernment and industry personnel who

) actually implemented the employed capital concept. It was 4
recognized that in an after-the-fact situation involving only

) successful trials of the DPC 107 profit policy the findings

would be limited.

VI-3
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Also although every attompt wa.s made to prevent bias in

responses, there is no certainty that we were successful.

Further, the research wau hampered by the passage of time and

accessability of persons who were associated with the trials.

However, within these limitations the study is intonded to shed

light on two dimensions of the DPC 107 experience.

a. The implementation aspects of the policy; i.e., how

the respondents perceived the policy to amend their

existing approach to profit, (which was required if DPC 107

was to be utilized generally), and;

b. How the policy operated in the course of the negotiation

process; i.e, what costs and benefits were perceived by the

users of the employed capital concept. 4

Measuring the perceived responses of the government and

industry negotiating teams who used DPC 107 the study provides a

documented history of how these users perceived the employed

capital concept. It cannot be and should not be generalized

beyond the respondents and their particular circumstances.

Qualitatively, however, the study offers insight into the

policy formulation and the policy content issues surrounding

the DPC 107 experiment.
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!;)
APPROQACH

7) Basic Approach

The BruIC approached this study as a change management

problem. DPC 107 was viewed as a new performance program

requiring both DOD and contractor ph 1sonnel who normally

analyze and negotiate contract costs and profits to approach

the profit portion of their tasks differently than they had

been accustomed to using the usual ASPR weighted guidelines.

F~urthermnore the differences were rcgarded as fundamental,j

"i.e., requiring iiew actions as opposed to slightly altering

) eXisting rules: procedures, etc. For example, an entirely new

component, employed capital, had been inserted in the DPC 107

) policy. Thus this constituted a major change in the perform-
ance program which DOD and contractor negotiating personnel

employed.

Model

To identify variables a model was employed which regarded

the change management problem as involving three fundamental

phases.

a. Recognition of need for a new profit policy. This

directed attention to the issue of whether the respondents

VI-5



perceived a need for improvement in the Defense Dopartxent'mse

approach to profit objective development and subsequent

profit negotiation.

b. The perceived costs involved with implementing the new

profit policy established by DPC 107.

c. The perceived benefits of using DPC 107's new profit

policy.

The model approaches the question of change of implementa-

tion, therefore, from the viewpoint of perceived need, cost,

and benefit to those who must employ the policy. To the extent

that it is valid, it offers valuable insights into the policy

promulgation process. Figure I illustrates the basic approach

to change management used in this research.

FIGURE 1 !
ORGA•I ZATIOTAL CIMIGE

IMProvod trform ac Rquilirorium

,4

Original Pe~jformanc { j T•34F4

Sour~e I1=?1 ad 6
Stt t
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To ttest the nodel the total DOD experience with the DPC

107 employed capital concept was identified. Exhibit I lists

the contractors and defense department procuring actiVities

involved, These oomprise the nine test cases which were per-

formed by Defense Department procuring activities prior to

issuance of DPC 107, plus six additional applications which

) were performed by defense procurement activities under the

I DPC 107 policy guidance. While the study effort knew of

several other attempts which were contemplated by procuring

J activities, we are confident that only 15 applications actually

occurred.

)

I
)

)

17
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VALUE ($M) PROFIT %
SERV K TYPE PROP. ODJ. NG, OJ, N, G.

lN rP 5.5 5.0 5.1 13.4 13.2

SN FFr-P 4.8 4 .3 4.4 U1. 5 11,7 1
N FFP 2.9 2.8 2.9 13.5 13.0

A1 FPP 10.7 9.5 9.7 16.5 16.2 1
.FP 7 .7 12.1 12.0

N FFP 6.0 5,9 5.4 12.9 12.9

N FrP 154,2 144.0 145.0 13.3 13.5

N FFP 267,4 236.8 240.2 13,0 13,5

1 F . A ".4 12.0

AF FPIF 16.7 15.1 15.5 11.5 10.7

CPFF-V 7,8 710 7.1 8.6 8.4

AF FFP 4.9 4.3 4.5 14.6 14,5

AF FFP 3.8 3.2 3,3 18.7 18.7

AF FFP 3.7 3.5 3.5 1'7.4 17.4

AF FFP 4.0 3.7 3.7 16.3 16.3
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• FO• eael• application situation, i.Q., •l•e govornmen• i

and industry negotia•Ing teams, nine function•l pa•-tioipants

Swere ldQn•ified. •'he•a • p• sQntatives we•:e intorviowQd to

ooll•ot systema•i•ally •l)ai•- p•rc•Ived respon•e• •o •h• DPC 107 -

policy. The Procuring Contracting Offioe-•', contract negot•agoz,

price analyst• Admlnis•ratlve Contrauting 0f•i=•r, and DCAA
i •uditor we•e identified as •o•%tributo•s to the d•velopment of

Si l
j •h• government's p•oflt position and thus directly Involved in

I DPC I07 implementation. The contractor's negotiating team was

J •onside•ed as consisting of the contract n•gotiator, his super-

Svisor , the financial analy st responsible for preparlng the
.... • .... • car•+• pos•_•ion, and th• corporate

contraotoE' a u.,•F•v• • . ...... . .
offleial who would approve and ultimately sign the contract.

i !

NOt all of the principals were ava£1able for this study t

Xn a few cases two years had elapsed since the initial appli-

cation, and some of the people involved had retired, left

government service, transferred to other organizations, or
otherwise departed from the s•ene and were thus unaccessible.

In other situations the negotiatir•g team'.g composition did not

include all of the identified participants. Because of the

I new policy's significance, the management level selected to•

Sparticipate differed or in some instances the team ,lid not have

members available for the separate functions identified. These

VI-9 •!
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fmations worn in thoso instancoo assunoad by othor toar. mombors.

S haothr constrairit oa tho size of the partioipating population

involvod repeat applicatAo.ns. A total or 15 of thooe intorvinwed

Sparticipated in more than on• negoiation involving umployed3

capital. Thus the popuiation siv.e was lona than would have

boen experienced had anch use of employed capital been sepnri-ta

and unique.

The final population consisatod of 61 individuals. Six of

these could not be ingluded in the data collect-ion effort forI variotis reasons. Thus the final data Qoiiocuion offor't concentrated

oil 55 individual respondents. These were divided 28 froia gcvern-

ment, agoncies and 27 froom contr.ictor organizations.

I Svrvez ingtrumonnt

5 IConsiodring the time available for data collection, is.itues

SI to bo examined, variability of responses which could be

expected, and related issues it was decided to employ an

U interview m6thod of collecting data. This pernmitted the

interviewer to assess both the clarity of reco31ection and

the degree of bias with which the respondent addressed the

issues being examined. In addition, it was believed that a

survay would both require Loo much tinre to secure re!sults and

[



) would negatively affoct the extent and quality of response. In

addition as complex issues were involved tho J1nterviews permitted

collection ot first hand responses to .he policy, This was

consid-'ed to be extremely important in permitting a meaningful

evaluation of the DPC 107 experience.

Data Collection

) An interview questionnaire was designed and questions

formulated to address the basic constructs of need, perceived

J costs and perceived benefit. The questionnaire was field

testeda with several individuals who were knowledgeable of both

the procurewent and of the ren earch problems invo ved. Niumoy:oUs
) changes and improvements were made in the course of the fiold

testing. Actual data were then gained by personal interviews

) with each respondent. Each interview consumed between 30

) Tminutes and an hour and was conducted in the respondent's office.

Responses were recorded immediately or in those instances where

oircwtistances prevented extensive note taking were recorded as

soon as the interview was terminated. Atlso every effort was

made to insure that the data obtained wore both accurate and

uncontaminated by interviewer bias. The interviewer consciously

attempted to avoid biased responses. Thus in some issues no

data were recorded rather thnn a response which was perceived

to be obviously "sanitized.*
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PFINDINGS

Need

Five questions were developed approaching the need for

policy change construct. Because it would be imnossible to

secure responses to such a question if directly phrased,

various proxies were employed. These were expectations and

reaction to the employed capital policy, perceived management

support and immedlate management attention, concern regarding

cost of capital, and need for a role for return on investment

in profit establishment. The responses were categorized by

industry and government source. In addition to computing the

perce'ntage responses by category a chi square analysis was

performed to test the difference between industry and government

reactions. Exhibit 2 summarizes the findings with regard Lo

perceived need.
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it is interesting to note that gover~nment respondents

consistently viewed the new policy with less enthusiasm and

perceived lower managemint interest than did their industry

counterparts. This is confirmed by a chi-square analysis

which suggests that in four of the "'[ve instances the differ-

ences between industry and governmat'L. respondents had

approxim-ately a 10% chance of beinq caused by chance alone.

This suggests that governmeznt respondents view the profit

issue differently than their industry counterparts.

SbCost of Implcmentation

The question of perceived costs of implementing the

employed capital concept was difficult to explore. Pive

questions were developed to shed light on this issue. These

involve the form completion problem, data collection problem,

and comparative times of using employed capital concept on the

procurement in question, on a different organization, and on

a second application involving the same agency or organization.

Exhibit 3 summarizes the findings on these iss~ues.
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EXHIBIT 3

PERCEIVED COST

IMPLEMENTING EMPLOYED CAPITAL CONCEPT

Indus try//Government
Ditference Significance

Q1estion Government Industry Level'

) •Form Completion Difficulty

None 41.7 36.0
)Some 37.5 32.0

Siubstantial 20.8 32.0 None

Ti .e Using ECC vzs WGM

Less or Same 26.1 32.0
Twice or More 73.9 68.0 None

Difficulty Getting Data

None 37.5 28.6 I
Some 50.0 42.9
Considerable 12.5 28.6 None

) Time Using EEC on 2nd Organization

Half or Less 28.0 40.1.
Same 52.0 44.4
Twice or More 20.0 7.4 21.73%

"Time Using ECC on Same Organi~ation

Half or Less 63.0 51.9
Same or MoYe 37.0 48.1 None
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did Rsponses we're fairly consi-.tent. I only one instance
S~did there appear to be riuch possibility of systematic. difference .

in perception between industry and governiuent respondents. As

expected although some difficulty was re.orted in tile implem-

entation process the results indicate that these were not .4

insurmountable. The -esnondents felt that second applications

with the same or with different organizations would require

much less tiraoe.

Benef its of i:nipleaentation

Perceived benefits were addressed in four questions.

T Ohe (!ct wit- the abil-ity of the ... iployed cap•.• al- concept

to assist profit negotiatious by rendering profit less subjective

and contentious, by developing concrete profit issues which

could be negotiated, by providing some degree of benefit for thbe

additional effort expended, and by satisfying the expectations

that the teara had generated when they were first exposed to

the employed capil-'i concept. Exhibit 4 summarizes the responses

to tL >juestions asked.
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rX•X!IDIT 4

PERCEIVED BENEFIT
OF

USING E'MPLOYED CAPITAL CONCEPT

Industry/Government
% %Difference Significance

Question Governmnent Industry Level

Assistance in Profit Negotiation

None 38.5 52
Some 19.2 20
Substantial 42.3 28 Noln

Assistance in Developing Negotiable Issues

SNonle 44.4 43.5
|Some 22.2 21.7Substantial 33.3 34.8 None

Benefit for Expended Effort

None 50 51.9
Some 10.7 14.8
Substantial 39.3 33.3 None

Expectations Realized

Yes 63.0 48.1 "
No 37.0 51.9 None

)1
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In no instance were the differences between industry and

9overn1ment responses significant, It is of interest to note

that fewer indus try personnel considered that employed capital

concept assisted profit negotiations. In addition fewer industry

personnel considered that their expectations were Piet by the

policy. It seems likely, therefore, that government negotiators

did not regard the employed capital concept as having much k.
potential when they were first cxposed to it and did not see

any reason to change their views after they had cormpleted

negotiations. Industry, on the other hand, had highur expecta-

tions and lower perceived benefits.

Surnarr' and Caveats

It is important that these findings be kept in perspective.

Although substantial numbers of both government and industry

respondents offered negative or safe responses to the benefit

issue, a sizeable minority considered that the employed capital

concept had been of substantial assistance in each of the

dimensions. A similar observation is likewise applicable to

the perceived need construct.

I1
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MEANING OF FINDINGS

F Evaluation of the findings of this study is essentially

9judgemental. For reasons mentioned earlier no final judgementI)
can be made based on the data collected. In a judgemental

-- Isense# however, the following conclusions seem clearly

supportable.

Need

3 Government personnel did not generally perceive a need for

profit policy change. In addition they did not perceive

I that the DPC 107 policy had the firm support of either their

inunediate management or of DOD management as a whole. This

can probably be traced to the voluntary aspect of the policy.

") In addition it seems that government personnel may not

have a clear perception of the role profit plays in the

industries they deal with. However, a substantial minority

of government personnel &o not share these views and may be

reasonably responsive to policy changes.

Vl- 19



Cost

Although the administrative costs of first implementation

were perceived as being high succeeding costs were estimated

to be much lower. In addition, the general tenor of responses

suggested that the administrative cost dimensions were over-

stated as causes for nonutilization of DPC 107.
S~I

Benefit

Benefits were not perceived as being commensurate with

costs by a substantial number of respondents. Industry was I
most Aý.isappointed in this regard. Although the reasons for

this were not explored in this research, hints of a technical

flaw in recognizing corporate investment surfaced in several

instances. This may have a relationship to the findings.

Qualitative. Findings

In addition to the structured questions, several dimensions

were explored in an open ended fashion during the interview.

The most pertinent of these related to the dimensions which a

VI-20



* new profit policy should address and to the reasons for non-

acceptance of the DPC 107 concept. These findings are explored

in greater detail in Appendix 1. In suruary, however, it

seems that the negotiators perceived a negative attitude on the

-' part of the government, if they were contractor personnel,

and a negative attitude on the part of the contractor if thei

were government personnel. This suggests that a much bettor

understanding of the need for a different profit policy must

be instilled in both contractor and government personnel.

While a number of people have suggested that the administrative

aspects of DPC 107 were responsible for its lack of acceptance,I!
neither the structured or the unstructured questions confirmed

this view.

Conclusions

Viewed in a total context, it seems likely that the

reasons for nonacceptance of DPC 107 employed capital concept

are fairly straightforward. Neither industry nor government

really believed that the employed capital profit policy was

needed.

In addition they perceived the costs of using employed

capital as fairly high and its benefits slight. The fact that

VI-21
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thc first time costs warer- large avi1 subscque' costL would

have beon much smaller did not aid subsequcnt wsos of DPC 107

because. many peoplo felt that tho banefits wearo slitjlt. III

addition DOD mangeIient Was nut perceived is favoriny implomon-

tation. It seems likely, therofore, that future profit polidy

must be made mandatory if it is to be given a fair trial.
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PROFIT POLICY FORMULATION

In accordance with the Deputy Secretary of Defense'si Charter in May 1975 Lte

Profit Policy Formulation Group set out to revise lie) Profit Policy to

motivate defense contractors to make investments which will increase pro-

ductivity and reduce defense contract costs.

In order to approach this task in a manner so that constructive changes could

be made, the team reviewed prior studies completed In this area. In addition,

they reviewed the results of questionnaires received from both Government and

Industry procurement personnel relative to the problems with the current

profit policy and their recommended solutions for a revised policy. The team

) received valuable input frotm the data gathered from the profit centers

* parricipating in the Profit '76 Study. Such data influenced tile changing of

some of the lagredients of the policy itself.

The team also visited with nine selected defense contractor top managemoent

personnel to discuss current policy, th[e problems assoclated therewith,

proposed changes and many other pertiviont areas in negotiating profit In thle.

defense envirounment.

Discussions relative to changes in profit policy have taken place also at

Procurement Seminars and Symposiums at various locations with both (Government

and Industry personnel. The top management levels across (;overnmeeL Agencies Ig

have also been consulted and briefed on proposed changes to tLhe profit policy

with valuable Input being furnished the study tealim tot consideration a!; well.

Several meethings rook place with the Cost Accotinting Standards KBard Staff

relative to Staod,.rd 414' 'Cost ot Capital) tit mIa rne their effort; wi th 1 ours

8,) ,iS Lo avoiL. CoUllct AM] (hp ilt-t it'll.

• , , , , u l U I m m I I l I Il i



The information gatrered from above sou-ces produced a loige number of ideas,

These ideas were evaluated against the following factors, aSsumptioS., and

criteria as well as general business and economic principles.

Given Factors:

1. A change in DoD's independently establiahed prenegotiation profit

objective will not guarantee a one-for-one change in a contractor's earned

(coming-o -, profit.

2. Going-in profit opportunity will be established as a result of

negotLiations.

3. Contracting Officers must have adequate policy latitude to "give and

take" during negotiations based on their judgment of the situation.

Assumptions:

1. A change in the going-in negotiated profit will result in a like

change in the coming-out profit though not in the same nmouq.ntI

2. Giving weight to capital investment in contract pricing will result j
in greater attention to this factor by defense contractors.

3. Agreement reached at the end of negotiations represents a free will I
decision by both parties.

4. Radical changes to current policies are probably not required.

Evaluation Criteria:

I. Does the proposal F.dvance DoD's basic profit policy objective?

i 2. Does the proposal accord equitable Ereatment. Lo contraIctors? :

3. Can operating personnel understand and support the proposal?

4. Does the proposal avoid unnecessary complexities?

S. Is the administrative etfort involved reasonably .ommensurate with

the proportion that p>tofii bears to tie total contrnct pricel
V11- 2 =



To be responsive to our charter and fortified with the knowledge gathered

from exposing early drnft policy changes to both Gov- iment and Industry

personnel, the Profit '76 Policy Group settled on a proposei final policy

package as follows: i

1. Recognize capital (facilities) as a real and essential ingredient

of contract performance: I
a. Uniformly compensate contractors for the time value of facilities

capital employed at an imputed interest rate associated with a risk free

investment. Treat this imputed interest as an allowable contract cost and I
reimburse it as such.

b. Recognize that a special risk attaches to capital investments made

for defense purposes Provide contractors the opportunity to earn profit

to compensate for that risk in the same general manner that they are given an

opportunity to earn profit to compensate for the cost risks they assume. I
Tailor the extent of profit opportunity to the degree of risk associated with

facilities capital employed in support of a given contract.

2. Emphasize effort and risks as profit determinants rathler than contract

costs to dispel the "cost plus a percentage of cost" connotation associated

with the current profit policy.

3. Recognize productivity as a factor in establishing the profit objective

for an instant contract. The benefit of good past performance to a new

future contract is difficult to measure. Reliance on cost/performance

incentives in the instant contract should be the yardstick to determine profit

earned on the basis of demonstrated performance during the instant contract.

The prcposed revised policy focuses on a contractor's effort, assumption of

risk and degree of facility investment. This 4 as should be to instill the

proper motivation for overall cost efficiency on the part of the defense

coummunity.
VII-3



Based on the foregoing considerations, the policy group, developed,

coordinlated and promulgated the following Defense Procurement

Circular (DPC) 76-3 which sets forth the revised policy.
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, DEFENSE PROCUREMENT CIRCULAR

1 SEPTEf1LEP 1976 NUMBER 76-3

This Defense Procurement Circular is issued by direction of the Assist-
ant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) pursuant to the
authority contained in 5 U. S. Code 301, 10 U. S. Code 2202, DOD Direc-
tive No.512.2.22, and ASPR 1-106.

All Armed Services Procurement Regulation material and other directive
material published herein is effective 1 October 197C.

Unless otherwise indicated in the introductory language preceding an
item, each item in this Circular shall remain in effect until the ef-
fective date of that subsequent ASPR revision which incorporateL, the
item, or until specifically canceled.

Reproduction authorized,

Item Title PaE

I Profit, Including Fees Under Cost Reimbursement

Type Contracts I

II Calculation and Application of Facilities Capital

Employed 21
III Cost of Money for Facilitien Capital Employed as

an Allowable Cost 29
IV Supplementary Instructions for Use of DD Form 633 1i
V Incurred Costs - Progress Payments 32

VI DD Form 1547 - Weighted Guidelines Profit/Fee
Objective 33

VII DD Form 1861 - Contract Facilities Capital/Cost
of Money 35

VIII Example of Application ot New Profit Policy 33
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Executive Summary

The purpose of this Defense Procurement Circular is to promulgate
significant changes to Department of Defense profit and pricing policy
for negotiated contracts. The changes announced herein are based upon
a study of the profitability of Defense contractors in which the Army, .1
Navy. Air Force, Deft rse Supply Agency, other Government agencies,
and industry played ms'or roles. The study, entitled Profit '76, was
conducted at the direction of the Deputy Secretary of Defense and was

lcd by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and
Logistics).

The most important changes concern contractor investment. Over the
last several years, the level of contractor facility investment in Depart-
ment of Defense contracts has been considerably lower than in comparable
commercial endeavors, even after taking into account government-furnished
facilities and equiDment. The reasons for conta-cto- reluctance to invest

in modern machinery and equipment for use on DoD contracts are many
and varied, but it is clear that some are rooted in present procurement J
policy which fails to recognize adequately, (either in profit or as an i
allowable cost) the facility investment which may be required for efficient 7
operation. Accordingly, two important changes are being made. The first I
provides that the imputed cost of capital for facility investment (measured
in accordance with CAS 414) will be considered allowable on most negotiatod
DoD contracts which are priced on the basis of cost analysis. Procedures

are established so that on the average the contracting officer's pre-
negotiation profit objective takes into account (and offsets) the cost in-
crease attributable to the imputed cost of facility capital. The second
change profides that the level of facility investment will be recognized
by DoD contracting officers in reaching a pre-negotiation profit objective
under the weighted guidelines method. The relative weight of this factor

in the pre-negotiation profit objective calculation is modest; in the future
it will likely be increased after industry has had some opportunity to adjust
its invest at patterns. It is anticipated that these policy changes will
htelp remc obstacles to cost-reducing facility investment decisions by I
industry. /

Other changes of consequence contained in this DPC include the following:

Contract estimated cost receives less emphasis as a profit
determinant.
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A greater spread in profit is established to recognize the difference
in risk *jetween cost reimbursable and fixed price type contracts. I

Productivity improvement'# are introduced as a modest profit factor
so as to further the principle that reduced costs will lead to increased
earnings.

Past performance as a prolit determinant has been deleted from the
weighted guidelines. No objective measure of past peiformance exists
and the use of this fa,-tor has been erratic and of little significance in
arriving at a negotiated profit. rhis factor will, however, continue to i
he used in the source selection process.)
This Defense Procurement Circular is promulgated with the expectation
that the revised policies will lead to the establishment of more equitable
profit objectives on DoD contracts and that cont'actors will respond to
the incentives created to reduce hardware costs through facility invest-
ments. The Secretary of Defense has requested that all echelons of
qomrnrand, and in particular, cuzitracting officers give this policy their
full support.

SFRANK A SHRONTZ
Assistant cvecreiary of Defsns-

(Instatlalu6 1s and Lo-i.ti cs)

) i

Jf

It 7
I1

I1
I
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rrEM I -- PROFIT. INCLUDING FEE UNDER COST REIMBURSEMENT TYPE CONTRACTS

This Item supersedes ASPR 3-808 and Item XXIII of DPC 75-1
dated 30 July 1975.

3-808 revises the Department of Defense's profit policy. The
revised profit policy does not alter the principal procurement
objective to obtain a quality product, delivered on schedule at a
reasonable price. It does, however, revise the factors to be used
in establishing the profit component of price and makes these
guidelines mandatory when negotiating certain contracts. The pur-
pose of the revised policy is to determine a profit objective that
is based on a combination of cost, risk and facilities investment
factors. It is fully intended and expected that implementation of
this revised policy will alter previous norms for defense profits
when applied to individual procurement actions. Past profit evalua-
tion practices should not be carried forward and allowed to hinder
the fulfillment of these intentions and expectations.

The revised profit policy continues to use the same basic
evaluation technique employed in ... original wuig.d guidelines.
However, significant revisions have been made not only to the profit
determinants but also to the weight mix and weight ranges. Further,
primary emphasis has been placed on evaluating the at fort, risk and
facilities investment associated with the procurement. Quantifica-
tion of these factors in the form of a dollar profit objective should
be the dirivative of a thorough evaluation of the current procurement
action.

Past rerformance, Sources of Resources, and Special Achievement,
have been deleted as profit elements. Facilities Investment has been
added to the basic profit evaluation process. Retained are the
elements of Materials, Engineering Labor and Overhead, Manufacturing J
Labor and Overhead and General Administration. "Speccial Factors" -
which include Foreign Military Sales, Productivity (o new item),
Independent Development, and Other Factors, complete the revised
guidelines. These special factors, when present, can result in aii
add-on to the basic profit objective.

The relative weight r ix of the major profit determinants has been
revised. Under the policy in effect since January 1964 the prenugotla-
tion profit objective determinants were as follows: (I) Contractor's
Input to Total Performance (65% of Total); (Wi) Contractor's Assumption
of Contract Cost Risk (30% of Total); and (iII) all other factors (5% I
of Total). Under this revised policy the breakdown is as follows:

VIII
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)
p(i`) rnntvitCkr Efffort (50% of Total), (it) Cost Rick (A0% of Total),

and (iii) Investment (10% ot lotal). An adjt',tment factor (.7) has
been established for Contractor Effort so that the same adminiettacive
procedures can be used in determining the profit objective for this
area but to scale it from 65% down to 50%. Weight ranges for types
of coatracts have been revised to effect an increase in the relative
weight to be given to cost risk in establishing the overall profit
objective.

It is contemplated that the 10% relative weight assigned to
"Investment" will be reevaluated in the future with the view of
increasing it. A period of time will be allowed to give the Defense
Industry mr opportunity to examine end adjust its facilities invest-
ment policies and practices. Issuance of a Cost Accounting Standard
pertaining to operating capital could be a major factor in the timing
of such a reevaluation.

)
iI

)
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3-808 Prof-it, includini Fees Under Cost-ReimbursemenLt
Contracts.

3-808.1 Policy.
(a) General. It is the policy of the Department of Defense to

utilize profit to stimulate efficient contract performance. Protlit
generally is the basic motive of business enterprise. The Government
and defense contractors should be concernec with harnessing this motive
to work for more effective and economical contract performance. Nego-
tiation of very low profits, the uý.. of historical averages, or the
automatic application of a predetermined percentage to the total esti-
mated cost of a product, does not provide the motivation to accomplish
such performance. Furthermore, low average profit rates on defense
contracts overall are detrimental to the r'ublic interest. Effeccive

national defense in a free enterprise economy requires that the beat
industrial capabiliries be attracted to defense contrats. These
capabilities will be driven away from the defense market if defense
contracts are characterized by low profit opportunities. Con,'e-
quently, negotiations aimed merely at reducing prices by reducing
profits, with no realization of the function of profit cannot be con-
doned. For each contract in which profit is negotiated as a separate
element of the contract price, the aim of negotiation should be to
employ the profit motive so as to impel effective contract performance
by which overall costs are economically controlled. To LhIs ead, the
profit objective must be fitted to the circumstances of the particular
procurement, giving due weight to each of the effort, risk, facilities
investment and special factors set forth in this 3-808. This will
result in a wider range of profits which, in many crses, will be
significantly higher than previous norms.

(b) Contracts Priced on the Basis of Cost Analysis. When cost
analysis is performed pursuant to 3-807.2, profit consideration shall
be in accordance with the objectives set forth beloo.•

The Government should establish a profit objective for contract
negotiations which will:

(1) motivate contractors to undertake more difficult
-4ork requiring higher skills and reward those who
do so;

(ii) allow the contractor an opportunity to earn profics
commensurate with the extent of tlhe cosL risk ho is
willing to Aast.me;

(iii) motivate contractors to provide their own facilities
and financing and establb their competence through
development work undertaken at their own risk and
reward those who do so; and

(iv) reward contractors for productivity Increases.
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The weighted guidelines method set forth in 3-808.2 below for
establishing profit objectives is designed to provide reasonably
precise guidance in applying these principles. This method,
properly applied, will tailor profits to the circumstances of each
contract In such a way that long range cost reduction objectives
will be fostered, and a spread of profits will be achieved which is
commensurate with varying circumstances.

(c) Contracts Priced Without Cost A!aly._ . On many contracts
and subcontracts, good pricing does not roquiro an examination into
costs and profits. Whore adequate price competition exists and in
other situatious where coat analysis is not required (sae 3-807),
fixed-price type contracts will be awarded to the lowest responsible
offerors without regard to the amount of their prifits. Under these
circumstances, the profit which is anticipated, or in fact earned,

) should rot be of concern to the Government, In surh caseh , if a
low offeror earns a large profit, it should ho considered the normal
reward of officiency in a competitive system and efforts should not

) be made to reduce such profits.
3-SS. ci A r.tc uleie1 Method

(a) General. A
W(' The weighted guidelines method provides contracting

officers with (I) a technique that will insure consideration of the
relative value of the appropriate rrofit factors described in 3-808.4
in the establishment of a profit objective and the conduct of negotia-
tions; and (ii) a basis for documentation of this objective, including
an explanation of any significant departure from this objective in
reaching a final agreement. The contracting officer's analysis of
these profit factors is based on Information available to him prior
to negotiations. Such information is furnished in proposals, audit
data, performance reports, pre-award surveys and the like. The
weighted guidelines method shall he used in all Lontr:'cts where
cost analysis is performed except as sot forth in (b) below.

(2) The contractor's proposal will include cost informa-
tion for evaluation and a total profit figure. Contractors shall
not bu required to submit. the detail of their profit objettives but
they shall not be prohibited from doing so if they desire. Il,.borate
and voluminous presentations are neither required nor desired and may
judicate a low index of cost effectiveness, which fact itself should
be taken into consideration by the contracting officer.

(3) The negotiation process does not contemplate or
require agreement on either estimated cost elements or profit ele-
ments, although the details of analysis and evaluation may be
discusscd in the fact-findirg phmns, of the negotiation. If the

V 11-l3
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differenlce bptween tho contractor'n profit objective and the-
contracting officer's protit objective is relatively amall. nodiscussion of individual factors may be necessary. If the

negotiating parttev' objectives ore relatively far apart, a die.-
closure of weighitings and rationale by both• parties may be made

concerning the total assigned to contractot effort, enntractor
risk, facilities investmunt and special factors. by thus develop-
lug a mutual understanding of the logic of the respective positions,
an orderly progression to final agreement should result. Simultane-
oua, not sequential, agreement will bu reached on cost, any
incentive profit-sharing formulas, or limitation on profits, and
price. The profit objective is a part of an overall negotiation
objective which, as a going-in objective, bears a distinct rela-
tLionship to the targoiL coat objective and any proposed sharing
arrangemont. Since the profit ia merely one of several interrelated
variablts, the Government negotiator shall not c(,plete the profit
negotiation without simultaneously agreeing on the uther variables.
Specific agreement on the exact weights or values of the Individual
factors is not required and should not be attempted.

(b) Ex• .
(1) tinder the following listed circumstancon, othor methods

for establishing profit objectives tray be used. (Cnerallv. it 1i expoctod
that -iuch methoda will accomplIsh the two features of the weightod guido-
lines methods set forLh in (a)(1) above. Where methods other than the
woightod guideltinos dra ousd to ostablish a profit objective, an
appropriate roduction in the profit objective will Ie made to compennate
for the amount of facilities capital cost of nonev allowod in accordanco
with l-2105.50.

(i) Architact-engtneering contracts;
(Li) personal or profetsaional service contracts;
(I Il) mausagement contracts, e.g., for hw~i-.enanco

or opuration of Government tacilitles;
(iv) termination settlements;

(v) engineering services, labor-hour, time-and-
material, and overhaul contracts providing
for payment on a man-hour, man-day or man-
month basis, and where the contribution by
the contractor coft situtes lhO furnishing
of personnel rather than the output of an
intograted rv:€soarch, engineeorlng, or flianti-

foctur fing organizac ion;

(vi) coSt-reimbursement construction contracts;
and

(vit) cost-plus-award-fee contracts.
(2) Other exceptions may be nmde in the negottatiun of

contracts presenting unusual pricing situatittGs when spe, ifically
auLhorized by the Ilead of a Procuring Activity Such exceptiunn

Vl I- 12
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@hall be juetified in writing and a tthori•.od only in sltuations
where the weighted guidelines method is determined to be unsuitable.

(c) Limitation. In the ovei t thin or any other method would
result in eatnblinhin8 a fee objective in violation of limitations
established by statute or this rog~tition, the maxittim fte objective
sholl ho the percentage allowed pursuant to such limnitations. (Sea
3-405.) ýb local adminitrrativo ceilings on profit shall he
permit ted.

3-80S.3 Profit Ob..ecttve.
(a) A profit objective It chat part of the estimated contract

price objective or value which, In tho judgment of the contracting
officer, is appropriate for the procruroment being considered, cover-
Ing the profit or foo element or the price objective. ThtI objective
should realistically reflect the total overall task to be performed
and the requirements placed on the contractor. Prior to the negotia-
tion of a contract. change order, or contract modification, whoret
cost analysis is undertaken, the negotiator shall develop a profit
objective. The weighted guidelinos metlhnd, If applicable, shall be
used for developing thia profit Qbjective. If a change or modifica-
tion in o! a relativaly saml' dollar amount and io banically the same
type of work as required in the basic contract. the application of
the IMWeighted Aulddlited method will gvieroillv iereult In it profit
obj ecLive similar to the profit objective in the basic contract, nd
thirefore this basic rate may be appliod to the contract change or
modificntion. However, in cases where the change or modification
:alla for substantially difforent work, then the basic contract
prolit and the contractor's effort may le radically chanuad and a
detailed analysts is necessary. Also. If the dollar amount of the
change or contract modification is vary significant in comparison
to the contract dollar amount, a detailed analysis ahould be MA.A.

(b) Development of a profit objective ahould not begin until
after a thorough (i) review of proposed contract work. (11) review
of all available knowledge regarding the contractor, pursuant to
Section 1, Part 9, including capability reports, audit data, pre-
award survey toports and financial statements, as appropriate; And
(Oit) analysis of the contrac. 'r's cost estilwte and comparison with
the CovtramnntLeg cmtJ,nate- at p'oject~on of cost.

(c) Where wevthoda uther than tho woighted gktidol ltea are
usod to 0stablish a profit. objectvea, an appropriate reduction in
"the profit objective will h1 made to compensate bor the amoett ut
facilitios capital co:;t of money allowed in accordatcC with
15-205.50.

1-808.4 I're Ilt Flactors.
(a) te following factors shall be considered fi all

clson in which profit 1s to be specifically negotiateld.
rho weight rangoA: listed aftor each factor vh~ill lhe t-ed Il
Lll insuanacesi where, the weighted ituldtteline., 1 atihod is lifed,
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(b) Under the weighted guidelines ,.ethod the contracting
officer shall first measure the "Contractor's Effort" by the assign-
ment of a profit percentage within the designated weight ranges to
each element of .ontract cost recognized by the contracting officer.
Although certain classifications of acceptable cost, including travel,
subsistence, facilities, test equipment, special tooling, federal
manufacturers excise taxes, and royalty expenses, may have been
historically excluded from the base upon which profit has been com-
puted, they shall not be excluded when using the weighted guidelines
method.

Not to be ini1luded for the computation of profit as part of the
cost base is the amount calculated for the cost of money for facili-
ties capital. A complete discussion of how this cost is determined
and how it will be applied and administered is set forth in 3-1300.

(c) The suggested categories under the Contractor's Effort
are similar to those on the Contract Pricing Proposal (DD Form 633).
Often individual proposals will be in a different format; but since
tLese categories are broad and basic, they provide sufficient guidance
to evaluate all other items of cost.

(d) After the contracting ofticer has computed a total dollar
protit fcr the Contractor's ElIu 1fL, t: h:1141 then add th.4c specific
profit dollars assigned for cost risk, facilities investment risk, and
special factors. Weighted Guidelines Profit/Fct- Objective (DD Form
1547) is to be used, as appropriate, to •aci;itate the calculation
of this profit objective. (See F-200.1547.)

(e) The weighted guidelines method was designed for arriving
at profit or fee objectives for other than nonprofit organizations.
However, if appropriate adjustments are w Je to reflect differences
betweL;i profit and nonprofit organizations, the weighted guidelines
method can be ased as a basis for arriving at fee objectives for non-
profit organizations. Therefore, the policy of the Department of
Defense is to use the weighted guidelines method, as modified in (2)

* below, to establish [ee objectives which will stimulate efficient
contract performance and attract the best capabilities of nonprofit
organizations to defense oriented activities. The modifications
should noL be applied as deductions against historical fee levels,
but rather, to the fee objective for such a contract as calculated
under the weighted guidelines method.

(1) For purposes of this subparagraph, nonprofit organiza-
tions are defined as those business eittities organized and operated
exclusively for charitable, sci.•ucific ur educational purposes, nu
paic of the net earnings of which inure u) the benefit of any private
shared ler or individual, no su'bstanr'ial part of the activities of
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which is carrying on propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence
legislation or participating in any political campaign on behalf of
any candidate for public office, and which are exempt from Federal
income taxation under Section 501 of the Internal Revenue Code. X

(2) For contracts with nonprofit organizations where
fees ate involved, the following adjustments are required in the
weighted guidelines method.

(i) A special factor of -1% shall be assigned in

all cases.
(ii) The weight range under "Contractor Cost Risk"

shall be -1% to 0% in lieu of 0% to 8% for
contracts with those nonprofit organizations
or elements thereof identified by the Secre-
tary of Defense or the Secretary of a
Department (or their respective designees)
as receiving sustaining support on a cost-
plus-a-fixed-fee basis from a particular

Department or Agency of the Department of
Defense.

(f) In making his judgment of the value of each factor, tIe
contracting officer should be governed by the definition, description,
and purpose ot the factors together with considerations for evaluating
them as set forth herein.

3-808.5 Contractor Effort.
(a) General. This factor is a measure of how much the contractor

himself is expected co contribute to the overall effort necessary to
meet the contract performance requirements in an efficient manner. This
factor, which is apart from the contractor's responsibility for contract
performance, takes into account what resources are necessaLy and what
the contractor himself must do to accomplish a conversion of ideas and
materials into the final product called for In the contract. This is a
recognition that within a given performance output, or within a given
sales dollar figure, necessaiy efforts on the part of individual con.-
tractors can vary widely in both ,,alte and quantity, And that the profit
objective should reflect the exteat and nature of the contractor's con-
tribution to total performance. The evaluation of this factor requires
an analysis of the cost content of 'the proposed contract as follows.

(b) Material Acquisition (Subcontracted Items, Pdrchased Parts
and Other Material). Analysis of these cost items shall include an
evaluation of the managerial and technical effort necessary to obtain
the required purchased parts, subcontracted items, and other materials,
including special tooling. This evaluation shall include consideration
of the number of orders and suppliers, and whether established sources
are available or new sources must be developed. The con racting offi-
cer shall also determine whethei the contractor will, for example,
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)
obtain the material and tooling by routine orders from readily available
supplies (particularly those of substantial value in relation to the
total contract cost), or by detailed subcontracts for which the prime
contractor will be required to develop complex specifications involving
creative design or close tolerance manufacturing requirements. Con-
sideration should be given to the managerial and technical efforts
necessary for the prime contractor to administer subcontracts, and
select subcontractors, including efforts to break out subcontracts
from sole sources, through the Introduction of competition. These
determinations should be made f-- purchased of raw materials or basic
commodities, purchases ýf proci.ssed material including all types of
components of standard or near standai' characterListics, and purchases
of pieces, assemblies, subassemblies, special tooling and other prod-
ucts special to the end-item, In the application of this criterion
it should be recognized rhAt the contribution of the prime contractor
to his purchasing program m:{.4t be s'xbstantial. This might be applica-
ble in the management of subcoatracting programs 4, ilving many
sources, involving new complex components and maentation, in-
complete specificationi, and close surveillane the prime con-
tractor's representative. Recognized costs p ad as direct
material costs such as scrap charges shall b-. -. ted as ma•terial
for profit evaluation. If intracompany -. ,s ex• cre accepted at
price, in accordance with 15-205.22(e), ''y &h.-] be evaluated as
material. Other intracompany transfers '1 ý*., evaluated by indi-
vidual components of cost, i.e., mate tz and overhead.
Normally the lowest unadjusted we r6c.1 material is 2%.
A weighting of lass than 2% would be ap1;,L&_L..ate only in unusual
circumstances when there is a minimal contribution by the contractcz.

(c) Conversion (Engineering and Mfanufacturing Labor). Analysis
of thf engineering iAbor and mantufacturing labor ittms of the cost
content of the cont':act should include evaluation of the comparati..ve
quality and level of the engineering talents, manufacturing skills
and experience to be employed, In evaluating engineering labor for
the purpose of assigning profit dollars, consideration should be
given to the amount of notable scientific talent or unusual or
scarce engineering talent needed in contrast to journeyman engineer-
S ing effort or supporting personnel. The diversity, or lack thereof,
of scientific and engineering specialtien required for contract
performance and the corresponding need for engineering supervision
and coordination should be evaluated. Similarly, the •iety of
manufacturing labor skills required and the contract manpower
resources for meeting these requirements should be ...dered.

V 1
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(d) General Management (Overhea' and G&A).
(1) Analysia of these overh.ead items of cost includes the

evaluation of the make-up of these expenses and how much they con-
tribute to contract performance. This analysis should include a
determination of the amount of labor within these overhead pools and
how this labor would be treated if it were considered as direct labor
under the contract. The allocable labor elements should be given the
same profit consideration that they would receive if they were treated
as direct labor. The other elements of these overhead pools should be
evaluated to determine whether they are routine expenses such as utili-
ties, depreciation, and maintenance, and hence given lesser profit
consideration, or whether they are significant contributing elements.
The composite of the individual determinatiorsin relation to the ele-
ments of the overhead pools will be the profit consideration given the
pools az a whole. The procedure for assigning relative values to these
overhead expenses differs from the method used in assigning values of
the direct labor. The upper and lower limits assignable to the direct
labor are. absolute. In the case of overhead expenses, individual
expenses may be assigned values outside the range as long as the
composite ratio is within the range.

(2) It is not necessary that the contractor's accounting
system break down his overhead expenses within the classification of
engineering overhead, manufacturing overhead, and general and adminis-
trative expenses unless dictated otherwise by Cost Accounting Standards
(CAS). The contractor whose accounting system only reflects one over-
head rate on all direct labor need not change his system (if CAS
exempt) to correspond with the above classifications. The contracting
officer in his evaluation of such a contractor's overhead rate could
break out the applicable sections of the composite rate which could be
classified as engineering overhead, manufacturing overhead and general
and administrative expenses and follow the appropriate evaluation
technique.

(3) There is a critical factor that should be considered
in the determination of profit in this area. Management problems
surface in various degrees and the management expertise , xercised to
solve them should be considered as an element of profit. For example,
a new program for an item which is on the cutting edge of the state of
the art will cause more problems, require more managerial time, and
abilities of a higher order than one which is a follow-on contract.
If new contracts create more problems and require a higher profit
weight, follow-ons should be adjusted downward as many of the problems
should have been solved. In any event an evaluation should be made
of the underlying managerial effort involved on a case by case basis.
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(4) it may not be necessary for the contracting officer
to make a separate profit evaluation of overhead expenses in connection
with each procurement action for substantially the same product with the
same contractor. Where an analysis of the profit weight to be assigned
to the overhead pool has been made1 that weight assigned may be used for
future procurements with the same contractor until there is a change in
the cost composition of the overhead pool or the contract circumstances,
or the factors discussed in (3) above are involved.

3-808.6 Contract Cost Risk.
(a) General. This factor reflects the policy of the Department

of Defense that contractors bear an equitable share of contract cost
risk and to compensate thenm for the assumption of that risk. A con-
tractor's risk associated with costs to perform under a Government
contract is usually minimal under cost reimbursement type contracts.)However, as procurements progress from Basic Research through Follow-
on Production and Supply contracts the use of increased contractor
risk assumption type con'tracts is appropriate for increasing the
contractor's responsibility for performance. The generally accepted
progression of the procurement spectrum ranging from. Basic Research
through Supply procurements and from cost to firm fixed price con-
tracts is shown below:

Type of Effort Type of Contract
(I) Basic Research Cost, CPFF
(2) Applied Research Cost, CPFF
(3) Exploratory Development Cost, CPFF
(4) Advanced Development CPFF, CPAF
(5) Engineering Development CPFF, CPAF, CPIF
(6) Operationa. System Development CPIF, CPAF, FPI
(7) First Production FPI
(8) Follow-on Production FPI, FFP
(9) Supply FFP

Research and the various categories of development are defined in ASPR
Section IV.4 In developing the pre-negotiation profit objective the contracting
officer will need to strongly consider the type of contract anticipated
to be negotiated and the contractor risk associated therewith when
selecting the position in the weight range for profit that is appro-
priate for the risk to be borne by the contractor. This factor should
be one of the most important in arriving at pre-negotiation profit
objectives.
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(b) Evaluation of Contractor's Assumption of Contract Cost Risk.
(1) Evaluation of this risk requires a determination of

(i) the degree of cost responsibility the contractor assumes. (ii) the
reliability of the cost estimates in relation to the task assumed, and
(iii) the complexity of the task assumed by the contractor. This
factor is specifically limited to the risk of contract costs. Thus,
such risks on the part of the contractor as reputation, losing a com-
mercial market, risk of losing potential profits in other fields, or
any risk on the part of the purchasing activity, such as the risk of
not acquiring an effective weapon are not within the scope of this
f actor.

(2) The first and basic determination of the degree of
cost responsibility assumed by the contractor is related to the
sharing of total risk by contract cost by the Government and the
contractor through the selection of contract type. The extremes
are a cost-plus-fixed-fee contract requiring only that the contractor
use his best efforts to perform a task, and a firm fixed-price con-
tract for a complex item. A cost-plus-fixed-fee contract would'
reflect a minimum assumption of cost responsibility, whereas a firm
fixed-price contract would reflect a complete assumption of cost
responsibility.

(3) The second determination is that of the reliability
of the cost estimates. Sound price negotiation requires well-defined
contract objectives and reliable cost estimates. Prior production
experience assists the contractor in preparing reliable cost esti-
mates on new procurements for similar equipment. An excessive cost
eatimate reduces the possibility that the cost of performance will
exceed the contract price, thereby reducing the contractor's assump-
tion of contract cost risk.

(4) The third determl tatlon is that of the difficulty
of the contractor's task. The cot.tractor's task can be difficult
or easy, regardless of the type of contract.

(5) Contractors are likely to assume greater cost risk
only if contracting officers objectively analyze the risk incident
to propojed con.,tractL-s and are willing to compensate contractors forit. Generally, a cost-plus-fixed-fee contract would not justify a

reward for risk in excess of 1%, nor would a firm fixed-price con-
tract justify a reward of less than 6%. Where proper contract type
selection has been made the reward for risk by contract type would
usually fall into the following percentage ranges:
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)Type of Contract....and .... Percentage Ranges
Cost-Plus-Fixed Fee ...... ... 0 to .%
Cost-Plus-Incentive-Fee ............... . ito 3%
Fixed-Price-Incentive ................................ 3 to 6%
Firm-Fixed-Price ... ............. .. ....... .. .... . 6 to 8%

&. These ranges may not be appropriate for all pro-
curement situations. For instance, a fixed-price-incentive contract
which is closely pricea with a low ceiling price and high incentive
share may be tantamount to a firm fixed-price contract. In this
situation, the contracting officer might determine that a basis
exists for high confidence ia the reasonableness of the estimate,
and that litrle opportunity exists for cost reduction without extra-
ordinary efforts. On the _ -her hand, a contract wit., a htigh ceiling
and low incent'.ve formula could be considered to contain cost-plus-
incentive-fee contract features. In this situation the contracting
officer might determine that the Government is retaining mu- ¾ of the
contract cost responsibility and that the risk assumed by the con-) tractor is minimal. Similarly, if a cost-plus-incentive-fee contract
includes an unlimited downward (negative) fee adjustment on cost
control, it could be comparable to a fixed-price-incentive contract.

) In such a pricing environment the contracting officer may determine
that the Government has transferred a greater amount of cost responsi-
bility to the contractor than is typical under a normal cost-plus-
incentive-fee contract.

b. The contractor's subcontracting program may have
a sign4 ficant impact on the contractor's acceptance of risk under a
contract form. Lt could cause risk to increase or decrease in terms
of both cost and performance. This consideration should be a part of
the contracting officer's overall evaluation in selecting a factor to
apply for cost risk. It may be determined, for instance, that the
prime contractor has effectively transferred real cost risk to a sub-) contractor and the contract cost risk evaluation may, as a result,
be below the range which would otherwise apply for the contract type
being proposed. It would be expected that this situation would be
found to exist only in a very few extraordinary procurement situations
under circumstances of (i) a follow-on production contract, in which
a very substantial portion of the total contract costs represents a
single subcontract or a very few subcontracts, (ii) the fullest incentive

Y• reward and penalty feature on cost performance having been passed by the
prine to the subcontractor. In a procurement action in which all of
these circumstanues are found to exist, a lower than usual profit weight
may appropriately be applied to the aggregate of all recognized
costs including the subcontract portion. The contract cost risk
evaluation should not be lowered, however, merely on the basis that
a substantial portion of the contract costs represents subcontracts
without any substantial transfer of contractor's risk, since this
could result eventually in a lessening of the amount of work let onsubcontracts.
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_.' In making a contract cost risk evaluation in
a procurement action that involves definitization of a letter
contract, unpriced change orders and unpriced orders under BOA's,
consideration should be given to the effect on total contract
cost risk as a result of having partial performance before
definitization. Under some circumstances it may be reasoned that
the total amount of cost risk has been effectively reduced. Under
other circumstances it may be apparent that the contractor's cost
risk remained substantially unchanged. To be equitable the deter-
mination of a profit weight for application to the total of all
recognized costs, both those incurred and those yet to be expended,
must be made with consideration to all attendant circumstances, not
just be the portion of costs incurred, or percentage of work com-
pleted, prior to definitization.

3-808.7 Facilities Capital Investment. This element relates
to the consideration to be given in the profit objective in recog-
nition of the investment risk associated with the facilities
employed in the performance of a contract. Six to 10 percent of
the net book value of facilities capital allocated to the contract
is tlhe normal ra- �.of "•-h.lg.. f.or .thi pzolit L'actor. The key
factors that the contracting officer should consider in evaluating
this risk and in selecting a weight within the percentage range of
6 to 10 are MI wh~ether the facilities are general purpose or

special purpose items, (ii) the age of the facilities, (iii) the
undepreciated value of the facilities, and (iv) the relationship
of the remaining write-off life of the investment and the length
of the program(s) or contract(s) on which the facilities are em-
ployed. Separate evaluation shall be made of existing and new
facilities investments in arriving at a composite weight for this
profit factor,

(a) Existing Facilities. That portion of the facilities
capital to be employed on the contract which represents prior
investments would normally fall in the lower half of the range,
i.e., between 6-8. Within this range general purpose equipment
with a small undepreciated value which can be used for continuing
follow-on defense work or for commercial work should receive less
weight. Special purpose equipment should receive greater weight
depending upon the unrecovered val'ie in relation to its future
utility.

(b) New Investments. Facility investments to be made
during the course of the contract would normally fall in the

upper half of the range, i.e., 8-10. To assist in evaluating
this element, the contracting officer should request the con-
tractor to submit reasonable evidence that the new facilities are
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-) part of an approved investment plan, and achievable benefits to
the Government will result from the investment. New industrial
facilities and equipment which (i) are to be procured by the con-
tractor primarily for Defense business, (ii) have a long service
life, (iii) have a limited economic life due to limited alternative
uses, and (iv) reduce the total life cycle cost of the products
produced for the DoD should receive maximum weight. To the extent
that the new Investment represents routine replacement of existing
assets, a lesser weight should be assigned.

3-808.8 Special Factors.
(a) Foreign Military Sales Effort. Contractors actively

engaged in the development of foreign markets for military items
frequently exert sales efforts and assume risks beyond the normal
risks recognized in the weighted guidelines method. In such cases,
in connection with procurements for Foreign Military Sales (FnS),
it is appropriate to recognize outstanding sales effort in the
foreign markets and attendant risks by a special profit factor to
be considered within the weighted guidailnes in arriving at a profit
objective. nine to four percent of recognized costs is established'
as the normal range of value for this profit factor. The criteria
for selection of the specific percentage shall be based upon such
factors as the contractor demonstrating that he has (I) Initiated
the sale or expended efforts lu furthering the sale, (ii) assumed
responsibility for the product after delivery beyond that which
may be priced in the contract, or (iiI) assumed other risks I
associated with the Foreign Military Sale. It Is not Intended that
this special profit factor be applied to all Foreign Military Sales,
but only In those cases when a contractor can demonstrate that
additional profit beyoud that normally recognized in the weighted
guidelines is warranted for that sale. This special profit factorshall not apply to Foreign Military Sales made from inventories

or stocks, to procurements for replenishment of inventories or I
stocks, or to procurements made under DoD Cooperative Logistic
Support Arrangements.

(b) Productivity.
(1) Ceneral, A key objective of the Department of

Defense profit policy is to reduce the cost of defonse preparedness
by incentivizing Defense Contractors' investment in modern cost-
reducing facilities and other improvements in efficiency.

To the extent that costs serve as the basis for
pricing (both cost and profit), success in reducing costs could
serve, in turn, to reduce profit dollars opportunity. For example,
a fixed price incentive type contract is typically used for the
first production contract of a major weapon system program. The
incentive to increase productivity and reduce cost within one con-
tract works against a contractor on follow-on production contracts
because the reduced level of cost becomes a part of tihe basis for
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pricing subsequent contracts. in order to mitigate the lost; of
profit dollars opportunity that occurs when costs are reduced due
to productivity gains, a special "ProductivIty Reward" may be
included in the pro-negotiation profit objective of a pending i
procurement under certain circumstances.

(2) Appkicabilit, Criteria. The "Productivity
Reward" may be applied when the following criteria are met:

(i) The pending procurement action involves a
follow-on production contract.

(ii) Reliable actual cost data is available
to establish a fair and reasonable cost
baseline.

(iii) Chiangeas made in the configuration
of tlhe Item being procured are not
of sufficient magnitude to Invalidate
price comparability.

(3) Implemaentation Procedures. The amount of pro-
ductivity reward for a given contract is based on the estimated
cost reduction which can be attributed to productivity gains.
Sot forth below are principles and procedures which apply to
estimating cost reductions and calculating the productivityreward,

i() The contractor shall prepare and
support the cost reduction estimato.(il) Trho overall contract cost deciaase 0

shall he based on eOtlmated decreases
measured at the unit cost level.

(iii) The lowest average unit cost (exclusive
of profit) for a preceding production
run shall usrve as the unit cost
baseline.

(Jv) A technliquu sbnhl be employod to determino
that portion of i:h1e cost decrease which is
attributable to productivity gains as
opposed to the effects of quantity differences
between the base contract and the pending
procurement action.

(v) Nhen the parties agree that the estimated
overall contract cost decrease is
materially affected by price level
differences between the base period and
the current point in time, an economic
price adjustment may be applied to the
estimate.

(vi) The productivity reward shall be
calculated by multiplying the contract
cost decrease due to productivity gains
by the base profit objective rate.
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(vil) The degree of review and validation
of the data supporting the productivity
reward calculation should be coumuensurate
with the materiality of this profit
element in relation to tho overall pricQ
objective.

There may be several methods advanced, by both contracting
officers and contractors, to quantify productivity gains. Anv
technique may be acceptable provided It takes into account
equitably the principles and procedures listed above.

(c) Independent Development. Contractors who devolop items
which have potential military application without Government assist-
ance are entitled to special profit conslderation on those items as
a special profit factor to be considered within the weighted guide-
lines in arriving at a profit objective. One to four pfjrcent of

)recognized cost Is .,.. d as aUe normal r-nge of valua for
this profiL factor. The critoria for soloction of the specific
percentage shall be the importance of the development in furthering
defense purposes, the demonstrable Initiative in determining the a
need and application of thle developmont, the e.xtent of tho con-
tractor's cost risk, and whether the devolopment :ost was recovered
directly or indirectly from ,;ovornment sources.

(d) Other Factors. A composito percentage weight within
the range of minus fivo percent to plus five perco.nt of the basic
profit objective may bo assigned to other factors in arriving at
the total profit objective. Those other profit factors, which
may apply to special circumstances or particular procuremonth, relate
to contractor participation in Small or Hinority Business, and Labor
Surplus Programs and to special situations Got specifically set
forth elsewhere in these guidelines. Program participation which
is rated as merely satisfactory should generally be assigned a
woight of iero. Evidence of oner~otic support may Justify a plus
weight and poor support a negative weight. Special situations
may be assigned either a plus or minus weight depending on the
particular circumstances of the procurement.

(1) Small Business Participation. The contractor's
policios and procedures which energetically support Government
small business programs pursuant to 1-707,1 and 1-332 should be
given favorable consideration. Any unusual effort which the con-
tractor displays in subcontracting with small concerns, partic,,-
larly for development type work likely to result in later produc-
tion opportunicles, and overall effectlveness of the contractorin subcontrecting with and furnishing nssistance to small concerns
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should be considered. Conversely, failuro or unwillingness on
the part of the contractor to support Covernmant smaLl busInna
policies should be viewed an evidence of poor performance for the
purpoae of establishing n profit objective.

(2) Labor Surplus Area Participation. A similar
raview and evaluation (as required tn (1) above) should be &ivan
to the contractor's policies and procedures supporting the Govern-
mont's Labor Surplus Ara Program pursuant to .1-805.1. Particular V
favorable considoration should be given to a contractor who
(i) mckos a significant effort to help find jobs and provide
training for the hardcore unamployed, or (it) promotes maximum
subcontractor utilization of certified aligible concerns, as
definud In 1-801.1.

(3) Special Situationo. Partlcukar procurement
situations may Jus•-Ty"ueo of a profrit factor other than those
specifically Identified in those guidelines. These situations
shall be Identified and the reason(s) for their use documented
in the records of price negotiation. Examples of such situations
includo contuactor oftort to oxploit additional production cout
roduction opportunitias or to Improve or develop noe' product/
manufacturing technologies to reduce production cost.
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g ITEM 11 -- CALCULATION A14D APPLICAZION OF FACILITIES CAPITAL EXPLOYRK

S3-1300 is a new Part which sets forth (1) guidelines for
estimating facilities capital employed in Individual procure-
mentam and (2) procaduroo for applirstlon to tits pricing, payment
end final seL10omenc a4p0c;t of tho procuremont.

Facilittes capital amployed has profit and coot applicatiotus.
In thin regard, the investment risk aspect of the facilities capital
employed is recoguized as a part of profit when the profit objective
la required to be ostabliahod 'In accordance with thi guidelinos eat
forth In Item I. This applicability bacoaos offectivy upon tho
receipt of this Circular. Coat of money for facilittt" capital as

I a coat Js hearltoi implaalmt;d in anticipation of the approval of
CAS 414. This now cost will be racognized in DoD procuremont no
of the affective data of CAS 414. Racoanition wlll ha alvan In
itoiao~iatad contracts which are piced n thOn basis of cast
analy ais.

V 2
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3-1300 Pa~~ttlition Cn.ptel Employed
3-1300,1 Policy
3-1300.2 Duflntioum. leuasurQment antd Allocetion
3-1300.3 Eutlmatin4 Buslness UtOL Tactlitiou Capital and

Coat or Konoy
ý-1300.4 Coixtract Facilities capItal Emtimates
3-1300.5 Pro-Award Facilities Capital Applications
3-1300.6 Contractual Covarage
3-13V0.7 Post Award Facilities Capital Appltcation,
3-1300.8 Administrative Protedures
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3-1300 Facilities Capital Employed.
3-1300.1 Policy.

(a) It is the policy of the Department of Defense to recognize
facilities capital employed as an element in establishing the price
of certain negotiated defense contracts when such contracts are
priced on the basis of cost analysis. The inclusion of this recog-
nition is intended to reward contractor investments, motivate increased
productivity and reduced costs through the use of modern manufacturing
technology, and to generate other efficiencies in the performance of
defense contracts. The recognition of contractor investments in the
development of the profit objective will result in a profit objective
based on a combination of effort, risk, and investment factors.

(b) Separate recognition shall be given to the cost of
capital and the special risk associated with the facilities
capital employed for defense contract purposes.

(l) The risk aspect of facilities capital employed shall
be recognized as a part of profit when the profit objective is
established in accordance with the guidelines set forth in 3-808.
(See bpecially 3--808.7.)

(2) Cost of money for facilities capita! will be recog-
nized as an allowable cost in those negotiated defense contracts
priced on the basis of cost analysis. (See 15-205.50).

(c) Applicability. As of the effective date of this policy,
it shall apply to appropriate new contracts and modifications to
existing contracts. This policy shall rot apply to contracts or
amendments thereto which precede its effective date.

3-1300.2 Defini tions, Measurement and Allocation. Cost Xccounting
Standard (CAS) No. 414, "Cost of Money as an Element of the Cost of
Fazilities Capital," incorporated in ASPR Appendix 0, establishes
criteria for the mnasurement and allocation of the cost of capital
committed to facili.ties, as an element of contract cost for histori-
cal cost determ-Inrtion purposes. Important features of the CAS are
its definitions, techniques for application, and a prescribed Form
CASB-CMF with instructions. This Part adopts the techniques of CAS
414 as the approved method of ineasurement and allocation of facilities
cost of mouey to overhead pools at the husiness unit level, and adds
only such supplementary procedures as are nec•ssary to extend those
techniques to contract forward pricing and administration purposes.
Therefore, these procedures are intended to be completely compatible
with, and an extension of, the definitions, criteria and techniques
of CAS 414. Contractors who computerize their financial. data are
encouraged to meet the requirements of both CAS 414 and this Part
from the 8ame data bank and programs.
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3-1300.3 Estimating Business Unit Facilities Capital and Cost
of Monoy.

(a) Two methods are described below for estimating contract
facilities capital to be employed and the related cost of money, a
"historical" method and a "projected" method. Both use the tech- •

niques of CAS 414 and Form CASB-CMF to develop Facilities Capital
Cost of Money Factors (CMF) by overhead pools at the business unit
level, and then use those factors to estimate Contract Facilities
Capital Cost of Muiety and Contract Facilities Capital Employed on
DD Form 1861. The principal differences in the two methods of
estimating are 'i) the time periods used as a data base, and
(ii) the number of Forms CASB-CMF required.

(b) The "historical" method uses business unit facilities
capital data from the contractor's latest completed cost accounting
period, and therefore uses exactly the same facilities values and
allocation bases as are required for retroactive cost determination
and/or repricing under CAS 414 and ASPR 15-205.50. This method of
estimating facilities capital to be employed, and the related cost
of money, assumes that the same relationships of average facilities
employed to allocation base uni ts of measure will continue to apply
over the contract performance period. It is especially appropriate
for a contractor who budgets each year's depreciation for new
facilities (a common practice), and therefore maintains a fairly
constant level of facilities net book value. It has the advantages
of (i) wqximum simplicity, and (ii) congruence with the retroactive
cost determinarion and repricing mentioned above. Therefore prompt
completion of one Form CASB-CMF immediately following completion of
each cost accounting period will serve the dual. purpose of retro-
active repricing under CAS 414, and forward pricing under this
Part. (c) The "projected" method uses the same Zorm CASB-CMF and
CAS 414 techniques, but draws its data from budgetary projections
for future time periods. Separate Forms CASB-CMF must be submitted
for each contractor cost accounting period impacted by negotiated
contract performance periods, a.nd therefore different sets of Cost
of Money Factors are developed for each cost accounting period.
In this respect, "projected" CMF's are similar to Forward Pricing
Rate Agreements (FPRA's) , and will normally be submitted and
evaluated as complementary documents and procedures. The inclu-
sion or exclusion of facilities net book values should be consistent
with the allowability or unallowability of costs generated by those
facilities, for overhead and pricing purposes. This method has the
disadvantage of more forms, compiexity and softer data, but is the
only way to accommodate avd reflect major changes in the level of
facilities net book values, e.g., major plant additions for a new
program or the decrease of facilities by sale, abandonment or other
disposal.
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(d) Use of the "projected" method does not relieve the

contractor of annual submissions of "historical" or actual data
on Form CASB-CMF, since they serve separate purposes. Projected
facilities capital and cost of money are used to develop (i) the
facilities investment risk element of a prenegotiation profit
objective, and (ii) an interim billing rate for reimbursing the
cost of facilities capital employed. Retroactive actual submis-
sions are required when it is necessary to determine final allowable
costs for cost settlement and/or repricing in accordance with CAS
414 and ASPR 15-205.50.) (e) The "historical" method will normally be used to
estimate projected facilities capital and cost of money. The
"projected" method may be used when materially different results
would be obtained, such as anticipated new investment or decreases
in plant facilities that will materially affect facil.ties net book
values over the life of the contract When the projected method is
used the contractor should justify the proposal by reasonable
identification of the facilities to be acquired or disposed of,
with a time-phased program, both of which should be supported byhis capital budget. A contractor's proposal under the "projected"

method will be reviewed by the auditor and ACO, usually in connec-
tion with negotiating FPRA'S, and recommendations made to the PCO.
The PCO's decision to accept the "projected" method should balance
the materiality of the effect of facilities increases or decreases
justified, against the added complexity and administrative burden
of evaluating the proposal.

(f) Under either method of estimating, only the most recent

interest rate determined by the Secietary of the Treasury pursuant
to P.L. 92-41 (85 Stat. 97) will be used as the cost of money rate
in Column 1. of Forms CASB-Ct17. Therefore only one rate will be
used in the estimating process regardless of the length of the
contract term, and that same rate must be used on DD Form 1861
to determine Contract Facilities Capital Employed (see 3-1300.4(c)
below).

3-1300.4 Contract Facilities Capital Estimates.
(a) After determination of whether to use the "historical"

or "projected" methods and submission of appropriate Forms CASB-CMF
as described above, the PCO is in a position to estimate the facili-
ties capital cost of money and capital eiployed for a contract pro-
posal. DD Form 1861 "Contract Facilities Capital and Cost of Money"
has been provided for this purpose and, properly completed, becomes
a connecting link between the Forms CASB-CMF and DD Form 1547
"Weighted Guidelines Profit/Fee Objective." An evaluated contract
:ost breakdown, reduced to the contracting officer's 1'renegotiation
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cost objective, must be available. The procedure is similar to
applying negotiated and approved overhead rates to appropriate
overhead allocation bases to determine contract overhead costs.

(b) DD Form 1861 provides for listing overhead pools and
direct-charging service centers (if used) in the same structure
they appear on the contractor's cost proposal and Forms CASB-CMF.
The structure and allocation base units-of-measure must be compatible
on all three displays, If the "projected" method is used, each
overhead pool must be further broken down by years to match the
separate "projected" Forms CASB-CMF. If the "historical" method
is used, this yearly breakdown is not required. Appropriate con-
tract overhead allocation base data are extracted from the evaluated
cost breakdown or prenegotiation cost objective, and listed against
the above pool-year structure. Facilities Capital Cost of Money
Factors are extracted from the appropriate (historical or projected)
Forms CASB-CMF and likewise listed against the pool-year structure.
Each allocation base is multiplied by its related factor to get
the Facilities Capital Cost of Money estimated to be incurred in
each pool-year. The sum of these segments represents the estimated
Contract Facilities Capital Cost of Money.

(c) Since the Facilities Capital ..Moey Factors reflect
the applicable cost of money rate in Column 1 of Form CASB-CMF,
the Contract Facilities Capital Employed can be determined by
dividing the contract Cost of Money by that same rate. DD Form
1861 is designed to record and compute all the above in the mostI
direct way possible, and the end result is the Contract Facilities
Capital Cost of Money and Capital Employed which is carried forward
to DD Form 1547.

3-1300.5 Pre-Award Facilities Capital Applications. Facilities
Capital Cost of Money and Capital Employed as determined above, are
applied in establishing cost and price objectives as follows:

(a) Cost of Money.
(I) Cost Objective. This special, imputed cost of

money •'Liall be used, together with normal, booked costs, in estab-
lishing a cost objective or the target cost when structuring an
incentive type contract. Target costs thus established at the
outset, shall not be adjusted as actual cost of money rates become
available for the periods during which contract performance takes
place. ________(2) Profit Objective. Cost of money shall not be
included as part of the cost base when measuring the contractor's
effort in connection with establishing a pre-negotiation profit
objective. The cost base for this purpose shall be restricted to
normal, booked costs.

(b) Facilities Capital Employed. The profit objective as
it relates to the risk associated with facilities capital employed
shall be assessed and weighted in accordance with the profit
guidelines set forth in 3-808.7.
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S~3-1300.7 Post Award Facilities Capital Applications. •

(a) Interim. illin~s Based on Costs Incurred. Contract Facili-S~ties Capital Cost of Money may be included in cost reimbur:,. ment and

progress payment, invoices. The amount that qualifies as L.St Incurred
)for purposes of the "Cost Reimbursement, Fee and Payment" or "Progress

Payment" clause of the contract is the result of multiplying the
incurred portions of the overhead pool allocation bases by the latest
available Cost of Money Factors. Like applied overhead at forecasted
overhead rates, such computations are interim estimates subject to
adjuStnicnt. As each year's data are finalized by computation of the
actual Cost of Money Factors under CAS 414 and ASPR 15-205.50, the
new factors should be used to calculate contract facilities cost
of money for the next accounting period.

(b) Final Settlement. Contract facilities capital cost of
money for final cost determination or repricing is based on each

) year's final Cost of Money Factors determined under CAS 414 and
supported by separate Forms CASB-CMF. Contrary to projection of
contract cost of money under the "historical" method, each year of
contract performance must be separately computed in a manner similar
to yearly final overhead rates. Also like overhead costs, the final
seLtlement will include an adjustment from interim to final contract

)cost of money. However estimated or target cost will not be adjusted.
3-1300.8 AdmitLstrative Procedures.

(a) Contractor submission of Forms CASB-CMF using either the
"historical" or "projected" method of forecasting will normally be
initiated under the same circumstances as Forward Pricing Rate
Agreements (see ASPR 3-807.12(b)), and be evaluated as complementary
document and procedures. The "historical" method requires only
one Fori., CASB-CMF, which also serves to finalize facilities cost
of money for the prior period, while the "projected" method requires
separate Forms for each prospective cost accounting period during
which Goveriunent contract performance is anticipated. If the con-
tractor does not annually negotiate FPRA's, submissions may never-
theless be made annually or with individual contract pricing pro-
posals, as agreed to by the contractor and the cognizant ACO. Tlhe
cognizant ACO shall, with the assistance of the cognizant auditor,
evaluate the facilities capital data and cost of money factors,
and retain approved factors with other negotiated forward pricing
data and rates.

(b) When a contracting officer uses the Weighted Guidelines
method of determining a profit objective under the criteria of
ASPR 3-808.2, he will complete a DD Form 1861 "Contract Facilities
Capital and Cost of Money" after evaluating the contractor's cost
proposal and determniii-,6 is pre-negotiation cost objective, but
before completing a D') Form 1547 "Weighted Guidelines Profit/Fee
Objective." At his option, a PCO may request the cognizant ACO to
complete the DD Formn 186]. in connection with normal field pricing
support under ASPR 3-801.5, and include it in his field pricing
support report with appropriate evaluation comments and recom-
mendations.
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(c) If 'the "projected" method was used for projecting -
Facilities Cost of Money Factors, a final Form CASB-CMF must be
submitted by the contractor under CAS 414 as soon after the end
of each cost accounting period as possible, for the purpose of
final cost determinations and/or repricing. In this event the
submission should accompany the contractor's proposal for actual
overhead costs and rates, and be evaluated as complementary docu- I
ments and procedures. _
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I)
ITEM III COST OF MONEY FOR FACILITIES CAPITAL EMPLOYED AS AN)4 IALLOWABLE COST

7 15-205,50 covers a cost principle relative to the recognition
of cost of money for facilities capital as an allowable cost,

)
)
)
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)
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15-205.50 Facilities Capital Cost of MIoney (CWAS-NA)
(a) Facilities capital cost of money (Cost of Capital

Committed to Facilities) is an imputed cost determined by
applying a cost of money rate to facilities capital employed
in support of Defense contracts. A cost of money rate is
derived from a common source and uniformly imputed to all
contractors. Capital employed is determined without regard to
its source as between equity or borrowed capital. The result-
ing cost of money is an imputed cost and is not a form of
interest on borrowings as discussed in 15-205.17.

(b) Facilities capital cost of money is allowable cost
provided (i) the contractor's capital investment is measured,
allocated to contracts, and costed in accordance with 3-1300,
and (ii) the contractor maintains adequate records to demon-
strate compliance with item (i).

(c) Cost of money for facilities capital need not be
entered on the company's books of account. However, a memo-
randum entry of the cost shall be made. All relevant schedules,I
cost data and other data necessary to fully support the entry
shall be maintained in a manner to permit audit and verification.

(d) Cost of money which is calculated, allocated and
documented in accordance with these regulations shall be deemed
an "incurred cost" for cost reimbursement purposes pursuant to the
payment provisions of applicable cost type contracts. See
E-509.5 ret applicability of cost of money for nrogress payment
purposes under fixed price contracts,

IV
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)> ITF4 IV-- SUPPLEME'NTARY INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF DD FORM 633

Defense Contractors will calculate the cost of money
for facilities capital employed in accordance with ASAIR
3-1300.3 and identify this amount on DD Form 633, line 0
(Other Costs). This is an overhead cost that is separately
identified for pricing purposes. The contractor will include
information regarding existing facilities and new facility
investments for evaluation (see 3-60u.7).

VI) 3
I
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ITMI V -- £NCURRED COSTS -- PROGRESS PAYMENTS

To provide for the inclusion of tho facilities capital cost
of money in the cost base for progress payment purposes, E-509.5,is
revised as follows,

E-509.5 Incurred Costs.

Add the following at the end of the first full paragraph: 1
Facilities capital cost of money, which is recognized as an

allowable coat by 15-205.50, shall be deemed an incurred cost: for
progress payment purposes. When this cost is allocated in compli-
ance with 3-1300 and records are maintained in accordance with
15-205.50, it shall be a "properly allocable and allowable indirect
cost as shown by records maintained by the contractor" within the
me-aning of that roquiremeant s included in the Computation of Amounts
provision of the uniform Progrcss Payieient clause set forth in
7-104.35.
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ITE1I VI -- DD l"ORi 1547 - WEIGUTED GUIDELINES PROFIT/FEE OBJECTIVE

This revised Itam raeplacos tha 1 Saptaubor 1972 adition of
this form* Editions prior to t•he now 1976 form are obsolate.
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WJtIGtIT1ID GtAII)GIANKS PROPA"71FRE ODJECTIVE:

DUS INILS UNMT
(G&RACT TYPE:

ADDRESS i

k408auramncnLdlalu Pr-i riL /Fee
PrufLt Factora BaeROW1 Do I Wra

PART A -CONTRACTOR M~FORT

Purt 1~evd Parts, I ta)______

0 ior Material~ I__________ t

-~I~ Direct Labor __________9 ti o 1

-Over hoad 6 Li)

%.:CFAll*RIr, - irpet Ilnbor ______C____ q _______

*OVOrhodtf 4 10) 1

OTHER VOMI

CUSEIRtL MAA(M.LMOT - G&A 6 to 8

1. ThT.\iA. NFFOkT j )p.X \\ 1 \xx.Yv E
PART BI CONVRACIOR RISK

fArT C I- ACILITIES vvvEsrMJF____________

I1. Ui'P7i IA. LMOY&D 16___t___10_

IV-.SIC PROFIT OUJHCCT1vE ('.&'i, I + 2 +1)

PA\tt D *SPEIW il. FACTORS

I tv'iL~. ty (ASll -w ~- . - - -

1Iuepudon~t.dil Devo lopimont (l~oe Iii) I to' 4 _____

Other (Unai 4 )5 to +5

5. SWEIML P'ROMT 0ILJFCT1V1

*IuTA!. 11110IT 0101MCIZVE UIinen 1. 1

DO) :Vo 1547 Prlviouiu I1it~ioftO Ar-a Obcol-to 7/30/76
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ITR•| VII - DD PORI 1061 - CONMTIACT FACILIrIES CAPITAL AND COST
0O? MONEY

I1 This revised item orplacea the 1 Saptwber 1972 edition of
OD Form 1861 in DPC 75-1. Editiona prior to the now 1976 form
arG obsolete.

This Ite is to be used to compute the facilitlie cajlwtal
employed on a spacific contract and the cost of moncy.
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COS CNTACT FACILITIES CAPITAL.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR DD FORM 1861

CONTRACT FACILITIES CAPITAL AND COST OF MONEY

PURPOSE. The purpose of this form is to compute the estimated facilities
capital to be employed for a specific contract proposal. An intermediate
step is to compute the estimated facilities capital cost of money, using
the Facilities Capital Cost of Money Factors developed on Form(s) CASB-
CMF. This procedure is intended to be fully compatible with Cost
Accounting Standard 414 "Cost of Money as an Element of the Cost of Facilities
Capital," and extend those criteria and techniques to prcspective periods
"for forward pricing purposes. ASPR 3-1300 should be referred to for applica-

t bility and further explanation.
IDENTIFICATION. Identify the contractor, b-,siness unit and address. Identify
the specific RFP or contract to which the compit:ation pertains, by PIN number.
Identify the estimated performance period of the contract.
OVERHEAD POOLS (Col. I. List all business unit overhead pools and direct-
charging service/support centers whose costs will be allocated to this contract.
The structure must be compatible with the contrictor's cost proposal and Forms(s)
CASB-CMF.
COST ACCOUNTING PERIOD (Col. 2). This column is used only for the "projected"
"viethod of estimating contract facilities capital employed and cost of money.
Each Overhead pool listed must be further broken down by each Cost Accounting
Period impacted by the Performance Period of the contract. T'he yearly break-
down must also correspond to yearly overhead allocation bases in the con-
tractor's cost proposal, and to separate Forms CASB-CMF for each year listed.
If the "historical" method is used, the column should be ignored.
CON7RACT OVERHEAD ALLOCATION BASE (Col. 3). For each Overhead Pool and Cost
Accounting Period listed, record The same Contract Overhead Allocation Base
amounts used in the pricing report to derive the ore-negotiation cost objec-
tire. Such amounts should be the same as those used for burdening contract

t overhead or applying service/sm-pport center use charges. The base units-of-
,'easure (e.g., Direct Labor Dollars, Direct Labor Hours, Direct Mater'.il
Dollars, etc.) must agree with those used on the Form(s) CASB-CMF.
FACILITIES CAPITAL COST OF MONEY FACiORS (Col. 4). Carry forward the appro-
priate estimated Facilities Capital Cost of Money Factors from the Form(s)
CASB-CMF. Business units, overhead pools end cost accounting periods must
agree.
FACILITIES CAPITAL COST OF MONEY AMOUNT (Col. 5). The product of each Contract
Overhead Allocation Base (Col. 3) multiplie-' 1,v its related Facilities Capital
Cost of Money Factor (Col. 4).
CONTRACT FACILITIES CAPITAL COST OF MONEY ). The sum of Col. 5. 1His
represents the contract's allocable share oi business unit's estimated
cost of mot.ey for the cosL accounting period(s) impacted by the contract
performance period. Therefore it represents a portion of the total(s) of
Col. 5 vf Form CASB-CMF.
FACILITIES CAPITAL COST OF MONEY RATE (Line 7). The same Cost of Money
Rate used in Col. I of the Form(s) CASB-CMF. Only one rate will be used
in the facilities capital estimating process regardless of the length of
the contract performance period.
CONTRACT FACILITIES rAPITAL EMPLOYED (Line 8) . The quotient of Line 6
divided by Line 7. This represents the contract's allocable share of the
business unit's estimated facilities value for the cost 'ccounting period(s)
impacted by the contract. Therefore it represents a portion of the total(s)
of Col. 4 of Form CASB-CMF.
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ITE!V VIII -- EXA11PLE OF APPLICATION OF NEW PROFIT POLICY

EXAMPLE

ABC CORPORATION

The following example of the application of the new Department
of Defense profit policy is based on the example accompanying
Cost Accounting Standard 414 "Cost of Money as an Element of
the Cost of Facilities Capital" (incorporated in ASPR Appendix 0),
which should be reviewed for the source, measurement and alloca-
tion of the facilities values used on Form CASB-CMF, and com-
putation of the Facilities Capital. Cost of Money Factors.
Note that the amoxnit of facilities capital allocated
to the example contract is not representative of any
"class of DoD contract.

The example DD Form 1861 shows how business unit Cost of Money
Factors are applied to contract proposed Overhead Allocation
Bases to compute the estimated Contract Facilities Capital Cost
of Money and Capital Employed. The example DD Form 1547 shows
how the contract estimated costs and estimated capital employed
are used in the new "Weighted Guidclines Profit/Fee Objective"
format to compute a pre-negotiation profit objective.

The example has not been completed by the assignment of specific
weights to profit factors and computation of a Total Profit
Objective, for the reasons that such extension would be meaning-
less in a hypothetical case, and would distract from illustration
and understanding of how the profit factor measurement bases are
determined.

i
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CON17RAGCT FACILITIES CAPITAL and COST 01' NONE"I

COIRKA(.UAIR: ABC Corporation -WP/CONTRACT IVI '4 0:

BUSINESS UNIT: A Division -_______A____P___IO ______.

PERIMORmAINCE 1'EI~IOI)!
ADDRESS:

1.2. COST 3.C0N'TIACT FACILITIES CAPITAL

OVERIIHAD POOLS ACCOUr'fINGi OVERIIHED COST OF MONEY

PERIOD ALLOCATION 4. FACTORS 5' AI.0L::t

-- _ .. .. .I r__ _ie

Engineering (DL $) 330,000 01,304 14,203

Manufacturing (DL $) 1,210,000 .18000 217,800

Technical Comrn cer (firs) 280 15.57895 4,362

G&A (Total Cost Input) 5,369,000 .00098 5,261

rA

6. CONTRACT FACILITIES CAPITAL COST OF MONEY 241,626

7. rACITI.I'ES c "IThI. COST OF NONEY RATE j .08

, CONTIP.CT [AC IL IT'I ES CAPIT[AL LILOYED I 3,020,325

1DO !.I, lo, " j" revious diLtion.: ArI.± 0iU,, ol.:tt- 7/.u/ 6
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iIEICIHTD G MIDELINES mtROFIT/FI",E O0.IECTiVE

C)ONTRAClOR: ABC Corporation RHF/CON'\'RA\C'r PF[N NO:

BUSINESS UNIT: A uMvLion
CONTRACTf TYPE :

)ADDRESS:

-) Measureent WeigIht Ass igned ProfLa/Fee

Profit Factors Base Range We igh Dollars
I - L J(b)

-"PART A Co,,MrRTO, t'rrORT

vI\'ERIA1, ACQUISITION P AA $

Stvcentracted Items 990,000 1 to 5

Ptrcih'sed Parts 85,000 1 to 11

Other Material I to

S- Direct Labor 330,000 9 to 15

- Overhead 80% 264,000 6 to 9

\LU'\ C1,\IIING - Diroct Labor 1,210,000 5 to 9

- Overheid 200% 2,420,000 4 to 7

OTIIER COSTS

Technical Computer (280 hrs) 70,000

Total cost Input 5,369,000 ____

• ' .M,\(,X .T - GM 8.99% 483,000 6 to ,8
PROVI'' SI-T'OTAL .X X'..•}.-.< x yX,: Xx \XX;xx xy'.:ýXNx ...

4ADJUS'MEN FACTOR XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXx x YX): N .x )LZ.xxXX x .7

I. ___AI. EFFORT ,, 5,852,000 XXXXX xXXAYK

2.C'PART B CONTfAGMR RISK

2, Cos-( (Lin- In)-- 5,852,000 0 to 8

tART C FACILITIES Iv .......

3. C? I'ir*\. i .*mIoVinD 3,020,325 16 to 1.0 1_________

4., BASIC PROFIT OBJ"CTIVE (Lines 1 t 2 + 3)

PrIy D " SP"CT,!. FACT'LO,.
• 

it

Pro,2,ct ivi ty (ASPR 3-808.3) . . . !-" , .

I ~Il-i,.lnt Dev'elopment (Lino !a) I to 4

Other (line 4 ) -5 to +5

'E 'nI) \T., r'I')F ' OtJl. CJ'IVr (Ii (- It I.

1j' 4," ,: 7 Prcvio-i• E'Li'iwr.:: rq 0".'o]o 7/30/73
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) Chapter VIII

REPORT OF TUE SPECIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE9
By July 1976, the Profit '76 Study Team had accumulated much data,

) cunducted extensive analysis, and formulated a number of alternative

I policy changes. The basic elements of a tentative new policy had

been shaped, but a few key issues rem.ined unsettled. Moreover, the

Study Director felt that, before making a final judgment on a new

policy, it would be well to make a summary review of the study trom

its inception, and to assess whether the approach had been sound,

I and whether the information and analysis developed supported the

) tentative study conclusions.

TIn order to achieve complete objectivity, ;,ad to seize the benefit of

the best informed and most authoritative judgment available, a Special

Advisory Committee was convened under the provisions of Public Law

92-463. The panel consisted of recognized experts from industry and) a
the academic world, knowledgeable in Government, and prominent in the

Sfields of business, finance, and economics. Following is the report of

that Committee.

)I

I
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August 9, 1976

SPECIAL ADVISORY CO,1M\IITEE

Honorable W P. Clements, Jr.
Deputy Secretary of Defense
The Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 203 Sl=1

Dear Mr. Secretary!

In accordance with your request of May 12, 1976, a Special
Advisory Committee, convened under the provisions of Public Law
92-463 and Department of Defense Directive 5105.18, conducted a
two day review of the Profit '76 Study on July 19 and July 20, 1976.
The agenda of the meeting was completed in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Federal Advisory CoMmiLtee Act and this letter report
is being submitted as required by the Act and as requested by your
letter.

Briefing. of the Special Advisorl Committee were given under
the able leadership of Brigadier General James 14. Stansberry. Our
Committee was very impressed with Lhe competence, subject knowledge,
and presentation ability of each of the study staff personnel. J.. l
is our unanimous opinion that the Profit '76 study itself was an
extremely thorough, well-balanced and professional effort.

In convening the Special Advisory Committee, you asked that we
review •he processes by which the study was conducted, the analytical
methods employed and, in a short letter report, provide you with a
collective judgment regarding the results. In reaching our judlgment
as outlined in the following paragraphs, we have been briefed on prior
studies and have reviewed related material as well as the data analysis
of the current study. We have accepted the stated opinion of Coopers
& Lybrand that the data submitted by Defense Contractors and reviewed
by audit firms is reliable for the purposes of this study.

We believe that a profit policy which over emphasizes cost and
under emphasizes investment tends to discourage efficient production.
Therefore, we support the thro:st of the proposed revision in policy
which would provide for spe-cific recognition of investment by contractors

We understand the rkw:Lonale behind the relatively small wvight
given to facilities in\estr.,ent on the proposed revision to D.D. Form
1547 (Weighted Guidelines Profit/Fee Objectives), but we are of the
opinion that it is not of sufficient magnitude to create a positive
incentive for new cost-effective investment. For this reaion, we would
suggest that you may wish to increase the weight given facilities invest-
ment progressively. It would also seem to us appropriate and desirable
to include working capital in the formula when the CASB adopts a Standard
on that subject. In the interim, we would urge an aggressive approach
towards the use of supplementary techniques to encourage contractors to
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make capital investment in cost-reducing facilities. We were
impressed with the potential benefit to be realized through the
cost savings sharing approach of the "productivity award" and the
value engineering incentive techniques, as well as the use of the
award fee technique to encourage new iiivestment. All of these
suggestions point to a more equitable distribution of profit from
giving consideration to return on investment.

We would caution against any assumption that overall contractor
2 risk is measured exclusively by the type of contract negotiated.

* Defense contractors are subject to other significant risks, such as
the instability of defense business in specific product lines, which,) in turn, results in the placement of the defense industry in a higher
risk classification by the financial community. Any incentive which
might encourage contractors to agree to the wrong type of contract
for the specific production could Drove counter-productive. As a
suggestion for future consideration, the profit factor for the Part B.
Contractor Risk portion of D.D. Form 1547 might well consider facilities
investment as well as operating costs.

Our Committee, in reviewing the data presented relative to the j
adequacy of the defense industrial base, could not evaluate the degree, f
if any, that erosion of the base was taking place. Although the size
of the base may be under adjustment to conform to the changing volume
of defense procurement, there was no evidence of great difficulty in
placing required procurements. We would, however, urge that necessary
effort be exerted to keep in the defense industrial base large cormner-
cial producers, such as General Motors, as well as encouraging
diversification by those producers whose output is 80% to 10O0 for
defense.

We reviewed the interrelated potential impact of CAS 409, CAS 414
and the proposed profit policy. From the data presented, we conclude

U that the cost advantage to the contractor of the progressive implemen-
tation of CAS 414 far outweighs any temporary cash flow disadvantage
of CAS 409. Although we did not conclude from the data presented that
the "average" rate of return on investment earned by def,.nse contractors
was too high or too low, we are of the opinion that it would not be
equitable to implement CAS 414 in a manner which would increase the over-
all profit of all contractors. We recommend that the weight range ofI ~the profit objective on D.C. Form 1547 be nmod~fied to provide for an
offset to the estimated overall 17o cost increase attributable to CAS 414.) Such an approach will hold average price and profit constant, while at
the same time rewarding those contractors with a greater facilities in-
vestment. If, at the same time, stepS arc taken to encourage newu
cost-reducing facility investment, it is our opinion chat significant

benefits can be realized, including lower prices to the government which
would not be inconsistent with higher profits to those contractors who
had done most to reduce costs.

V111-3
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'The SpoC IalI Adv i rnry Coiimm I. LtV is cRn CVI~Ced L. In MhL (ho' 0 I'ioLS
p055 ib1lh IndCr I be pro~posed policy ro\'ision Wi] I niot I)(% ront i-nd
un1LOSS SpeCiAl C411- i q tnkell to IsStlre a ftil 1 uIII)dr S an(Iu i ior
obi ectives and MethOciR oil OWN part of cont: ac~in g orri cc-rr ind
comnuandars of buying orgiiii ztLions Lihroughmit tLho Dopolni: menL of
Defense. This is So IhOCAusP Cho grouiLest hvinefi t wi I I be decri ved
through developing cmstoLm- Lai lae frnh, or roneniad
contracts. Uc ef(IsO co~t raici ng pumrsonlnel mUntut tisCprf negol i di nnf
As a tauol to focus aln L he reduc L io oi0f th v.1 *p ro Y i ma t 07 goivr c ont rar
price withtout sicri flcc, or quill i cIvand wi th thie colinicral objective
of broadening Lhe competitive indUSttial. base.

The Speciril. Advisory Committ-ev hn- Cound this asslgilgomont inteorest!
chol l~engin-, and important. Sound impi emetn~in on of the po0]i Cv will
signiricant~ly improvo [lhe resource nllocation process of i.hu DC1)e.-itienvi-
of Defenne and Lhe Federal Govorninont ,md -It 0he samo Lime s tre'nIhe'~w
our nation- 1 camper it ive I odustritil bitsC. 4 We woo Id 1ik to (expre-SS ourI
appreciat ion for the okitsuinudinp ,;cnfF w-ork of Ceneral St a;he'rrv ndd
hiS JSSOCialeS fromi 010e "epartment and those outside ConsultantLS who
participaced in the st~udy.

Sincerely,

Chlairman
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The following is a detailed summary of the results of the entire
effort. It was used as Deputy Secretary Clements' full riport to the
Joint Committee on Defense Production.K

STATEBMNT OF

MR. WILLIAM P. CLEMBNTS CLEARED

DEPUTY SBCRETARY Or DEFENSE M7 t: '",

J2 N NGV 1 6 M•/0

Before A Nr,.

JOINT COMMITTED ON DEPENSI PAUCTION '

On

18 NOVEMBUER 1976

"t DEPARTht1i OF DEFENSE CONTRACT PROFIT POLICY"

II
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9 Senator Proxmire and members of the co, %teeo thank
you for the opportunity to discuss with you now

Department of Defense (DoD) profit policy.

SWe have been mindful for some tim e of the i to

improve our profit policy so as to help us accoa sh

a key objective of the Department of Defense - th le

) strengthen the defense industrial base. Today's s

g ticated weaponry is expensive; therefore the indust

) which serves our defense needs must be as efficient

) cost-effective as possible.

We have suspected for some time that the defense

industrial base was suffering from a low level of privat,

investment, and have suspected that low level is in part

g) traceable to a relatively low level of profitability. It

is axiomatic that business flourishes in an atmosphere

which makes it possible to earn a fair level of profit.

The rule is equally valid when business deals with the

DoD, and it works tb the Government'! advantage for a

number of reasons:

0 It attracts good performers to do business with

I the Government

o It makes for a healthy and competitive environment

I o It enables contractors to invest in new and

efficient plant equipment with ultimate reduction in cost.
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In order to gain a detailed understanding of this

mattor, in May ID75 the Profit '76 study was chartorod

by me and led by Deputy Assistant Secretary Dale R. Babione

and Brigadier General James W. Stansberry under the

supervision of Assistant Secretary Prank A. Shrontz.

The goal of the study was to develop any policy rovisions

considered necessary to encourage private investment in

cost-reducing equipment. The basic approach was to com-

pare earnings and investment data between defense and

commercially oriented companies.

We sought widespread participation in the study A]

throughout government. The Military Departments becomeo

actively involved as did the Joint Logistic Commanders

(JLCs). A high-level steering committee consisting of

the Assistant Secretaries of Defense for both Installations

and Logistics and Comptroller, as well as the Assistant

Secretaries (IML) of the Military Departments, exercised

guidance and survetilancc throughout the course of the

study. We dealt extensively with roprosentatives of the

General Accounting Office (GAO), the Cost Accounting

Standards Board, the Office of Federal Procurement Policy,

and many other interested offices.

In any evaluation of investment and earnings, the
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) key to success is reliable data. Our collection and

analysis of data was a carefully phased effort, First,

) we discussed in detail with industry, the GAO, accounting

firios anid other., the data elements required. We requested

the participation of 133 major defense contractors that

supply weapon systems and hardware. The data from the

participating contractors was submitted to their certified

public accountants (CPAs). The accounting firms of each

participating company made a thorough, independent chock

of the collected data. Finally, the figures were further
• r awed and a,,y!yzed by a CPA fir... , 'r.ing, , undr. contr•.t

to the DoD. Ultimately our CPA firm received data from

76 companies. They rejected the data from 12 of the

companies based on either their own review on that of

the company's own CPA firm. The finial analysis was then

based on data from 64 companies (147 defense oriented

profit centers)with an aggregate sales data for govern-

ment businest avaraging $15,5 billion annually duriag

the fivu yoar pario'd from 1970 through 1974. As a r:.iulI

) of the close coordination and comprehensive reviews, weI
) obtained a high level of confidence in the data developed.

Wo also collected considerable data (8.5 billion annually)

eson the commercial opcrati.ons of

S companies doing business with the D~oD. This data,. while

IX-4
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vaiumblc for certain purposes, was not considored suf-

ficiently typical for all commercial ondeavors for us

to base prime earning comparisons on it, and it alone.

Therefore, a second set of figures was constructed from

the same five yoar sample period utilizinR data routinely

gathered by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) on 5.000

-orporations producing durable goods with aggregato avOr-

age sales of $450 billion annually. Wo believe that the

FTC data offers the best overall reflection of prof4t-

ability in the ccamercial business worid; for t',t reason..

our comparisons are based primarily on that data.

I would now like to turit to our data analysis resultc.

Looking at the return on sales, figure 1 displays the time

trends of pre-tax profitability for commercial and govern-

ment profit centers and for the FTC Durable Goods Producers.

As noted on the chart, the commercial profit ceouters
re--irted a fivo year average of 17.1t, which Is roughly j
2 1/2 times the FTC Durable Goods averago of 6.7%. The

five year average of the government oriented profit centers I
was 4.7%, which is 2.0% below the FTC average. This

relationship of lower earnings on sales has also been

notod in past profit studios.
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We also collected profit data by type of contract.

Figure 2 compares the profitability of fixed price with

cost type contracts. The fixed price type of contract,

which includes fixed price incentive, averaged 4.7% over

the five year period. The cost type contract five year

average was 4.4%, which is only .3% lower than the fixed

price average. This relationship appears disproportionate

since a contractor with a fixed price contract assumes a k

significantly greater risk and should be EC•le to earn more I
profit than a contractor with a cost type contract. We

have recognized this as a problem to be dealt with in our

revision to the profit policy. Of course, proper selection

of contract type is also essential in order to improve

the spread in realized profits between cost type and fixed

price contracts. We feel that we are doing a better job

now and that is reflected in the data for 1974.

I-
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Up to this point, we have focused on realized profits;

however, it is important to note that there is a difference

between realized profiýýs and negotiated profits. This

difference i, reflected in figure 3 which displays the

negotiated is realized profits for the five years covered

in the study. The principal elements are as follows:

o Negotiated. The average profit for all types

of DoD contracts during the five year period was

8.8% of sales.

o Negotiated less Unallowables. One of the objec-

tives of the profit study was to determine the impact of

unallowables on earnings, The data indicated that ASPR XV

unallowables (interest, contributions, IR&D/B&P in excess

of ceiling, etc.) average about 2.0% of sales; consequently,

if defense contractors could realize the negotiated profit

rate less unallowables, the earnings of 6.8% would be very

close to the FTC average of 6.7%.

o Realized. The average realized profit rate is

4.7%. This indicates that there is a substantial erosion

of the profit rate during contract performance.

This problemi pivt be adra',god by both government and contractors
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)

S in more realistic initial pricing of the contract.

) Improvements in cost control by contractors are also
I ~needed in order to improve the realized profit rate,

I

I
.)

)|

I
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Although return on sales is important, it is not the

complete measure of profitability. In our economic system,

return on investment is a key factor in the allocation of

resources. In our study, we used return on total assets

less progress and advance payments as the definition of

investment to measure return on investment. Advance and

progress payments (cost reimbursements on cost type con-

tracts were reported as progress payments for the purposes

of the study) were subtracted from the investment base

since they represent an investment by the government, not

the contractor. This is a conservative definition of

investment which fairly portrays the relative levels of

investment made by defense and commercial contractors. I

In figure 4, the time trends of return on investment

for commercial and government profit centers, and for the

FTC Durable Goods producers are shown. Commercial profit

centers averaged 17.6% for the five year period, which is

close to their 17.1% return on sales. Government profit

centers averaged 13.5%, which is 2.9 times the return on

sales. However, the FTC Durable Goods producers averaged

only 10.7% for the five years, which is 1.6 times the

return on sales. We thought that the amount of government

owned facilities might have contributed to the relatively

healthy return on investment for government profit, centers.

IX-12



To assess the Impact of these facilities, we computed

their net book value so as to approximate the invest-

mont that the contractors would carry on their books.

Inclusion of government owned facilities at a depreciated

value would only decrease the return on investment for

these profit centers from 13.S% to 13.0%. Therefore,

the return on investment for government profit centers

is somewhat more than for the FTC data, and inclusion of

the depreciated value of government owned facilities

makes little difference in the rate of return,

IX-13
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To better understand how the government return on

investment is being realized, we compared the level of

Investment for government and the FTC. This compa•Rion

is shown in figure S. The FTC data indicates that com-

mercial contractors invest an average of 63¢ for every

dollar of sales. Government contractors, on the other

ihand, invest an average of 35t for every dollar of sales. We

consider this difference of 28t on the sales dollar to be

significant. To examine the reasons for this difference, the

investment was analyzed in terms of facilities capital

(net book value of land, buildings, and equipment) and

operating capital (current assets less progress and

advance payments). It was found that 15 of that

difference is the result of a lower level of facilities

investment by government contractors, which is notedl

on figure S as the "delta" for facilities capital.

The iemaiiing difference of 13t is the "delta" for

operating capital, which is caused by the difference

in financing of government and commercial contracts

(i.e., government progress payments). We were also

concerned with the effect of government owned

facilities on the level of investment; however, we

found that by adding the net book value of these

facilities the overall investment would only increase

i€ (35¢ to 364). Thinking i-i terms of a profit policy

. X-15I1
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that would stimulate investment and productivity, the

potential impact is reflected in the "delta" for fact-

litios capital (cross hatched area between the 36¢

level and the SO€ level).

! 1
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The level of investment is greatly influencod by

the sources of capital available. Although debt is

an important source of funds, the major source is

from internally genoratod funds, which Is a function

of the return on sales, To determine the significance

of this relationship, we have examined the interaction

between facilities investment and return on sales.

Figure 6 ihows facilities capital/sales percentages
on the left axis and the profit before taxes/sales on

) the bottom axis for each source of data as shown

below:

o Government Profit Centers. Defense contrac-

j tors avoraged 4.7% roturni on sale3 and 10.9% Investment

in facilities.

o FTC Durable Goods. The FTC contractors

averaged 6.7% roturn on saleo and 26.0% investment in

facilities.

o Commercial Profit Centers. Commercial pr'ofit

centers averaged 17.1% return on sales and 41.1% invest-

ment in facilities,

Lookifg at the oxtremes, we note that the investment inl

commercial profit centers Is about 3.7 times the invest-

ment in government profit centers. Further, we note that

the return on sales for the commercial profit centers is

about 3.6 times the return on sales for the government

IX-18



profit cont•rs. There appoars to be a rough cor-

relation between the amount of facilities investment

a company is willing to make and the amount of profit

dollars that the company can expect to realize from

that Investment.

In teorms of considering productivity, if it is

efficient in the commercial marketplace for the FTC

Durable Goods producers to employ about 2 1/2 timos

the amount of facilities psr dollar of sales, compared

to the defenso producer then there are probably pro-

dictivity, gains that could be made if defense contractors I
increased their Ivestment. An incrones in investment

should decrease the production cost and the price to

govr rnmont

IX-19
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In -.ddition to the interaction of level of invest-

ment and return on sales, one has to also consider return

on investment. Figure 7 shows the level of investment, in

terms of sales/asset turnover on the left axis and the

profit before taxes/sales on the bottom axis. Turnover

refers to the amount of sales generated by a given amount

of investment. A turnover rate of one indicates that

there is one dollar's worth of investment supporting a

dollar in sales. A turnover rate of two indicates that

there is 501 worth of investment supporting a dollar in

sales. A turnover rate of four in3icates that there is

25ý in investment supporting a dollar in sales. The

multiple of the turnover rate times the return on

sales is the return on investment, which is reflected

by the three ISO-ROI lines (5%, 10%, 20%). All three

groups are achieving an ROI in the 10-20% range, but it

is important to note how they realize these returns.

The commercial profit centers maintain a turnover rate

of approximately 6ne by realizing a 17.1% return, on sales;
however, government profit centers with a relatively low

.return on sales have to achieve a significantly higher

turnover of assets. They do this by minimizing their

level of investment.
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While all of the data we have analyzed was very

important in shaping our revised policies, we also paid

a great deal of attention to the opinions expressed by

our contracting officers and representatives of industry.

Over 300 contracting officers were surveyed, as were some

200 companies. We noted that there was strong support for

basing profit potential somewhat on investment; also that

both government and industry felt that the cost of capital

should be more adequately recognized as an element of

product price. We also contracted for the Conference Board,

an independent research assoc. to examine the question of

business risk and investment determinants. The Conference

Board interviewed 53 account executives of 31 financial

institutions. They reported that these financial institu-

tions, an important source of funds for defense industry,

felt that defense business was not sufiiciently profitable

for the risks involved. Whether or not one agrees or

disagrees with this opinion, it must be noted that ,these

firms have heavy ijffluence over the-availability of funds

for defense industry 3_)'vestment.

From the facts and opinions gathered during the course

of the study, it became clea," that we should shape our

profit and pricing policies to more directly encourage

investment; and that such investment carried with .it the
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potential for significant productivity gains and price

reductions. The detailed changes we have made are shown

in figure 8.

Turning to our new profit policy, figure *8 shows the

changes in emphasis on the various profit factors as noted

below:

"Contractor Input to Total Performance (CITP)" is

a measure of the estimated cost of and represents the

effort required to perform the contract. This was the

dominant element Jn the profit objective in the old policy,

and accounted for about 65% of the negotiated profit rate.

To shift the emphasis from a cost-based profit policy, we
have reduced this factor significantly.

Under the old policy, "Contract Cost Risk" recognizes

the contractor's assumption of risk with a minimum weight

(0%) for cost plus fixed fec contracts and a mbximum weight

(7%) for firm fixed.price contracts. On the average, this

accounted for 30% of the profit objective in the old policy.

Our government procurement personnel indicated ia the

opinion survey that there should be a greater difference

in cost risk between cost type and fixed price contracts.

These opinions appear to have been validated by our. profit

center data, which indicated a very small difference in
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realized profits between cost type and fixed price con-

tracts. Accordingly, we have provided for a 1% increase

in the risk ranges for fixed price contracts, which will

increase the emphasis for contract cost risk to 40% of

the profit objective in the new policy. \

"Past Performance" was included in the old profit
policy as a subjective factor to reward or penalizo a

defense contractou for his performance on prior defense

contracts. Our data indicated that this factor was

applied in an inconsistent manner and probably had little

impact on the contractor's performance on the instant

contract. We consider past performance to be an appro-

priate consideration in source selections, but an

ineffective tool in profit policy. On an overall basis,

past performance accounted for Ln insignificant portion

of the profit objective and therefore has been deleted

in the new policy.

"Use of Government Resources" was included in the

old policy to penalize the contractor (0 to -2%) for use

of government furnished facilities. This factor had an

insignificant impact on the overall level of profits and

has been deleted in the new policy. The thrust of the

new policy is on the investment furnished by the contrac-

tor, not by the government.
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"Contractor Investment in Facilities Capital" has

been added to the new policy in order to recognize and

)• reward contractors for the investiAent they have applied

to the contract. This is the major change in policy and

is generally in accordance with the recommendations of

the Commission on Government Procurement, the Comptroller

General, informed observers in Congress and many others.

We have allocated 10% of the profit objective to contrac-

tor investment. We recognize that this is a modest

) approach; however, we are being cautious until we have

had the opportunity to assess the overall impact of this
I

- policy change. The weight of this factor will likely be

increased in the future.

I "Productivity" is a new feature in the profit policy.

We have felt for some time that our policy should motivate

defense contractors to increase their productivity and

I thereby reduce costs. The old policy has not proved

Seffective in this area, because a contractor could lose

profit opportunity in a follow-on contract if he had made

significant productivity gains since the profit sbjcctive

was based on estimated cost. Accordingly, the new policy

provides for consideration of profit on demonstrated unit

cost reductions resulting from prod-ccivity improvements.

This approach emphasizes that it is our objective to
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reduce contract price and that we are willing to reward

productivity when it yields lower prices.

"Other Factors" that may be ksed in the profit

objective are essentially unchaigccý in the new policy.

These factors include consideration for Foreign Military

Sales (FMS), Independent Development, Small Business and

minority business paxticipation.
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A corollary effort has been made in the develop-

ment of cost objectives to recognize contractor invest-

ment. The Cost Accounting Standards Board has taken

a positive step forward with Cost Accounting Standard

(CAS) 414, which is entitled "The Cost of Money as an

Element of the Cost of Facilities Capital". CAS 414

provides the methodology to estimate, accumulate and

report a cost of capital that is imputed to the con-

tractor's investment in facilities at an interest rate

published by the Secretary of the Treasury. We have made

this cost allowable on most negotiated contracts which are

priced on the basis of cost analysis. Procedures have been

established so that on the average, the prenegotiation

profit objective takes into account and offsets the cost

increase attributable to the imputed cost of facilities

capital. This offset provision is in line with the view

expressed in Senator Proxmire's letter to Secretary Rumsfeld of

May 27, 1976 on this subject.

We feel that our new profit policy and the allowance

of the imputed cost of capital will help remove obstacles

to cost-reducing facility investment decisions by industry.

Those policy changes are a step in the right direction and

should reduce the DoD acquisition cost by improving the

viability and productivity of our defense industri'al base.
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Chaptur X

9 DILBU1EWTflG THE~ NEW POLICY

The now policy eventuating from the Profit '76 study was promulgated

I" in Defense Procurement Circular 76-3 on 1 September 1976. With the

effective date only a month away (1 October 1976), it was imperativa

that the way be paved by a concentrated effort to familiarize contract

negotiators in both Government and industry of the new policy and the

methodology of its application.
J

Under the co-oponeorehip of the Office of the Assistant Secretary of

Deafene (IML) and the National Contract Managoment Association, a

serios of workshops wute akheduled at strategic locntiorn around the

country during the month of September. The schedule of those workshops

and their loaatioun are shovn on the following page. An on-going pro-

gram continues to provide training in the new policy as needed and

within the limitations of resources.

I
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DOD PROFIT AND PRICING POLICY WORKSHOP

Co-Sponsored Bv
THE OFFICE OF THE

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
(INSTALLATIONS AND LOGISTICS)

ANDI

THE NATIONAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION

WASHINGTON. D C SEPTEMBER 13
BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS SEPTEMBER 14
NEW YORK. NEW YORK SEPTEMBER 15
DAYTON OHIO SEPTEMBER 16
ST LOUIS. MISSOURI SEPTEMBER 17
SEATTLE. WASHINGTON SEPTEMBER 20
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA SEPTEMBER 21
ALBUOUER UE. N GnW M oEXICO S tryermson 21
LOS ANGE•LES. CALIFORNIA SEPTEMBER 22
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA SEPTEMBER 23
DALLAS, TEXAS SEPTEMBER 24

ORLANDO. FLORIDA SEPTEMBER 26

Design~ed for joint instruction of Governmennt and Industry porsonnoei



) IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM

INSTRUCTORS

Brigadier Genoral Jamoo W, Stnnsbarry, Director Profit '76

Colonel Charles J. Elliott, Deputy Director Profit '76

Dr. Otto B. Martinson, Logistics Managamont In.tituto

Mr. David Hi. Koonce, OASD(I&L)/PF

Hr. Joaeph Nocera, DCAA

bi. Robort Betison, DCAA

Mr. Douglas Docktar, DRDTA

Hr. Charles L. Hramilton, SAMSO

bir. Josoph Gallaghor, liq Nawi tv Mter1io Command

Mr. Thomas Urown, APA1LD

Mr. Arnold Jackson, Logistics Nanogemont Institute
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S~Appendix

Ii

Voluna Special StudlesI

I 1. ~ Logistics Ha~nagamont InstILutol Profit '76 (LWi Task 76-3)

2. Logistics Management Institute; Defense Industrial Bove

)

t ~(Ull Task 76-2)

II

Volume I Executive Summary -
- Volume II Compilation of Data

I Vol1MG III Case Studie-

-• 3. Coopers & Lybrand

Corporate Leval Ano~al8fl
Pr-of'i Can•cer Leval Anniyasi•
Contracting Officer Survey.

4. Aerospace lndustrlea Association" Risk mawlyist
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